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Abstract
The hydrated and highly charged extracellular matrix (ECM) plays a vital role in
many biological processes. Therefore, mimicking this environment is of great interest
in material science as well as biomedical research. In this thesis, an ECM mimetic is
presented based on hyaluronic acid also called hyaluronan (HA) as one of the ECM’s
abundant negatively charged components. Due to HA’s unique properties, this anionic
biopolymer was chosen as biological "module" to design biocompatible charge defined
hydrogels in a synthetic biology approach.
By varying the degree of chemical modification on the carboxyl groups of the glu-
curonic acid moiety of HA in addition to differently charged but structurally similar
heteroaromatic crosslinkers, the charge density of the hydrogels presented in this thesis
can be adjusted. Using thiolation as chemical modification together with two armed
crosslinkers carrying unsaturated end groups, the thiol-Michael addition click reaction
can be employed for byproduct free crosslinking of HA chains. The composition of the
presented hydrogels remains constant and hydrogels with the same degree of thiola-
tion and differently charged heteroaromatic crosslinker cores even result in the same
covalent connectivity of the network.
I could show that size defined HA with an average molecular weight of 74 kDa is
suitable for homogeneous and reproducible hydrogel formation at degrees of thiolation
from 18 % to 36 %. Additionally, the presented hydrogels show a high stability over
time, with constant mechanical stiffness over the course of at least four weeks.
Using a set of hydrogels synthesized from 74 kDa HA with three different degrees of
thiolation in the range of 18 % to 33 % and one neutral and one structurally similar,
positively charged crosslinker, physico-chemical properties were monitored. Two gen-
eral trends could be observed for mechanical stiffness in the form of Young’s moduli
ranging from 0.44 kPa to 6.31 kPa, swelling ratios and mesh sizes between 53.54 nm
to 183.76 nm. (1) With increasing degree of thiolation, mechanical stiffness increases
whereas swelling ratios and respective mesh sizes decrease. (2) At each individual de-
gree of thiolation, hydrogels with the charged crosslinker show twice as high Young’s
moduli and roughly halved swelling ratios and mesh sizes, compared to the same hy-
drogels with uncharged crosslinkers. Furthermore, swelling ratios of the presented
polyelectrolyte hydrogels are highly influenced by the ionic strength of the swelling
solution but independent of the solution’s pH at physiological salt concentration.
Biological properties, as for example enzymatic degradability, show the trends de-
scribed for physico-chemical characterization. (1) Half-lives of hydrogels in hyaluroni-
dase and hyaluronate lyase solutions are increasing with increasing degree of thiolation
from 2.5 h to 11.7 h in hyaluronidase with the uncharged crosslinker and (2) for each
individual degree of thiolation, half-lives for hydrogels with the charged crosslinkers
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are always larger than for respective hydrogels with the uncharged crosslinker. Fur-
thermore, cell adhesion of fibroblasts, lymph endothelial cells and breast cancer cells is
(1) increasing with increasing degree of thiolation. (2) It could also be observed, that
cells adhere better on hydrogels with charged crosslinkers, compared to hydrogels with
the same degree of thiolation with uncharged crosslinkers.
For all of these trends in physico-chemical as well as biological properties, two in-
fluencing factors could clearly be determined in this thesis. Firstly, correlation of all
presented properties with the negative network charge of each individual hydrogel could
be observed: With decreasing negative network charge, hydrogels are becoming stiffer,
show lower swelling capacity and smaller mesh sizes, degradation by hyaluronan de-
grading enzymes becomes slower, and more cells are able to adhere to their surface.
Secondly, the aromatic core of the crosslinker seems to be another important factor
for material properties. The naturally occurring pyridinium causes considerably stiffer
hydrogels with smaller mesh sizes and lower swelling ratios compared to a structurally
similar triazolium based crosslinker.
To conclude, a charge defined hydrogel system could be presented, mimicking the
hydrated ECM niche, in a minimal model adjusted for studying non-integrin mediated
cell attachment. From results obtained by characterizing the material properties, I
suggest a strong influence of secondary interactions on physico-chemical and biolog-
ical properties of the ECM. Both electrostatic interactions, resulting from negative
network charge of the hydrogels, as well as aromatic core interactions due to different
heteroaromats used in crosslinker design are critically influencing hydrogel properties in
a specific way. With the establishment of this defined system further studies on charge
dependent ECM characteristics as well as application in three dimensional (3D) tissue
engineering, drug delivery or regenerative medicine are possible, given the opportunity
to specifically tune material properties by changing the secondary interactions within
the network.
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Zusammenfassung
Die stark geladene und hydratisierte Extrazelluläre Matrix (EZM) spielt eine entschei-
dende Rolle in vielen wichtigen biologischen Prozessen. Deshalb ist es sowohl in der
Materialwissenschaft als auch in der biomedizinischen Forschung von großem Interesse,
diese Umgebung nachzuahmen. In der vorgelegten Arbeit wird ein EZM Model auf Ba-
sis von Hyaluronsäure (HA) als einer der am häufigsten vorkommenden negativ gelade-
nen Komponenten der EZM präsentiert. Aufgrund der einzigartigen Eigenschaften
von HA wurde dieses anionische Biopolymer als biologisches „Modul“ ausgewählt, um
biokompatible, ladungsdefinierte Hydrogele in einem synthetisch biologischen Ansatz
zu entwickeln.
Durch unterschiedliche Grade an chemischer Modifikation an der Carboxylgruppe
der Glucuronsäure-Einheit von HA in Verbindung mit strukturell gleichartigen aber
unterschiedlich geladenen, heteroaromatischen Quervernetzern, können die Ladungs-
dichten, der in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Hydrogele, eingestellt werden. Durch die
Verwendung einer Thiolierung, als chemischer Modifikation der HA und eines zweiarmi-
gen Quervernetzers mit ungesättigten Endgruppen, kann die Thiol-Michael Addition
als eine Klickreaktion ohne Nebenprodukte zur Vernetzung verwendet werden. Die
Zusammensetzung, der in dieser Arbeit hergestellten Hydrogele, bleibt dabei konstant
und Hydrogele mit dem selben Thiolierungsgrad der HA aber unterschiedlich gelade-
nen, heteroaromatischen Quervernetzer-Kernen weisen zusätzlich die gleiche kovalente
Konnektivität innerhalb des Netzwerks auf.
Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass größendefinierte HA mit einem mittleren Moleku-
largewicht von 74 kDa und einem Thiolierungsgrad von 18 % bis 36 % geeignet ist, um
homogene Hydrogele mit reproduzierbaren Eigenschaften herzustellen. Zusätzlich ver-
fügen diese Hydrogele über eine gute Langzeitstabilität, da sie konstante mechanische
Steifigkeiten über einen Zeitraum von mindestens vier Wochen aufweisen.
Die physikalisch-chemischen Eigenschaften eines Hydrogel-Sets aus 74 kDa HA in
drei unterschiedlichen Thiolierungsgraden zwischen 18 % und 33 % und je einem neu-
tralen und einem strukturgleichen positiv geladenen Quervernetzer wurden bestimmt.
Zwei allgemeine Tendenzen konnten im Verlauf der mechanischen Steifigkeit über das
Elastizitätsmodul (E-Modul) von 0.44 kPa bis 6.31 kPa, der Quellraten und Maschen-
größen der Hydrogele zwischen 53.54 nm und 183.76 nm beobachtet werden. (1) Mit
steigendem Thiolierungsgrad nimmt die mechanische Steifigkeit der Hydrogele zu, wäh-
rend die Quellraten und zugehörigen Maschengrößen kleiner werden. (2) Hydrogele,
die mit dem geladenen Quervernetzer hergestellt wurden, zeigen unabhängig vom Thio-
lierungsgrad doppelt so große E-Module und ungefähr halb so große Quellraten und
Maschengrößen wie vergleichbare Hydrogele mit dem ungeladenen Quervernetzer. Des
Weiteren werden die Quellraten der vorgestellten Polyelektrolyt-Hydrogele stark von
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der Ionenkonzentration der Schwelllösung beeinflusst, sind aber unabhängig vom pH-
Wert der Lösung bei physiologischer Ionenkonzentration.
Auch die biologischen Eigenschaften, wie z.B. die enzymatische Abbaubarkeit der
Hydrogele zeigen die Tendenzen, die bereits für das physikalisch-chemische Verhalten
beschrieben wurden. (1) Die Halbwertszeiten der Hydrogele in Hyaluronidase- und
Lyase-Lösung nehmen mit steigendem Thiolierungsgrad zu, von 2.5 h auf 11.7 h in
Hyaluronidase Lösung mit dem ungeladenen Quervernetzer und (2) für jeden einzelnen
Thiolierungsgrad sind die Halbwertszeiten der Hydrogele mit dem geladenen Querver-
netzer immer länger als für vergleichbare Hydrogele mit dem ungeladenen Quervernet-
zer. Fibroblasten, Lymphendothelzellen und Brustkrebszellen zeigen zusätzlich eine (1)
vermehrte Anbindung an Hydrogele mit zunehmendem Thiolierungsgrad. (2) Es konn-
te ebenfalls beobachtet werden, dass diese Zelltypen im Vergleich zu Hydrogelen mit
dem ungeladenen Quervernetzer, bei gleichem Thiolierungsgrad, besser auf Hydrogelen
mit dem geladenen Quervernetzer adhärieren.
In dieser Arbeit konnten für alle beobachteten Tendenzen in den biologischen und
physikalisch-chemischen Eigenschaftern zwei Einflussfaktoren klar herausgearbeitet
werden. Zunächst hängen alle Eigenschaften direkt von der negativen Ladung des Netz-
werks der Hydrogele ab. Mit abnehmender negativer Ladung des Netzwerks werden
die Hydrogele steifer, zeigen ein vermindertes Quellvermögen und kleinere Maschen-
größen, werden von HA degradierenden Enzymen langsamer abgebaut und eine größere
Zahl an Zellen kann auf ihrer Oberfläche anbinden. Des Weiteren scheint der aroma-
tische Kern des Quervernetzers ein weiterer wichtiger Einflussfaktor für die Material-
eigenschaften zu sein. Das in der Natur vorkommende Pyridin führt im Vergleich zu
strukturgleichen, Triazol basierten Quervernetzern zu wesentlich steiferen Hydrogelen
mit kleineren Maschengrößen und niedrigeren Quellraten.
Zusammenfassend konnte ein ladungsdefiniertes Hydrogel-System vorgestellt werden,
das als vereinfachtes Modell die hydratisierte EZM Umgebung im Hinblick auf nicht-
Integrin vermittelte Zellanbindung abbildet. Aus der Charakterisierung der Material-
eigenschaften kann ein starker Einfluss von sekundären Wechselwirkungen auf die
physikalisch-chemischen und biologischen Eigenschaften der EZM vorgeschlagen wer-
den. Sowohl elektrostatische Wechselwirkungen, die aufgrund der negativen Ladung
des Netzwerks auftreten, als auch aromatische Wechselwirkungen aufgrund der un-
terschiedlichen heteroaromatischen Kerne der Quervernetzer, beeinflussen beide die
Hydrogel-Eigenschaften entscheidend. Mit der Etablierung dieses definierten Systems
können weitere Untersuchungen zu ladungsabhängigen EZM Eigenschaften gemacht
werden. Zusätzlich können diese Hydrogele durch die Möglichkeit, über Einstellung
der sekundären Wechselwirkungen gezielt Materialeigenschaften zu verändern, Anwen-
dung in der Gewebezüchtung, als Wirkstoff-Carrier oder in der regenerativen Medizin
finden.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Idea of Remodeling the Extracellular Matrix
The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a complex entity, consisting of different glycosamino-
glycans, proteins, proteoglycans, and growth factors. The attachment of cells to this
dynamic matrix is crucial for specific tissue functions (Badylak (2007); Frantz et al.
(2010)). Additionally, the remodeling of the matrix by cells is important for exam-
ple in wound healing and associated processes. Due to the high complexity and the
tissue specific composition of the ECM, the influence of matrix properties on vital
biological processes is however hard to elucidate. In a bottom up synthetic biology
approach, specific ECM characteristics can be remodeled, by isolating the essential
components for each precisely defined attribute. In this thesis, I aim at characterizing
the influence of the ECMs charge density on cell behavior with special emphasis on
non-integrin mediated electrostatic ECM-cell interactions. Therefore, a synthetic ECM
mimetic, represented by a hydrogel, consisting of thiolated hyaluronan (HA) covalently
crosslinked by short pyridinium crosslinkers, is established. Through crosslinking with
neutral and positively charged crosslinkers at different polymerization rates, the charge
of the hydrogels can be tuned in a well defined manner, enabling us to study charge
dependent chemical, physical, and biological properties of the presented ECM models.
1.1.1 Principles of Synthetic Biology
Approaching life sciences in a descriptive way, observing nature and drawing conclu-
sions from these findings is replaced more and more by rebuilding nature to study
specific functions and properties. In recent years, these functional concepts, that are
the principle of synthetic biology are developing (Andrianantoandro et al. (2006)). In
a first step, defined functional units have to be identified in existing biological systems
to be re-designed synthetically. Thus, even complex biological systems, as for example
cells (Bashor et al. (2010)), can be remodeled on the basis of relatively simple synthetic
or natural molecules. However, ideally functional units or biological modules (Hartwell
et al. (1999)) have to be defined in a way to recreate not only properties but also
the function of the natural example. With this bottom-up approach on “rebuilding
nature”, deeper understanding of individual functions and complex dynamics in bio-
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logical systems can be achieved. Additionally, some of these new systems or materials
can be used in different contexts, for example in tissue engineering or drug delivery
(Cascone et al. (1995); Kim and Mooney (1998); Shu et al. (2006)).
When using functional concepts to remodel different aspects of nature, biological
modules are designated as small units solely defined by their specific function, regardless
of their molecular composition. Therefore, a protein as part of a biological module for
example might be replaced by another protein leading to the same functional properties
of the module. This especially emphasizes the role of evolutionarily well preserved
molecular components. Since they serve the same function over a long period of time,
they are essential for functional entities in biological modules, opening up new ways
for evolutionary development (Hartwell et al. (1999)).
Being inspired by computer engineering, synthetic biology modules can be isolated
from one another (Hartwell et al. (1999); Andrianantoandro et al. (2006)). Taking
the compartmentalized structure of a cell, independent biological modules are easily
defined, as shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the availability of certain components is
well controlled by for example the expression level of the component by the cell or the
activation status of the respective enzymes.
Considering the complexity of the ECM and the high rate of interactions between
different molecular components, all contributing to its overall properties, the identifi-
cation of individual biological modules is not easy. Thus, it is necessary to define new
approaches in relation to synthetic biology, that allow the re-design of a minimal ECM.
With such ECM mimetics, it can be elucidated, how cells interact specifically and un-
specifically with the ECM and how this can be optimized for application purposes
(Vogt and Rusk (2014)).
2
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Figure 1: A proposed hierarchy in synthetic biology on the basis of computer engineer-
ing (adapted from Andrianantoandro et al. (2006) with images from Servier Medical Art).
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1.2 Main Charged Components in the ECM
Cells can adhere to the ECM in two different ways. Either through their cell surface
receptors, binding specifically to different components of the ECM or unspecifically
by non-receptor mediated, electrostatic interactions between their cell membrane and
charged ECM molecules (Lee et al. (2005)). In order to mimic these weak electrostatic
cell interactions, promoted by the highly-charged ECM, a synthetic matrix system with
tunable charge density has to be created. This biological module should be built of
a small number of charged ECM components and be able to function as interface for
these unspecific, charge dependent ECM-cell interactions. Therefore, the main charged
components of the ECM need to be elucidated first for their ability to participate in
such a synthetic approach.
1.2.1 Positively Charged Components
Positively charged components are not very prevalent within the ECM and can thus
only be found in the nature of the surface charge of protein domains or sometimes entire
proteins. One important component of the ECM in natural tissues is the structural
protein elastin. It is mainly responsible for the elasticity of tissue (Moore and Thibeault
(2012)). Elastic properties are thereby a result of elastin fiber’s stretching potential
to a multitude of their original size as well as its characteristic three dimensional (3D)
network structure (Sandberg et al. (1981)). As for current research, crosslinking of
collagen and elastin is unique in biology (Eyre et al. (1984)) and makes it especially
interesting as a building block for our synthetic biology approach. The fibers of elastin
are crosslinked covalently by lysyl oxidase (Kaga et al. (2003)). In this process four
sidechains of lysine form a pyridinium ring (Partridge (1966); Miller et al. (1965);
Anwar and Oda (1966, 1967)), known as desmosine, one of the non-proteinogenic amino
acids (Nelson and Cox (2011)). Desmosine and its structural isoform isodesmosine are
natural, positively charged crosslinks within the ECM, shown in Fig. 2. Therefore,
they are ideal templates for crosslinking in a synthetic ECM model system based on
HA.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Structure of desmosine (a) and isodesmosine (b) linked to elastin. One desmo-
sine can link two elastin polymers (represented as turquoise lines) (adapted from Hagel et al. (2013)).
1.2.2 Negatively Charged Components
Main components of the ECM apart from cells and proteins are glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs), also called "connective tissue polysaccharides" or "mucopolysaccharides"
(Lapcík Jr et al. (1998)). They consist of saccharide repeating units, providing a
polyanionic backbone, which could be used as negatively charged component in a syn-
thetic biology approach for an ECM mimetic. The four most important GAGs in
natural tissues are (1) heparin/heparan sulfate, (2) chondroitin sulfate/dermatan sul-
fate, (3) keratan sulfate, and (4) hyaluronic acid or hyaluronan (HA), see Fig. 3. All
of these GAGs contribute to tissue integrity and act as low affinity receptors, bind-
ing to their respective cell surface receptors and thus inducing intracellular signaling
events modulating cytokine and growth factor functions (Lander (1998)). Through
their negative charges, they can however also induce the weak electrostatic ECM cell
interactions that we are interested in studying in our synthetic matrix model.
Unlike the other members in the GAG family, HA does not contain a protein do-
main, and can reach a length of several micrometers. Elevated HA levels in inflam-
mation processes during early wound repair (Culp et al. (1979)), near proliferating
(Tammi et al. (1988, 1989)) and migrating keratinocytes (Oksala et al. (1995)) as well
as in the provisional ECM during tissue remodeling (Oksala et al. (1995); Weigel et al.
(1988)) and at the wound margin (Oksala et al. (1995)) indicate its importance in
these processes. It has been especially long recognized as a wound-healing agent and
was therefore extensively studied in that respect (reviewed in Chen and Abatangelo
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Figure 3: Chemical structure of repeating disaccharide units of important glycosamino-
glycans (GAGs) including (a) heparin/heparan sulfate, (b) dermatan sulfate/chondroitin
sulfate, (c) keratan sulfate, and (d) hyaluronan (HA).
(1999); White and Mantovani (2013)). Beyond the different wound healing processes,
HA is also involved in a multitude of other important biological processes such as em-
bryogenesis (Camenisch et al. (2000)), cell division (Brecht et al. (1986); Tammi and
Tammi (1991)), differentiation (Pasonen-Seppänen et al. (2003)), cell migration (Pieni-
maki et al. (2001); Karvinen et al. (2003)), and leukocyte-binding during inflammation
(de la Motte et al. (2003); Jokela et al. (2008); Lauer et al. (2009)).
In comparison to other carbohydrates, which are all manufactured in the Golgi ap-
paratus of the cell with variable sulfation patterns, HA is synthesized unmodified by
transmembrane proteins incorporated in the outer cell membrane (Itano et al. (2014)).
HA chain production is catalyzed by these so-called HA synthases and happens via
uridine diphosphate (UDP) dependent addition of monosaccharides to the reducing
end of the chain in the intracellular space (reviewed in Vigetti et al. (2014)). In this
process, the non-reducing end is directly extruded into the extracellular space through
a trans-membrane pore (Vigetti et al. (2014)), making it possible to form extremely
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long polymer chains with contour lengths of several micro-meters (Toole (2004)). These
long HA chains can either be released into the ECM, or stay attached to the cell sur-
face directly through the synthase (Siiskonen et al. (2014)) or via specific HA receptors
forming pericellular coats (Boehm et al. (2009); Nijenhuis et al. (2008); Kultti et al.
(2006); McLane et al. (2013)) around the cells. In addition to the two in vivo ar-
rangements, namely pericellular coats and the HA meshwork within the ECM, HA can
also be found as HA cables (de la Motte et al. (2003); Day and de la Motte (2005)).
These HA cables are especially important during immune response (Baranova et al.
(2013)). Since monocytes are readily adhering to them, they have been observed both
in vitro and in vivo cell experiments as a reaction to cellular stress in a wide range of
pathobiological processes (Wang et al. (2011)).
HA was discovered in 1934 in the vitreous humor of cattle eyes by Meyer and Palmer
(Meyer (1903)). It is evolutionary well preserved and abundant in soft connective tissue
like skin, synovium, cartilage, and the vitreous humor (Laurent et al. (1996)). An adult
human contains 12 g to 15 g HA, from which more than 50 % are located in the skin
(Reed et al. (1988)). Therefore, it is ideally suited for biomedical applications, also
considering that it is biocompatible and can be obtained from animal independent
sources. It consists of a repeating disaccharide unit, which itself is built up of D-
glucuronic acid and N -acetyl-D-glucosamine, as illustrated in Fig. 4. One linear and
unbranched HA chain under healthy physiological conditions can reach a length of
2000 to 25 000 disaccharides, corresponding to 2 µm to 25 µm and therefore a molecular
mass of 106 Da to 107 Da (Toole (2004)). Deprotonation of the carboxylic group on D-
glucuronic acid at physiological pH is responsible for the high charge density of HA
in the ECM and causes a high affinity for different ions and especially water (Lee and
Spicer (2000); Laurent and Fraser (1992); Varki and Lowe (2009)). Thus, the physical
and chemical properties of the polyelectrolyte HA critically depend on ionic strength
and pH of the solution. It has been shown for example that HA chains contract and
thus have shorter persistence lengths in solutions with high ionic strength or low pH
(Cleland (1968)).
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Figure 4: Chemical structure of hyaluronic acid (HA), composed of D-glucuronic acid
and N -acetyl-D-glucosamine. Monomers in the disaccharide repeating units are linked via β-1,3-
glycosidic bonds and disaccharide units themselves are connected through β-1,4-glycosidic bonds.
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One identifying feature for a natural molecule to be suited for a biological module,
namely the isolation of that precise molecule (Hartwell et al. (1999)) however is quite
small in the case of HA. Depending on the origin and isolation process used for HA
exploitation, possible impurities are bacterial endotoxins, chondroitin sulfates, nucleic
acids, sodium chloride, heavy metals, and proteins (Lapcík Jr et al. (1998)). In nature
there are several proteins specifically binding to HA, so called hyaladherins (Day and
Prestwich (2002)). Therefore, especially if tissue-derived HA is used, it can still have
hyaladherins and other potentially bioactive factors attached, as unintended contam-
inations (Stern et al. (2006)). HA derived from different tissues, and thus associated
with tissue specific components, was shown to enhance reepithelization, the final step
during wound healing. This acceleration of wound healing varies depending on the
source of the HA, showing the high impact of contaminations by hyaladherins in a
synthetic system (Burd et al. (1991)). Additionally, there are experiments displaying
the importance of different hyaladherins in inflammation and wound healing processes,
for example in Wight et al. (2014). This shows in general that hyaladherins are bene-
ficial within the ECM and therefore should be considered in a more detailed synthetic
ECM. However, including hyaladherins increases the complexity of a synthetic biology
approach, which is tailored to investigate electrostatic non-integrin mediated ECM-cell
interactions.
Today, enzymatically synthesized “pure” HA is widely used in research. Though,
due to the presence of hyaladherins in experimental environments, for example in the
serum added for cell culture experiments, even here HA/hyaladherin aggregates might
eventually present themselves to the cells. This makes it inevitable to take these addi-
tional active species into account and to not solely link the properties to the influence
of HA, when setting up an ECM mimetic on the basis of HA.
Taken together, HA is the best characterized GAG within the ECM and is involved
in a lot of vital tissue functions. Additionally, HA can easily be obtained in different
molecular weight ranges, whereas this is rather difficult for other ECM GAGs (Kakehi
et al. (2003)). Therefore, it is the best option for our synthetic model in order to
develop the system towards biomedical applications in the future.
1.3 The Singularity of Hyaluronic Acid As ECM
Building Block
After defining HA as the best choice of polymer to build up the network structure of
our ECM mimetics, an even closer look has to be taken at its properties. Already
briefly mentioned above, HA as one of the main components in the ECM, does not
only play a structural but also a functional role within the matrix. Thus, there are
many different characteristics making it superior to other polymers, in its ability to
8
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participate in a synthetic extracellular matrix model.
1.3.1 (Bio)degradability of HA
According to a wide variety of studies the bioactivity of HA is largely dependent on
the size of the HA polymer (reviewed for example in Pasonen-Seppänen et al. (2003)).
As the synthases are only known to produce relatively high molecular weight (HMW)
HA, smaller polymers are most likely the result of different degradation mechanisms.
There are three known independent mechanisms for HA metabolism in vertebrates and
invertebrates:
(1) Degradation by specialized hyaluronan degrading enzymes, acting as hydrolases
in a large pH range (Stern et al. (2006)). In order to start this degradation inside
specific liver, kidney or spleen cells, HA has to be released from the tissue matrix
into the vasculature or lymphatic system and internalized by the cells (Stern et al.
(2006)). In humans, six so called hyaluronidases (HYALs) are known to date, HYAL1-
4, HYALP, and HYAL-PH20, all of them endoglucosaminidases digesting HA at the
β-1,4-glycosidic bond, as shown in Fig. 5 (Jiang et al. (2007)). In addition to the
hyaluronidases found in mammalians, there are other bacterial enzymes also capable
of specific HA digestion. One important example is hyaluronate lyase, produced by
nearly all group A, B, C, and G streptococci and also other bacteria (Ginsburg (1972);
Meyer and Rapport (1952)). In these bacteria, hyaluronate lyase belongs to the class of
protein antigens, present on the bacterial surface (Kelly et al. (2001)). As it digests HA
and certain chondroitin sulfates, it destroys the host’s ECM and is thus able to move
freely and invade the host tissue easily (Menzel and Farr (1998); Linker et al. (1956);
Boulnois (1992)). Degradation also happens at the β-1,4-glycosidic bond, however, in
this case yielding an unsaturated derivative of one hyaluronic acid disaccharide, see
Fig. 5 (Jedrzejas et al. (1998)).
(2) Degradation by reactive oxygen species (ROS) including nitric oxide (NO) (Soltés
et al. (2006)) and superoxide. In various injury models it has been shown, that both
NO and superoxide are released by injured or stressed cells (Lokeshwar et al. (2001);
Moseley et al. (1997); Wolny et al. (2010); Østerholt et al. (2012); Hrabarova et al.
(2011); Li et al. (1997)). Random dissection of side groups from HA occurs primarily
by these free radicals, destroying the tertiary structure of HA in the ECM. Only
after a longer time period of radical exposure, the main chain of HA is also broken up
(Lapcík Jr et al. (1998)).
(3) Partial internal digestion of HA with subsequent release of low molecular weight
(LMW) HA in the ECM.
Furthermore, HA can be degraded by other general physical chemical mechanisms
independent of its incorporation in a biological system. HA chains are destroyed by
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ultraviolet (UV) irradiation through scission of glycosidic bonds as well as decarboxy-
lation (Deeble et al. (1990)). Ultrasound leads to partial HA degradation into small
polysaccharides larger than 10 kDa (Soltés et al. (1996); Orviský et al. (1993); Kubo
et al. (1993)) in a controlled manner, yielding a distinct molecular weight distribution
(Vercruysse et al. (1995)). HA is also degraded at drastic pH, either acidic or alkaline
(Reed et al. (1990)) and with increasing temperature (Lowry and Beavers (1994)).
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Figure 5: Enzymatic degradation of HA by hyaluronidase (pink, top) and hyaluronate
lyase (purple, bottom). Both enzymes cleave HA at the β-1,4-glycosidic bond, yielding different
degradation products.
1.3.2 HA Binding Proteins
A wide variety of HA binding proteins, also called hyaladherins, is expressed in different
tissues, depending not only on their type but also on age or disease of one specific
tissue. Hyaladherins can have three different locations: (1) inside the cell, where they
play important roles for example in mitotic spindle formation (Anderegg et al. (2014);
Evanko et al. (2004)) (2) in the cell membrane, as HA receptors, and (3) within the
ECM.
According to their binding mechanism, hyaladherins can be divided into three groups
(Day and Prestwich (2002)). A majority of hyaladherins belong to the “link module
superfamily” and bind selectively to HA via the link module, consisting of about 100
amino acids (Day and Prestwich (2002)) folded very similar to the C-type lectin module
(Day and Sheehan (2001)). Belonging in the category are aggrecan, versican, link
protein, a cell-surface glycoprotein involved in cell-HA interactions (CD44), lymphatic
vessel endothelial HA receptor 1 (LYVE-1), and tumor necrosis factor-inducible gene 6
protein or TNF-stimulated gene 6 protein (TSG-6), among others. Even though their
link module itself is well conserved, some proteins have additional interactions with
HA. Either through N- and C-terminal extensions or by two continuous link modules
(Day and Sheehan (2001)). One typical HA molecule could theoretically bind about
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1000 hyaladherins (Day and de la Motte (2005)), since the link module itself specifically
recognizes octameric subunits of HA (Kahmann et al. (2000)).
The second group are the so called "non link module" hyaladherins. They do not
contain the conserved sequence of the link module for HA binding and instead interact
with HA via different protein binding domains as contained in cyclic ADP ribose hy-
drolase (CD38), receptor for HA mediated motility (RHAMM) and HA binding protein
(HABP). In contrast to protein-protein interactions, all carbohydrate-protein interac-
tions are very weak. This is due to the fact, that they are mediated by very shallow
protein binding grooves and thus have dissociation constant (Kd) values of roughly
30 µM to 60µM (Wolny et al. (2010)). A very small third group, in fact only contain-
ing one member, are hyaladherins establishing covalent bonds with HA, so called serum
derived HA associated protein (SHAP) complexes. So far, the only known example for
a SHAP complex is an ester bond between HA and one of inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor’s
(IαI’s) heavy chains implemented by TSG-6 catalysis (Baranova et al. (2013)).
1.3.3 Hyaladherins As HA Cell Receptors
Various cell surface receptors, specifically binding HA and responsible for its bioactivity
are known. The most common ones, abundant especially in the skin, are CD44 and
RHAMM. Another important, but very specific HA receptor is LYVE-1 since it could
only be found in lymphatic endothelial cells so far (Al-Rawi et al. (2005); Jackson
(2009)).
Both CD44 and RHAMM can be found in many different tissues, in different isoforms
and with different glycosylation patterns (Anderegg et al. (2014)). They bind HA at
the cell membrane and play a vital role in cell migration (Svee et al. (1996); Peck and
Isacke (1996); Takayama (2012)). RHAMM has also been linked to wound healing
(Tolg et al. (2003); Gao et al. (2008)). Even if they are seemingly involved in different
signaling pathways (Turley et al. (2002)), signal crosstalk with other receptors (Chopra
et al. (2012)) is an important factor in signaling of both receptors. This is facilitated
by HA’s multivalent attachment and a resulting clustering of the binding receptors.
Since the number of possible binding sites is critically dependent on the length of
the HA chain, different HA molecules have distinct influences on receptor binding
affinity. For example, short HA chains (up to 10 kDa) bind to surface immobilized
CD44 reversibly, whereas long HA molecules (larger than 30 kDa) are bound more
strongly due to multivalent interactions with several CD44 molecules (Wolny et al.
(2010)). Another distinguishing factor for binding capacity of HA are the different
isoforms of certain receptors. Here, clustering of certain isoforms of CD44 on the cell
surface increases HA binding ability (Sleeman et al. (1996)), thereby inducing clustering
of HMW HA, which can be disrupted by exogenously added HA oligosaccharides (Yang
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et al. (2012)). The difficulties in understanding the bigger picture however remain, since
there is no complete knowledge of the hyaladherins involved in these processes, even
if these and other experiments have been done with great care. Taking CD44 as an
example again, it is also known, that it binds to chondroitin sulfate chains present in
hyaladherins (Kawashima et al. (2000)). Furthermore, till today, the necessary spacing
of free binding sites on one HA molecule (i.e. not occupied by ECM hyaladherins) to
induce receptor clustering is unknown.
In the lymphatic system, LYVE-1 is an integral membrane glycoprotein, similar
to CD44 and the main HA receptor for lymphatic endothelial cells. Therefore, it
is vital for HA binding to the lymph vessels and possibly important for cell migra-
tion in the lymphatic system and lymphangiogenesis after wounding (Martínez-Corral
et al. (2012)). HA binding to LYVE-1 is significantly different than to CD44, even
if LYVE-1 is structurally similar to CD44 (Wu et al. (2014)). Interactions between
HA and LYVE-1 are most likely electrostatic in nature, since the binding can be sup-
pressed completely at 250 mM NaCl, whereas HA-CD44 binding can still be observed
at very high salt concentrations (up to 2 M NaCl) (Banerji et al. (2010)). Furthermore,
LMW HA fragments can compete with HMW HA in LYVE-1 binding (Banerji et al.
(2010)). Especially LMW HA has been shown to be important in lymphangiogene-
sis, by triggering intracellular signaling cascades after binding to LYVE-1 (Wu et al.
(2014)).
1.3.4 Outstanding Hydrodynamic Properties of HA
In solution, the conformation of HA is hard to assess, consequently it is still contro-
versial today. Ogston and Strainer for example stated, that from a hydrodynamic
perspective HA behaves like a large solvated sphere retaining a thousand times more
water, compared to other organic materials (Ogston and Strainer (1951)).
Due to the high negative charge of HA, one disaccharide repeating unit can bind up
to 15 water molecules (Jouon et al. (1995). This huge hydrophilicity makes it possible
for one gram of HA to store six liters of water, see Fig. 6 (Dahiya and Kamal (2013)).
Therefore, HA in the ECM has a huge effect on the hydration of tissues and thereby
creates a distinct swelling pressure. Taken together, a flexible matrix is created in which
cells can readily form adhesion points and change shape during mitosis or penetrate
tissues during migration (Toole et al. (2002)).
HA polymers show an immense, shear-dependent viscoelasticity, derived from the
entanglement and self-association of HA chains in solution (Garg and Hales (2004),
making it an outstanding extracellular lubricant (Laurent et al. (1996)). Rheological
measurements showed, that the viscosity of HA solutions is not only dependent on the
polymer concentration but also on ionic strength and pH of the solution as well as the
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shear rate (Balazs (1974)). HA solutions are shear thinning, even at low shear rates
and HA concentrations, making them ideally suited for medical injections through a
needle, despite their high viscosity (Bothner and Wik (1987)). Therefore, HA is also
considered to belong in the group of "pseudo-plastic" materials (Fakhari and Berkland
(2013)). Considering both hydration capacity and viscoelasticity, HA is exclusive in
its hydrodynamic nature unattainable by other polymer solutions (Oviatt and Brant
(1993)). Therefore, it is a crucial factor in tissue hydration as well as tension and
integrity of the ECM (Laurent and Fraser (1992)) and is ideally suited as a lubricant
especially for biomedical applications. Even though it is still expensive, in the field
of biomedical applications, it is generally speaking unique. It is nearly impossible to
replace with other polymers, due to its outstanding hydrodynamic properties combined
with its biocompatibility (Lapcík Jr et al. (1998)).
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of HA’s outstanding hydration capacity. A realistic
size relation between HA backbone (gray spheres represent D-glucuronic acid and black spheres N -
acetyl-D-glucosamine) and water molecules (blue dots) is kept. And the precise amount of 15 water
molecules bound by one HA disaccharide is shown.
1.4 The Implementation of ECM Mimetics Within this
Thesis
HA as a major building block is combined with a desmosine inspired, short and rela-
tively stiff crosslinking agent with an aromatic core. It can easily be introduced with
a positive charge and two side arms for crosslinking of two different polymer chains.
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This opens up the possibility of synthesizing ECM mimetics with a well controlled
network structure at different network charges. Looking at the outstanding properties
of HA, it becomes clear that the system should combine as many of these properties as
possible. Therefore, the challenge that has to be faced is how to realize a system that
combines HA’s unique properties with crucial ECM characteristics by trying to create
a soft, viscoelastic scaffold that offers good hydration properties and the possibility
of electrostatic non-integrin mediated cell-matrix interactions. The second question
arising is the macroscopic structure suitable for imitating the hydrated ECM niche.
At the same time, it should be possible to produce the resulting ECM models with
variable system charge while having a comparable molecular structure. Thus, the third
fundamental problem is implementing the chemistry of crosslinking, that is suitable for
a reproducible, biomimetic system.
1.4.1 Crucial ECM Characteristics
Tissues and organs are built up of cells and the ECM as the non-cellular component,
which primarily provides a hydrated, physical scaffold for the cells. Additionally, the
ECM is involved in vital cellular processes such as tissue morphogenesis, differentiation,
and homeostasis through its biochemical composition and its mechanical properties
(Frantz et al. (2010)). The major components of the ECM are proteins, polysaccha-
rides, and water. On the protein side, important members are collagens, elastins,
fibronectins, and laminins (Alberts (2007)). The polysaccharides in combination with
water form a hydrogel that makes up the major part of the ECM space (Järveläinen
et al. (2009)). However, the specific composition is unique for each tissue and evolves
through distinct cell types present in the respective ECM. Therefore, different proteins
and proteoglycans are extruded by these cells during tissue development. Moreover,
looking at one tissue alone, the ECM is highly heterogeneous and very dynamic, since
it is constantly reorganized by the cells. They enzymatically and non-enzymatically di-
gest existing components, synthesize new ones or add post-translational modifications.
Additionally, ECM composition is modulated with age, wounding or disease.
As the ECM plays an important role in many vital cellular processes, its syn-
thetic remodeling is both desirable and complicated. First experimental setups started
with simple coatings of ECM proteins on cell culture plastic, producing a two dimen-
sional (2D) system with ECM characteristics (Kuschel et al. (2006)). However, recog-
nizing the importance of a three dimensional (3D) system and especially mechanical
properties on cell behavior, functionalized polyacrylamide (PA) gels became a popular
approach for ECM remodeling (Pelham and Wang (1997); Johnson et al. (2007)). PA
as a synthetic polymer however still excluded the important factor of network reorgani-
zation. Therefore, hydrogels composed of proteins or other natural ECM components,
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for example collagen (Butcher and Nerem (2004)) or HA (Fakhari and Berkland (2013);
Zhang et al. (2016); Ranga et al. (2016)), have been tested in the next stage of devel-
opment. Even with a lot of research done in this field, all existing models still have
a simplified composition, being unable to mimic the complex architecture of natural
ECM. In this respect, attempts were made towards ECM scaffolds, on which stem cells
were cultivated to release their proteins, polysaccharides, and growth factors and thus
provide a more natural model system (Lutolf et al. (2009)). As an alternative, natural
ECMs have also been extracted from living donors and used as skin grafts (Badylak
(2007); Franklin et al. (2002)), even if in this case the problem of immune reactions
has to be considered, see Fig. 7.
(A) (C) (D) (E)(B)
Figure 7: Schematic representation of the progression of ECM mimetics. (A) First
approaches of coating cell culture plastic with ECM proteins; (B) 3D hydrogels based on synthetic
polymers, (C) 3D hydrogels made of natural ECM polymers with the possibility of remodeling by
cells, (D) hydrogels from (C) with incorporated stem cells in order to release their proteins, growth
factors, etc., and (E) ECM extracted from living donors.
In conclusion, it can be stated that remodeling the ECM is a challenge even with
today’s advanced experimental techniques. The most promising approach is to use a
chemically and physically well defined and reproducible system, reduced to a minimum
of components. Even if the complexity of the ECM is neglected, this approach enables
fine tuning of the system towards one specific aspect to be studied (O’Leary et al.
(2016)) or one defined application (Han et al. (2016); Caliari and Burdick (2016)).
1.4.2 The Hydrogel System
A 3D network, built up of a polymeric backbone and equipped with the ability to
retain a tremendous amount of aqueous solution is commonly referred to as hydrogel
(Seliktar (2012)). The hydrogel-backbone, consisting of synthetic or natural hydrophilic
polymers is crosslinked chemically or physically. This results in the insolubility of
the hydrogel itself and gives a physical integrity due to a (defined) network structure
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(Hickey and Peppas (1995); Peppas (1997)). Due to the hydrophilicity and a variety
of physical properties they are of great interest in both biological as well as medical
applications (Peppas et al. (2006)) and ideally suited for our ECMmimetics. Especially,
systems based on biopolymers, such as fibrin, collagen, chitosan, agarose, alginate, or
HA (Lee et al. (2001)), are beneficial as they mimic the highly hydrated extracellular
matrix environment of human and animal tissue. Additionally, the use of natural
polymers has the advantage of low toxicity and high biocompatibility of the resulting
material.
The main impact factor for the suitability of a hydrogel for a particular (biomedical)
application is its bulk structure (Peppas et al. (2006)) since it influences the most
important material properties:
(1) The swelling capacity of the hydrogel, affecting the hydration level of the synthetic
tissue.
(2) The mechanical properties of the hydrogel, combining viscoelastic behavior and
material stiffness with strain-stiffening (Storm et al. (2004); Erk et al. (2010)), the
important property of biological materials to stiffen upon deformation. Thus, making
it possible to mimic different extracellular matrices throughout the human body. For
example, the very soft and viscoelastic brain with a shear modulus of 0.1 kPa to 0.7 kPa
(Budday et al. (2017)), compared to a rigid and stiff bone with an elastic modulus of
1100 kPa to 5400 kPa (Choi et al. (1990)).
(3) The mesh sizes within the hydrogel network, influencing not only swelling but also
the diffusion or perfusion of different (bio)molecules.
Hydrogel classification can either be made on the basis of the nature of the polymer
backbone or due to their structural and mechanical properties. Thus, a distinction
between neutral and ionic hydrogels or between affine and phantom networks can be
made (Peppas et al. (2000)). Additional categories are based on preparation method
(homo- or copolymer hydrogels) and physical structure (amorphous, hydrogen-bonded,
semicrystalline, supramolecular structures or hydrocolloidal aggregates) (Peppas et al.
(2000); Hickey and Peppas (1995); Stauffer and Peppas (1992); Bekturov and Bimend-
ina (1981); Tsuchida and Abe (1982); Klier et al. (1990)). Another important class
of hydrogels are physiologically-responsive hydrogels (Brannon-Peppas and Peppas
(1991)). Their behavior, especially their swelling capacity, is influenced by the ex-
ternal environment. Important parameters that can trigger drastic changes in swelling
ratios are temperature, ionic strength, and pH (Brannon-Peppas and Peppas (1991)).
Biocompatible hydrogels are already used for biomedical applications. For example,
as contact lenses, artificial skin grafts, and devices for drug delivery (Peppas (1997);
Ratner and Hoffmann (1976); Park and Kim (1997)). In recent years, hydrogels have
been further developed for specific applications, for example tissue engineering, cancer
and stem cell research, cell therapy, and in vitro diagnostics (Seliktar (2012)). In the
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field of biomedical applications, physiologically-responsive hydrogels are of particular
interest, for example thermo-responsive hydrogels (Prabaharan and Mano (2006)) or
redox sensitive systems for drug delivery (Yoshida et al. (2009); Singh et al. (2013)).
Especially hyaluronan based materials have gained rising interest in the field of biomed-
ical engineering (reviewed in Burdick and Prestwich (2011)).
mesh s
ize
Figure 8: Schematic representation of the polymer network structure inside a hydrogel
and the resulting mesh sizes, responsible for important material properties. Polymer
chains are shown as black lines with purple spheres representing crosslinking sites. Resulting mesh
sizes are indicated and incorporated water is depicted as blue dots.
1.4.3 The Thiol-Michael Addition Click Reaction
A common reaction scheme for hydrogel production is the concept of click reaction in-
troduced by Sharpless et al. in 2001 (Kolb et al. (2001)). Since then, this type of reac-
tion was widely applied in organic chemistry and material as well as polymer synthesis.
This is due to its unique properties like mild reaction conditions, solvent adaptabil-
ity (ranging from solvent free conditions to the possibility of using water as solvent),
insensitivity towards water and oxygen, high yields with no or low amounts of byprod-
ucts easily removed with non-chromatographic techniques, regio- and stereospecificity,
orthogonality towards other frequently used organic reactions, and applicability to a
wide range of (easily accessible) reactants (Hoyle et al. (2010)).
Thiol and ene is one reaction couple, which shows many of the advantages of the click
reactions. It was first mentioned by Arthur Michael in 1887 and is thus also known
as the thiol-Michael addition click reaction (Michael (1887)). There are four different
possibilities for experimental conditions under which this thiol-ene-addition can occur:
(1) radically initiated (Jacobine (1993); Hoyle et al. (2004)), (2) acid/base mediated
(Hoyle et al. (2010)), (3) nucleophile catalyzed (Sanui and Ogata (1967)), and (4) as
a solvent-promoted process (Tolstyka et al. (2008), summarized in Fig. 9. Since the
radical mechanism has the disadvantage of side products, which are for example formed
in the radical-radical termination of the reaction (Lowe et al. (2010); Kade et al. (2010))
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the other reaction conditions are better suited for material synthesis. Although thiols
in general have a high inherent electron density, their reactivity in a thiol-Michael
addition click reaction can vary significantly by the nature of the thiol (e.g. aromatic
or aliphatic) depending on the pKa (Nair et al. (2013)). Therefore, the reactivity of
thiols decreases from aromatic thiols > thioglycolates/thioacetates > thiopropionates
> aliphatic thiols (Nair et al. (2013)). Yet, the reaction is also influenced by the C-C
double-bond. Its reactivity depends on its electron deficiency and therefore the nature
of the electron withdrawing group, that is adjacent to it. In general, the higher the
electrophilicity of the C-C double-bond, the more susceptible it is to a thiol-Michael
addition click reaction (Lowe et al. (2010); Chan et al. (2009)), leading to a reactivity
of maleimide > fumarate > maleate > acrylate/acrylamide > acrylonitrile > crotonate
> cinnamate > methacrylate/methacrylamide (Chan et al. (2010)). Other important
parameters for reaction efficiency are the concentration of the base or nucleophilic
catalyst, polarity, and pH of the solvent as well as the accessibility of the thiol. All
these parameters have to be taken into account and each individual reaction has to be
evaluated carefully for reactivity and conversion rate of the reactants used to find the
right reaction conditions and terms of efficient catalysis.
Figure 9: Mechanism of base mediated and nucleophile catalyzed thiol-Michael addition
click reaction. For base mediation (left), thiol is activated solely by the deprotonation happening
via the base. In the proposed mechanism for nucleophile catalysis (right), nucleophile is forming an
intermediate with the ene which is subsequently activating the thiol through deprotonation. The
following addition of the ene to the activated thiol is happening in assimilated processes for base
mediation and nucleophile catalysis (lower reaction cycle).
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In case of acid/base catalysis (2) the thiol (Brønsted acid) will donate its proton
to the catalyst (Brønsted base). Thus, the catalyst should have a pKa that is much
higher than that of the thiol used. This first part of the reaction is thermodynamically
controlled and the concentration of thiolate anions is equal to the concentration of
base catalyst. As a strongly reactive nucleophile the thiolate anion will then attack
the electron deficient C-C-double-bond in a kinetically controlled process. If the cat-
alyst is chosen correctly the reaction will proceed at high rates, making the reaction
a pseudo-first-order-reaction dependent only on the concentration of the ene (Mather
et al. (2006)).
The alternative is catalyzing the reaction with an additional nucleophile. Here,
catalysis is much more efficient compared to the simple base promoted process described
above. This is due to the fact that in the reaction cycle, one thiolate anion is produced
with each addition product and therefore catalytic amounts of nucleophile are enough
to gain high reaction rates, see Fig. 9. Suitable catalysts are for example different
amines, where primary amines have been shown to have a higher catalytic effect than
secondary or tertiary amines, due to their stronger nucleophilicity (Chan et al. (2010);
Sanui and Ogata (1967)). All amines however, take several hours before high conversion
rates can be achieved for the reaction (Chan et al. (2010)).
Tertiary phosphines are another class of readily employed organo-catalysts and can
be used in a thiol-Michael addition click reaction. With increasing nucleophilicity of the
phosphine the activity as a catalyst rises, as for example in the series PPh3 < PMePh2
< PMe2Ph < P(n-Pr)3 (Nair et al. (2013)). An additional advantage of phosphines
and especially tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP-HCl) compared to
amine catalysts is their ability to break the possibly formed dithiol bonds in solution,
before catalyzing the click reaction (Lowe et al. (2010)).
Regardless of the described advantages of organo-catalysts for thiol-Michael addition
click reactions, the risk of side products being formed has to be taken into account.
Especially for the potent phosphine catalysts, a significant amount of side products
is formed. In the case of TCEP-HCl, this formation of undesired side products is
also shown to be pH dependent (Lowe et al. (2010)). Therefore, if no fast reaction
is needed, a base mediated thiol-Michael addition is preferable. However, when fast
conversion is desired, for example in bioprinting, trace amounts of catalyst can be used
for an accelerated reaction while still keeping the risk of side product formation at a
low level.
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1.5 Possible Applications for ECM Mimetics
In addition to the implementation of a well controlled ECM mimetic that provides the
possibility of increasing the knowledge on charge dependent properties of the ECM,
the resulting synthetic biology mimetics might also be of great use for biological and
medical applications. Since our HA based hydrogels simulate the highly hydrated
healthy cell environment they are interesting as wound healing devices. Especially due
to HA’s bioactivity and its involvement in wound healing processes itself, additional
facilitation of wound healing might be induced.
1.5.1 HA in Wound Healing
As already mentioned, HA plays an important role in wound healing. It is known
for instance, that HA content in fetal wounds remains high for longer time periods
compared to adult wounds. This is assumed to be a reason for scarless healing in
fetal tissue (Longaker et al. (1991); Laurent et al. (1986)). This might be caused
by regulation of collagen deposition through HA, preventing fibrous scaring (Longaker
et al. (1991); Balazs and Denlinger (1989)), HA’s influence on immune reactions (Clark
et al. (2013)), or even its influence on the production of growth factors (Behm et al.
(2012)). Experiments in vitro as well as in vivo could show that exogenously added
HA can lead to an enhanced wound healing process (Nyman et al. (2013); Abatangelo
et al. (1983); Foschi et al. (1990); King et al. (1991); Hellström and Laurent (1987);
Nakamura et al. (1992)) whereas HA deficiency during wound healing increases scarring
(West et al. (1997)). It has also been shown, that HA promotes the healing of chronic
wounds (Ortonne (1996)) possibly through its anti-inflammatory properties.
Directly after wound formation, blood clotting, platelet aggregation, platelet acti-
vation, and the recruitment of healthy cells appears. All of these reactions cause an
immediate inflammatory response, which itself causes an increase in HA production
(Oksala et al. (1995); Weigel et al. (1988)), see Fig. 10. The resulting high HA level
promotes inflammation by inducing production of inflammatory cytokines (Kobayashi
and Terao (1997)) and facilitating the infiltration of immune cells, such as lympho-
cytes (Wisniewski et al. (1996); Mohamadzadeh et al. (1998)). In the later phases of
inflammation however, high HA concentrations induce a negative feedback. Due to
free radical scavenging and inhibition of destructive proteases, HA is promoting anti-
inflammatory processes. Subsequently, granulation tissue is formed, which has a high
HA and fibrin content (Oksala et al. (1995); Weigel et al. (1988, 1986)). It facilitates
cell migration and proliferation for ECM remodeling, in case of dermis reconstruction
of fibroblasts and endothelial cells. Subsequent wound closure and epidermis remodel-
ing is caused by keratinocyte migration and proliferation, which itself is promoted by
the previous invasion of fibroblasts in the dermis (Chen and Abatangelo (1999)).
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Figure 10: Role of HA production and degradation in wound healing. First, upregulated
HA degradation enhances the pro-inflammatory immune response. The increase in HA synthesis leads
to an increased capacity for free radical scavenging and protease inhibition leading to subsequent nega-
tive feedback on inflammatory processes. This promotes the migration and proliferation of fibroblasts,
endothelial cells, and keratinocytes in order to regenerate the ECM and enable reepithelization and
remodeling of the tissue (adapted from Chen and Abatangelo (1999)).
A so-called scratch assay as an in vitro wound healing model could show, that even
the variation of exogenously added HA can drastically change the rate of wound healing
(Lokeshwar et al. (2001)). Simultaneously, ZO-1 levels are upregulated, a protein
important for the formation of tight cell-cell junctions, which again shows the vital
role of HA-related signaling for the general behavior of cell collectives (Moseley et al.
(1997)). Apart from these rare results, very little is known so far about the role of HA
or other GAG interactions in reepithelization processes.
The knowledge of HA’s role in wound healing is increasing in recent years, how-
ever the full complexity of HA signaling could still not be unraveled. One important
reason for this is again that HA’s bioactivity is highly associated with its attached
hyaladherins. Depending on HA decoration with its different binding proteins, dif-
ferent physico-chemical properties and a dynamic structure-function relationship is
established.
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 General Abbreviations Used for Hydrogel
Components
For the components of the hydrogels in this thesis, a general system for abbreviations
is introduced. This will make it easier to see the differences of the hydrogels especially
in comparative sets.
In this system, hyaluronic acid (HA also called hyaluronan) is named according
to its length, characterized by the average molecular weight (as given by Lifecore-
Biomedical for each individual batch), and chemical functionalization (HA with an
average molucular weight (m) and degree of thiolation (n) (HAm-SHn)). Thus, for
example 74 kDa HA with a degree of thiolation of 40 % would be named HA74-SH40.
Naming of the crosslinkers is based on their core, type and length of spacer as well
as their reactive group, see Fig. 11. Possible molecular building blocks used in the
different crosslinker-designs and their abbreviations are summarized in Tab. 1.
Figure 11: Schematic representation of crosslinkers with three main parts used for HA
hydrogels. All crosslinkers synthesized by the University of Stuttgart have these three structural
elements: An aromatic core, which is either neutral or positively charged, two spacers of different
length and at the end of the spacers two reactive groups for crosslinking.
Table 1: Possible molecules for the different parts of the crosslinkers and their abbrevi-
ations. Positive charges are depicted as superscript "+" and occur due to methylation of the aromatic
core or due to specific functional reactive groups and thus depend on the pH of the solution. Number
of carbon atoms in the spacer are depicted as subscript digit "n".
Core / Core
Triazole: T and T+
Pyridine: P and P+
Imidazole: I and I+
Benzyl: B
Reactive Group
Maleimide: M
Acrylamide: A
Peptide: P and P+
Methacrylamide: MA
Spacer
Alkyl chain: Cn
Ethylene Glycol chain: EG
Carboxamido Alkyl chain: ACn
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For example, a crosslinker with a pyridine core and two acrylamides as reactive
groups would be PA2ACn. A hydrogel with this crosslinker and HA74-SH40 would be
written accordingly as HA74-SH40-PA2ACn.
2.2 HA Hydrogels
2.2.1 Thiolation of HA
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
3,3’-dithiopropionic acid (DTPA) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
ethanol (EtOH) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
sulfuric acid (H2SO4) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
ethyl acetate (EtOAc) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
hydrazine monohydrate Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
hexane Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
magnesium sulfate (MgSO4) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
sodium hyaluronate (HAm) Lifecore-Biomedical, Chaska, USA(LOT: 026117/025828/024367)
N -(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N’- Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofenethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDCl)
dithiothreitol (DTT) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
hydrochloric acid (HCl) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
dialysis membrane, molecular Carl Roth, Karlsruheweight cut off (MWCO) 6.0 - 8.0
posphate buffered saline (PBS) Invitrogen, Karlsruhe
Experimental Procedure
In the first step of the reaction DTPA is converted to 3,3’-dithiopropionic-hydrazide
(DTP), shown in Fig. 12 following the protocol of Vercruysse et al. (1997). 10 g
3,3’-dithiopropionic acid (47.62 mmol) are dissolved in 100 mL dry EtOH and 1 drop
to 3 drops of concentrated H2SO4 are added to the solution. The reaction mixture is
stirred under reflux for 1 h and subsequently the solution is concentrated to a volume
<20 mL under reduced pressure. The product is extracted with EtOAc, washed with
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double distilled water (ddH2O) and dried over MgSO4. The ester is then concentrated
under reduced pressure again to yield an oily product, which is directly dissolved in
30 mL EtOH. This solution is added dropwise to another stirring solution of 30 mL hy-
drazine monohydrate in 10 mL EtOH. After addition of the ester the reaction mixture
is stirred under reflux until the ester is fully used up (followed by thin-layer-chromato-
graphy; Al and EtOH, Rf ≈ 0.5). The reaction product is sampled out by cooling and
addition of 10 mL to 20 mL hexane, filtered and washed with cold hexane. Finally, the
yellowish crystals of DTP are dried in vacuum at room temperature for 24 h to 48 h
(for nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) with exact analysis of peaks see
Appendix 6.2.1, Fig. 63).
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Figure 12: Mechanism for the synthesis of 3,3’-dithiopropionic-hydrazide (DTP). An
initial esterification of DTPA with EtOH is followed by reaction of the diester with hydrazine to form
DTP.
Sodium hyaluronate is thiolated according to the protocol described by Shu et al.
(2002), see Fig. 13. Therefore 500 mg sodium hyaluronate (HAm) (1.20 mmol of dis-
accharide repeating units) are dissolved in 50 mL ddH2O. 285.6 mg of the synthesized
DTP (1.20 mmol) are added and the pH is adjusted to 4.75 with 1 M HCl. 230.4 mg
EDCl (1.20 mmol) are added to the reaction mixture, to activate the carboxylic group
on the HAm and the solution is stirred for 10 min to 2 h to yield different degrees of
thiolation. During the reaction time the pH is checked regularly and adjusted to 4.75
with 1 M HCl if necessary. To stop the reaction 1 M NaOH is added to adjust the pH
to 8.5. After the addition of 1.85 g of DTT (12 mmol) the reaction mixture is stirred
for another 5 h while the pH is constantly kept at 8.5, in order to break the dithiol
bonds of the intermediate, see Fig. 13. After this, the solution is acidified again with
1 M HCl to a pH of 3.5, to prevent the reconstitution of dithiol bonds. For filtration,
the HA solution is dialyzed against 0.1 M NaCl at pH = 3.5 overnight and against
ddH2O at pH = 3.5 while exchanging the dialysis solution every 2 h, until no free thiols
of unreacted DTP or DTT could be detected in the dialysis water any more. The thi-
olated HAm-SHn is subsequently purified through freezedrying (JUMO IMAGO 500,
Pietkowski-Forschungsgeräte) for approximately 5 d (for exact analysis of thiolation see
Appendix 6.2.2, Fig. 69 and 70).
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Figure 13: Mechanism for the thiolation of HA. Under acidic conditions and EDCl catalysis
HAm is thiolated with DTP. The disulfide crosslinked HAm is broken into thiolated HAm chains with
DTT in the final step.
2.2.2 Determining the Degree of Thiolation
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
thiolated hyaluronic acid (HAm-SHn) see chapter 2.2.1
cysteamine hydrochloride Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
5,5’-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic-acid) (DTNB) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
sodium acetate (NaAc) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
CELLSTAR® 96 well plates Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, USA
Experimental Procedure
The degree of thiolation is analyzed by an adapted Ellman’s assay (Ellman (1958)).
Herein, 5,5’-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid (DTNB) is converted to 2-nitro-5-thiobenzo-
ate (TNB2−), upon reaction with a thiol, see Fig. 14. The reaction is quantitative and
can be detected by the yellow color of TNB2−, with an absorption maximum at 412 nm
(attenuation coefficient at the wavelength of the absorption maximum  = 13 600 /cm)
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(Ellman (1958, 1959); Ellman et al. (1961)). The linear correlation of measured ab-
sorbance and thiol concentration, makes the assay suitable for many different applica-
tions, ranging from determination of enzymatic activity (Ellman et al. (1961)) to blood
testing (Sedlak and Lindsay (1968)).
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Figure 14: Mechanism of the Ellman’s assay. Conversion of DTNB with a thiol yields 2-nitro-
5-dithio-benzoat and TNB2−, responsible for the yellow color used in spectrophotometric analysis of
thiol concentration.
For the assay, a 2 mM cysteamine hydrochloride solution in ddH2O and a DTNB
solution (50 mM NaAc and 2 mM DTNB in ddH2O) are prepared from scratch. The
thiolated hyaluronic acid is dissolved in ddH2O at a concentration of 1 mg/mL . Sub-
sequently a concentration range is prepared in ddH2O with 0 µM to 100 µM thiols
using the 2 mM cysteamine hydrochloride solution for a calibration curve. Thiolated
hyaluronic acid solutions are diluted to yield three differently concentrated samples for
the measurements (0.02 mg/mL, 0.05 mg/mL and 0.08 mg/mL). To all samples and
solutions for the calibration curve 100µL 1 M TRIS, pH = 8.0 and 50µL of the DTNB
solution are added. All samples are thoroughly mixed and 300 µL each are pipetted in
a 96 well plate, before the absorbance of each sample is measured at 420 nm (A420) in
a plate reader (Infinite M200, TECAN ). Data evaluation is performed using "Excel for
Mac 2017" (version 15.33, Microsoft).
Values for the concentration range of cysteamine hydrochloride are fitted linearly
using "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software Inc.), following
Eq. (2.1) (with cthiol = concentration of thiols in the sample):
A420 = (a× c thiol ) + b (2.1)
Since "b" represents the y-intercept and "a" the slope of the linear fit, thiol concen-
trations of the samples can be calculated from the measured absorbance (A420) (see
Eq. (2.2)) and the molecular mass of the thiol linker (Mlinker):
c thiol =
A420 − b
a
×M linker (2.2)
With the volume of the solution (Vsample), mass of thiol in the samples (mthiol) can
be calculated with Eq. (2.3):
m thiol = c thiol × V sample (2.3)
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Since the mass of HAm-SHn initially weighted is known (mHAm-SHn), the pure mass of
HA in the samples can be calculated, by subtracting the thiol mass following Eq. (2.4):
m HA = m HAm-SHn −m thiol (2.4)
The molar concentration of HA (cHA) in the samples (mHA) can now easily be cal-
culated, with the molecular mass of one hyaluronic acid repeating unit (M) and the
volume of the sample (Vsample) with Eq. (2.5):
c HA = m HA
M
/V sample (2.5)
From this, the degree of thiolation can be determined as the ratio of thiol and HA
concentration following Eq. (2.6):
degree of thiolation = c thiol
c HA
× 100 (2.6)
2.2.3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
thiolated hyaluronic acid (HAm-SHn) see chapter 2.2.1
crosslinker (PA2AC2) (LOT: 851-3-6) kindly provided by Julia Kupka,
and Organic Chemistry Department,
crosslinker (P+A2AC2) (LOT: 253) University of Stuttgart
deuterated water (D2O) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
Experimental Procedure
Samples are dissolved in deuterated solvents (D2O or CDCl3) at a concentration of
5 mg/mL and filled in an NMR-tube. NMR-spectra are measured by the NMR-depart-
ment at the University of Heidelberg, Institute of Inorganic Chemistry. Measurements
are done at room temperature with the "Avance III 400" (1H: 400 MHz; 13C: 100 MHz)
or "Avance III 600" (1H: 600 MHz; 13C: 150 MHz) from Bruker. For all NMR-spectra,
chemical-shifts (δ) in parts per million (ppm) and J-coupling constants in Hertz (Hz)
are evaluated and compared. Calibration of the spectra is carried out in relation to the
residual signal of the respective solvent used (1H: D2O = 4.79 ppm, CDCl3 = 7.26 ppm;
13C: CDCl3 = 77.16 ppm) (Fulmer et al. (2010)). The software "Topspin" (version
3.5p14, Bruker) was used for analysis, with the following abbreviations: s = singlet,
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d = doublet, t = triplet, q = quartet, m = multiplet, b = broad (for NMR-spectra of
DTP, HAm-SHn and crosslinkers see Appendix 6.2.1).
2.2.4 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
thiolated hyaluronic acid (HAm-SHn) see chapter 2.2.1
UltraPure agarose Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
boric acid (H3BO3) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
sucrose Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
bromophenol blue USB Corp., Cleveland, USA
Select-HA LoLadder™ (LOT: LL201305) Hyalose L.L.C., Oklahoma, USA
Select-HA HiLadder™ (LOT: HL201306) Hyalose L.L.C., Oklahoma, USA
stains-all Acros Organics, New Jersey, USA
ethanol (EtOH) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
Experimental Procedure
Agarose gel electrophoresis is used to separate macromolecules according to size and
charge. Separation is based on the mobility of macromolecules through a porous gel ma-
trix made of agarose, by applying a steady electrical field (Smith (1996)). For HAm and
HAm-SHn separation, a protocol established in Bhilocha et al. (2011) is used. TRIS-
borate-EDTA-buffer (TBE-buffer) (89 mM TRIS; 89 mM H3BO3 and 10 mM EDTA
in ddH2O; pH = 8.3) and Loading buffer (0.2 mM sucrose and 2 mM bromophenol
blue in TBE-buffer) are prepared from scratch. To make a 1.4 % agarose gel, 1.4 g
UltraPure agarose are dissolved in 100 mL TBE-buffer by short boiling in a microwave
(HF12M240, Siemens-Elektrogeräte). Subsequently, agarose solution is incubated in
a gel chamber for 1 h at room temperature until gelation is completed. Before elec-
trophoresis, finished agarose gels are equilibrated in TBE-buffer at room temperature
over night. HAm or HAm-SHn samples for electrophoresis are dissolved in ddH2O at a
concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. 15µL of each sample and 5 µL each of the LoLadder™ and
HiLadder™, for size reference, are supplemented with 3µL or 1 µL of Loading buffer,
respectively, and deposited on the agarose gel. Electrophoresis is subsequently carried
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out at 40 V for 3.5 h to separate both ladders and HA samples by their size. Upon
finished electrophoresis, the agarose gel is stained with a 0.005 % stains-all solution in
70 % EtOH at room temperature at 100 rpm (shaker DOS-10 L, neoLab) under light
exclusion, over night. Destaining is consecutively carried out with 10 % EtOH for 24 h
at room temperature and 100 rpm (shaker DOS-10 L, neoLab), while exchanging the
solution once. Final destaining of the background is then managed by photobleach-
ing for 15 min to 30 min under a normal lamp (Verit Task Light, Luxo). Imaging of
the finished agarose gels is carried out in a special imager (Geldocumentation-System
LAS-3000, Bio-Rad).
2.2.5 Synthesis of HA Hydrogels
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
thiolated hyaluronic acid (HAm-SHn) see chapter 2.2.1
boric acid (H3BO3) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
crosslinker (PA2AC2) / (P+A2AC2) kindly provided by Julia Kupka
(LOT: 851-3-6/253) and and Nicole Schädel,
crosslinker (TA2C4) / (T+A2C4) Organic Chemistry Department,
(LOT: NIS109-cc4/NIS115) University of Stuttgart
ethanol (EtOH) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
coverslips (square, 18 x 18 mm) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) Invitrogen, Karlsruhe
sodium azide (NaN3) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
Experimental Procedure
Hydrogels are prepared according to an optimized protocol on the basis of Hagel et al.
(2013). Borate buffer is prepared from scratch (150 mM H3BO3, pH = 10.0). All solu-
tions used for hydrogel preparation are filtered (Millipore Express® Membrane Funnel,
Merck) and degassed by sonication (S30 Elmasonic, Elma) for 15 min prior to use, to
prevent the formation of disulfide bonds through oxidation.
Thiolated hyaluronic acid HAm-SHn is dissolved at 4 % (w/v) in borate buffer by
stirring for 1 h in an argon atmosphere. Then the solution is centrifuged at 0.4 rcf for
1 min (Centrifuge 5702, Eppendorf ) to get rid of small air bubbles. Crosslinkers are
dissolved in an amount corresponding to a 1 : 0.8 ratio of thiol groups on the HAm-SHn
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to acrylamide groups on the crosslinker (for calculations see Appendix 6.1.1) in 70 %
EtOH. Solutions of HAm-SHn and crosslinker are mixed in a 7 : 3 ratio, yielding a
final concentration of 2.8 % (w/v) HAm-SHn. To achieve a homogeneous mixture both
solutions are suspended by gentle pipetting for 1 min. This mixture is then pipetted
into custom made cylindrical Teflon molds (r = 3 mm, h = 3 mm or r = 5 mm, h = 1 mm;
mechanical workshop, Max Planck Institute (MPI) for Intelligent Systems) shown in
Fig. 15, which are closed by square (18 x 18 mm) glass coverslips and sealed by adding
a 1 kg load on top. For gelation through base mediated thiol-Michael addition click
reaction, molds are incubated at room temperature for 24 h, see Fig. 16. After gelation
is completed hydrogels are taken out of the molds and swollen to equilibrium in PBS
supplemented with 0.02 % NaN3, to prevent mold formation, at room temperature for
48 h.
1 cm
(a)
1 cm
1 cm
(b)
Figure 15: Teflon molds made by the mechanical workshop of the MPI for Intelligent
System in Stuttgart. Gelation solution is poured into the cylindrical molds for HA hydrogel
formation. Scale bars represent a length of 1 cm.
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Figure 16: Mechanism for HA hydrogel formation. As an example, PA2AC2 is used as
a crosslinker for HAm-SHn. The unthiolated (m) and thiolated (n) disaccharides are statistically
distributed along the HA backbone (not shown in the reaction scheme).
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2.3 Physico-Chemical Characterization of HA
Hydrogels
2.3.1 Determination of Reacted Thiols
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
hyaluronic acid hydrogels see chapter 2.2.5
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
5,5’-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid (DTNB) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
sodium acetate (NaAc) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
CELLSTAR® 96 well plates Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, USA
Experimental Procedure
The number of reacted thiols inside the synthesized hydrogels will give a quantitative
measure of the efficiency of the crosslinking reaction. For this reason, an adapted
Ellman’s assay (Ellman (1958)) is used on the polymerized hydrogels. 40µL of the
gelation mixture (see 2.2.5) are incubated at room temperature under an argon atmos-
phere for 24 h, to enable exhaustive crosslinking through base mediated thiol-Michael
addition click reaction. Subsequently 784 µL 1 M TRIS, pH = 8.0 are added. Hydro-
gels are suspended in the buffer and mechanically cut into small pieces, before 784 µL
DTNB solution (50 mM NaAc and 2 mM DTNB in ddH2O) are added. The samples
are incubated at room temperature at 350 rpm (shaker DOS-10 L, neoLab) for 20 min.
Then 100 µL of the supernatants are pipetted in a 96 well plate and absorbance of the
samples at 420 nm (A420) is measured in a plate reader (Infinite M200, TECAN ). As a
reference, containing 100 % free thiols, one gelation mixture without crosslinker is also
analyzed. The ratio of free thiols in the hydrogels can then be calculated from the ratio
of A420 of the sample and the reference, see Eq. (2.7). From this, the number of reacted
thiols can be estimated as the remaining non-free thiols in the sample, see Eq. (2.8).
Data evaluation is performed using "Excel for Mac 2017" (version 15.33, Microsoft).
free thiols = A420 (sample)
A420 (reference)
× 100 % (2.7)
reacted thiols = 100 % − free thiols (2.8)
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2.3.2 Determination of Swelling Ratios
Volumetric swelling ratios (QV) of hyaluronic acid hydrogels are calculated from weight
measurements. Therefore, the weight of hydrogels swollen to equilibrium in different
solutions (ms) is measured. Subsequently hydrogels are washed with ddH2O, to remove
any residual salt and freeze dried (JUMO IMAGO 500, Pietkowski-Forschungsgeräte)
to measure the corresponding dry weight of hydrogels (md). Swelling ratios are then
calculated according to Eq. (2.9) using "Excel for Mac 2017" (version 15.33, Microsoft).
QV =
ms
md
(2.9)
2.3.3 Calculation of Mesh Sizes
Mesh sizes of hydrogels could be estimated from the volumetric swelling ratios (QV) and
the additionally measured hydrogel weight, directly after polymerization. Calculations
are done using "Excel for Mac 2017" (version 15.33, Microsoft) according to Eq. (2.13)
with the method established by Peppas and Merrill (Peppas et al. (2000)).
V2,s =
1
1 + ν × (Qm,s − 1)
(2.10)
V2,r =
1
1 + ν × (Qm,r − 1)
(2.11)
1
Mc
= 2
Mn
− (
ν/V1) [ln (1− ν2,s) + ν2,s + χ(ν2,s)2]
ν2,r ×
[(
ν2,s
ν2,r
) 1
3 − 12 ×
(
ν2,s
ν2,r
)] (2.12)
ξ(mesh size) = (ν2,s)−
1
3 −
√
2CnMc
Mr
× l (2.13)
Mc = molecular weight between two adjacent crosslinks;
Mn = number-average degree of polymerization = 74 000 (average molecular weight of
HA);
ν = specific volume of bulk HA = 0.764 cm3/g (Gómez-Alejandre et al. (2000));
V1 = molar volume of solvent (assumed to be the same as water) = 18 cm3/mol;
Qm,s = experimentally determined swelling ratio in PBS (weight in PBS/dry weight);
Qm,r = experimentally determined swelling ratio in the relaxed state (weight directly
after polymerization/dry weight);
χ = Flory-Huggins interaction parameter for HA in water = 0.439 (Zhang and Peppas
(2000));
Cn = characteristic ratio of HA = 28 (Bathe et al. (2005));
Mr = molecular weight of the HA repeating (disaccharide) unit = 415 g/mol;
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l = length of a virtual bond (defined from glycosidic oxygen to glycosidic oxygen, span-
ning a monosaccharide) = 0.52 nm.
2.3.4 Mechanical Characterization
The term rheology is inspired by the aphorism of the ancient greek philosopher Hera-
clitus “panta rhei”, “everything flows” (Beris and Giacomin (2014)) and studies the
deformation and flow of soft matter (Schowalter (1978)). Nearly all matter and soft
matter in particular shows characteristics of both solids (elasticity) and fluids (vis-
cosity), making them viscoelastic (Janmey and Schliwa (2008). These viscoelastic
materials, belonging to the group of non-Newtonian fluids (Schowalter (1978)), can be
characterized by rheological techniques for their mechanical properties, combining a
viscous and an elastic content.
These viscoelastic properties are important, since materials are often subjected to a
constant force (F) during their lifetime. This F can be separated into three different
types: tension, compression and shear, see Fig. 17. In bulk rheology, most commonly
one of these Fs is applied uniformly to the whole sample and simple stress-strain models
can be used to evaluate material properties (Callister and Rethwisch (2010)).
l0
∆l
l0
∆l
F
F
F
F
F
A0A0 A0
θ
(a) tension (b) compression (c) shear
Figure 17: Schematic representation of the three types of F that can be applied to a
material. A0 represents the initial area and l0 the initial length of the material. ∆l is the difference
in length after the F is applied. (a) shows a tensile F, (b) a compressive F and (c) shear F applied to
a material (adapted from (Callister and Rethwisch (2010)).
For rheological measurements, there are two important parameters. The stress (σ) in
[Pa], is the F, applied to the sample or a specific area of the sample (A0), see Eq. (2.14):
σ = F
A0
(2.14)
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The strain (λ), represents the amount of deformation (∆l) of the sample (l0), shown
in Eq. (2.15).
λ = ∆l
l0
(2.15)
The ratio between both stress and strain defines the material’s properties. For a
solid material, mostly the stress is applied in a constant rate and the resulting strain
is measured. At low stresses, stress and strain show a linear correlation giving the
elasticity (Young’s modulus, E) of the material, following Hooke’s law, see Eq. (2.16).
The region in which the Young’s modulus can be determined and stress and strain are
proportional is different for each material and is called the linear viscoelastic region.
In this region deformations are non-permanent, meaning once stress is released the
material will go back to its original shape and size. The Young’s modulus corresponds
to the stiffness of the material, since the larger it gets, the steeper the slope of the
linear viscoelastic region, meaning more F is required to achieve a defined amount of
deformation (Landel and Nielsen (1993)).
E = σ
λ
(2.16)
If shear is used as a F, the shear modulus (G) represents the relation between shear
stress and shear strain in correspondence to Eq. (2.17). The shear modulus itself
consists of two fractions, the storage modulus (G’(t)) and the loss modulus (G”(t)),
whereas the shear modulus (G) is the vector sum of both parts. Young’s modulus
and shear modulus are correlated and can be converted, using the material dependent
Poisson’s ratio µ:
E = 2 × G (1 + µ) (2.17)
Mechanical characterization of the hyaluronic acid hydrogels is carried out with
the "NanoBionix Universal Testing System" (MTS) in compression mode between two
parallel plates. Therefore, the cylindrical hydrogels are put on the lower plate and
the upper plate is manually descended until it nearly touches the hydrogel. A tension
trigger of 500µN starts the measurement that is carried out at a frequency of 0.002 Hz,
which is inside the static region. Hydrogels are compressed up to 10 % deformation
while monitoring the applied strain (λ) and the resulting stress (σ).
Analysis of the Young’s moduli are carried out in the linear-viscoelastic region be-
tween 0 % and 5 % strain, by applying a linear fit to the stress-strain-curves with
"GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software Inc.) (see Appendix
6.2.4 for one exemplary data set with linear fit).
Furthermore, the hydrogel formation procedure itself is monitored and analyzed
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with rotational rheology (Kinexus pro, Malvern). Again, a parallel plate geometry is
used, with a set gap of 0.2 mm and the gelation mixture is placed in between these
plates (plate diameter = 20 mm). Subsequently, to prevent drying of the hydrogels,
a humidified argon atmosphere is provided with a solvent trap, added to the reaction
chamber. An oscillation frequency of 1 Hz and an amplitude of 1 % are applied and
measurements are carried out for 24 h at room temperature. In this time the storage
modulus (G’(t)) and the loss modulus (G”(t)) are continuously monitored with one
data point taken every 5 min (rSpace Software, Version 1.20, Malvern).
2.4 Biological Characterization of HA Hydrogels
2.4.1 Enzymatic Degradation
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
hyaluronic acid hydrogels see chapter 2.2.5
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) Invitrogen, Karlsruhe
trypsin-EDTA Gibco, Waltham, USA
hyaluronidase IV (from bovine testes) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen(LOT: SLBL6343V)
hyaluronate lyase (from streptococcus pyogenes) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen(LOT:BCBL3225V)
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), 30 % Merck, Darmstadt
CELLSTAR® 96 well plates Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, USA
Experimental Procedure
In order to gain information about the degradability of the hydrogels by different
enzymes, the hydrogels are prepared as described previously (see 2.2.5). Subsequently,
hydrogels are put into 24 well plates in solutions of one of two hyaluronic acid degrading
enzymes, hyaluronidase IV and hyaluronate lyase. PBS and a solution of trypsin are
used as negative controls, since they should not degrade the HA (see Appendix 6.2.6,
Fig. 74 and Fig. 75 for exemplary graphs). All enzymes are used at a concentration
of 0.005 µmol/mL with a volume of 1 mL for each hydrogel. Hydrogels are incubated
with these enzymes at room temperature and soft shaking at 100 rpm (shaker DOS-10L,
neoLab), while enzyme and buffer solutions are exchanged every 48 h. For calculating
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the rate of degradation, the weights of the hydrogels are measured at different time
points; after 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, 9 h, 12 h, 24 h, 36 h, 48 h, 72 h, 5 d and 7 d of degradation.
The weight measurements at different time points are then fitted to an exponential
decay phase one with "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software
Inc.). From this data, the half-life (t1/2) of each hydrogel is determined, corresponding
to the time frame in which the hydrogel lost half of its initial weight (see Appendix
6.2.6).
2.4.2 Protein Adsorption
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
hyaluronic acid hydrogels see chapter 2.2.5
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) Invitrogen, Karlsruhe
collagen (LOT: 151443) Serva, Heidelberg
fibronectin (LOT: SLBL4218V) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
aggrecan (LOT: 084M4061V) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
CELLSTAR® 24 well plates Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, USA
sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
Pierce™ (BCA) Protein Assay Kit Thermo Fisher Scientific,Waltham, USA
CELLSTAR® 96 well plates Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, USA
Experimental Procedure
The bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay, introduced by Smith et al. (1985), is based on
the reduction of Cu2+ to Cu+ by proteins under alkaline conditions (Walker (1994)).
Subsequent highly specific reaction of Cu+ with BCA produces a complex with an
intense purple color, that can be detected spectrophotometrically, since it shows an
absorbance maximum at 562 nm (A562) (Tikhonov and Mustafin (1965)). The formerly
used biuret reaction and the advancement towards the Lowry assay (Lowry et al.
(1951)) also use the reduction of Cu2+ to Cu+ by proteins, however with experimentally
more laborious and complex setups.
To gain insight into the possibility of proteins adsorbing onto the hydrogels; hydrogels
are incubated with a 50µg/mL solution of fibronectin, collagen, and aggrecan in PBS in
24 well plates for 24 h at 37 ◦C (HeraCell240, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Subsequently
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Figure 18: Formation of the BCA-Cu+ complex with distinct purple color. Cu2+ is
first reduced in alkaline solution due to the presence of proteins. The resulting Cu+ concentration is
dependent on protein concentration in solution and can be detected spectrophotometrically at 562 nm
by formation of the purple BCA-Cu+ complex.
the hydrogels are washed three times with 3 mL PBS and the adsorbed protein is washed
off with 1 mL of a 1 % (w/v) SDS solution in PBS for 24 h at room temperature at
350 rpm (shaker DOS-10L, neoLab). After 24 h, 25µL of the SDS solution is transferred
to a 96 well plate to determine protein content by BCA assay. Therefore 200 µL of
working reagent (reagent A : B, 50 : 1) are added and the plate is incubated at room
temperature at 350 rpm (shaker DOS-10L, neoLab) for 30 s. Subsequently samples are
covered with aluminium foil for light protection and incubated for another 30 min at
37 ◦C (HeraCell240, Thermo Fisher Scientific). To measure the protein content of the
SDS solution absorbance of the samples at 562 nm (A562) is measured in a plate reader
(Infinite M200, TECAN ) after the samples have cooled down to room temperature.
As a reference, hydrogels incubated in pure PBS and washed with 1 % (w/v) SDS for
24 h each at room temperature are also analyzed. After subtraction of the reference,
protein amount of the samples could be calculated from the measured absorbance using
"Excel for Mac 2017" (version 15.33, Microsoft), see Eq. (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20).
A562 = (a× c protein ) + b (2.18)
With "a" representing the slope of the linear fit of the standard curve, made with
different bovine serum albumin (BSA) solutions ranging from 0µg/mL to 2000µg/mL,
using "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software Inc.). Protein
concentration in each sample can be calculated from A562:
c protein =
A562 − b
a
(2.19)
Taking the total sample volume (Vsample) and the surface area (S) of each hydrogel
into account, the adsorbed protein amount per cm2 is calculated:
m protein =
c protein × V sample
S
(2.20)
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2.5 Characterization of Cell Behavior on HA Hydrogels
2.5.1 Background Passivation
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
self-designed glass well plates glass workshopMPI for Intelligent Systems, Stuttgart
PLL(20 kDa)-g[3.5]-PEG(2 kDa) SuSoS AG, Dübendorf, Schweiz
2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-1-yl] Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofenethanesulfonic acid (HEPES)
coverslips (square 20 x 20 mm) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
sulfuric acid (H2SO4) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), 30 % AppliChem, Darmstadt
toluene Merck, Darmstadt
moleculare sive (4Å) Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
triethylamine (NEt3) Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen
PEG2000-silane kindly provided by Radka Koelz
((EtO)3Si-(CH2)3-NH-C(O)-NH-PEG2000) MPI for Intelligent Systems, Stuttgart
ethyl acetate (EtOAc) Merck, Darmstadt
methanol Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
PLL-g-PEG Passivation
PLL(20 kDa)-g[3.5]-PEG(2 kDa) consists of a 20 kDa poly-L-lysin (PLL) chain, grafted
with relatively short 2 kDa polyethylene glycol (PEG) (Sawhney and Hubbell (1992)).
Structurally this provides a brush like PEG structure with a positively charged PLL
backbone (poly-L-lysin grafted with polyethylene glycol (PLL-g-PEG)). On activated
and thus negatively charged glass surfaces, the positively charged PLL backbone can
adhere parallel to the surface due to electrostatic interactions, thus the PEG chains
are oriented perpendicular to the glass (Huang et al. (2001)), see Fig. 19. These PEG
chains subsequently prevent unspecific cell or protein adhesion to the surface due to
steric repulsion and energetic restraints due to the very high water incorporation in
the PEG layer (M Heuberger et al. (2004); Ruiz-Taylor et al. (2001)).
The self-designed glass well plates (glass workshop, MPI for Intelligent Systems)
shown in Fig. 20 are passivated with PLL-g-PEG to provide a non cell adhesive
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Figure 19: Mechanism for the passivation of activated glass with PLL-g-PEG. Molecular
structure of PLL(20 kDa)-g[3.5]-PEG(2 kDa) (left) with schematic representation. The electrostatic
interaction of activated, negatively charged glass with the PLL-g-PEG is shown on the right
background for cell seeding on HA hydrogels (for pictures of passivation control see
Appendix 6.2.8). Therefore, well plates are first activated in an oxygen plasma for
10 min at 0.4 mbar and 150 W (Plasma System 100-E, PVA TePla). PLL(20 kDa)-
g[3.5]-PEG(2 kDa) is dissolved in 10 mM HEPES buffer, pH = 7.4 (prepared from
scratch) to a concentration of 0.25 mg/mL. Glass wells are filled completely with the
PLL-g-PEG solution and incubated for 45 min at room temperature. Subsequently, so-
lution is removed and the wells are rinsed with ddH2O, before hydrogels (flat, r = 5 mm,
h = 1 mm) are placed into the wells. Wells with added hydrogels are sterilized for 30 min
in UV light under the cell culture hood (HeraSafe, Thermo Fisher Scientific) before
cell suspension is added on top (see below for details).
1 cm
(a)
1 cm
(b)
Figure 20: Glass well plates used for cell seeding on HA hydrogels made by the glass
workshop of the MPI for Intelligent System in Stuttgart. Glass wells can be passivated with
PLL-g-PEG to prevent unspecific cell adhesion on the glass background. Scale bars represent a length
of 1 cm.
PEG Passivation
Glass coverslips are passivated with PEG, as negative controls for cell attachment on
HA hydrogels. Therefore coverslips are labeled with a diamond writer and cleaned
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in caro’s acid (H2SO4 : H2O2 (30 %), 3 : 1) for 2 h. Subsequently, coverslips are
rinsed with ddH2O and thoroughly dried in a nitrogen stream, before activation in an
oxygen-plasma for 10 min at 0.4 mbar and 150 W (Plasma System 100-E, PVA TePla).
For passivation, a Schlenk flask is flushed with nitrogen and filled with dry toluene,
NEt3 and PEG2000-silane ((EtO)3Si-(CH2)3-NH-C(O)-NH-PEG2000, kindly provided by
Radka Koelz, MPI for Intelligent Systems), before coverslips are added in a glass holder
(glass workshop, MPI for Intelligent Systems). The passivation solution is heated to
80 ◦C over night. On the next day, coverslips are rinsed with EtOAc once and sonicated
in a fresh solution of EtOAc for 1 min. Subsequently, they are rinsed with methanol
and ddH2O and thoroughly dried under a nitrogen stream before cell suspension is
added on top (see below for details).
2.5.2 Cell Attachment
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
normal human dermal Lonza, Basel, Schweizfibroblasts (NHDF) (LOT: 0000407092)
FGM-2 BulletKit Lonza, Basel, Schweiz
human dermal lymphatic PromoCell, Heidelbergendothelial cells (HDLEC) (LOT: 419Z035.4)
endothelial cell medium MV2 Kit PromoCell, Heidelberg
michigan cancer foundation 7 ATCC, Manassas, USAbreast carcinoma cell line (MCF7) (LOT: 59649998)
Eagle’s minimum essential medium (EMEM) ATCC, Manassas, USA
fetal bovine serum (FBS) Gibco, Waltham, USA
penicillin/streptomycin Invitrogen, Karlsruhe
non-essential amino acids solution (100x) Gibco, Waltham, USA
sodium pyruvate solution (100 mM) Gibco, Waltham, USA
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) Invitrogen, Karlsruhe
trypsin-EDTA Gibco, Waltham, USA
hyaluronic acid hydrogels see chapter 2.2.5
HCAM CD44 antibody (DF1485) Santa Cruz, Heidelberg(LOT: B0516)
sodium hyaluronate, <10 kDa (sHA) Lifecore-Biomedical,
(LOT: 024195) Chaska, USA
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Cell Cultivation
All steps are carried out under the cell culture hood (HeraSafe, Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific) in sterile conditions. Prior to cell cultivation the cell culture media are prepared
from the kits or from scratch. NHDF fibroblast basal medium (FBM) is supplemented
with FGM-2 BulletKit components, with a final concentration of 2 % FBS, 0.1 % in-
sulin, 0.1 % fibroblast growth factor rhFGF-B and 0.1 % gentamicin/amphotericin GA-
1000. HDLEC endothelial cell growth medium MV2 (EDGM) is supplemented with
the kit components, with a final concentration of 5 % fetal calf serum, 0.0005 % epi-
dermal growth factor (recombinant human), 0.001 % basic fibroblast growth factor
(recombinant human), 0.002 % insulin-like growth factor (Long R3 IGF-1), 0.000 05 %
vascular endothelial growth factor 165 (recombinant human), 0.1 % ascorbic acid and
0.02 % hydrocortisone. MCF7 medium is prepared from EMEM supplemented with
10 % FBS, 1 % penicillin/streptomycin, 1 % non-essential amino acids solution and 1 %
sodium pyruvate solution. All solutions are warmed to 37 ◦C prior to use. Cells from
respective companies or from institute stock in the cryotank (liquid N2) are slowly
warmed up to 37 ◦C. Subsequently, cells are immediately suspended in the medium
and placed in a cell culture flask, with a final cell seeding density of 25 000 cells/cm2
and an optimal medium amount of 1 mL/5 cm2. For cultivation, cells are kept in an
incubator (HeraCell240, Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37 ◦C and 5 % CO2 until they
reach a confluence of 70 % to 80 % for NHDF or 80 % to 90 % for HDLEC and MCF7.
In the meantime, medium is exchanged every 48 h to ensure nutrition for the cells.
Cell Seeding on HA Hydrogels
All steps are carried out under the cell culture hood (HeraSafe, Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific) in sterile conditions. Cells are washed three times with PBS to remove dead or
poorly attached cells. The remaining cell layer is covered with trypsin-EDTA solution
(1 mL/25 cm2) and incubated for 3 min at 37 ◦C and 5 % CO2 (HeraCell240, Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Detached cells are checked under a bright field microscope (Ax-
iovert 40C using a 10x objective, "A-Plan", 0.25, PH1, Carl Zeiss). If some cells are
still attached to the culture plastic, incubation time is gradually increased by 1 min
until all cells are detached (maximum: 10 min). 5 mL cell culture medium are added
to inactivate trypsin and cell suspension is centrifuged at 0.8 rcf for 5 min to remove
trypsin. The cell pellet is subsequently suspended cautiously in 1 mL of cell culture
medium and cells are counted using a hemocytometer (Neubauer, Blaubrandr Ger-
many). Cells are diluted to 250 000 cells/mL and 300µL are added to each hydro-
gel (75 000 cells/hydrogel) in the self-designed 24 glass well plate pre-passivated with
PLL(20 kDa)-g[3.5]-PEG(2 kDa) (described in 2.5.1). The well plate is then incubated
for 24 h at 37 ◦C and 5 % CO2 (HeraCell, Thermo Fisher Scientific) to allow cell adhe-
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sion on HAm-SHn hydrogels.
For inhibition experiments, after dilution of cells to 250 000 cells/mL cells are blocked
either with HCAM CD44 antibody or short HA (sHA) in a concentration of 100 µg/mL
respectively for 30 min in suspension at 37 ◦C and 5 % CO2 (HeraCell, Thermo Fisher
Scientific), as additional control. Subsequently, 300 µL of suspension with blocked cells
are added to each hydrogel (75 000 cells/hydrogel) in the self-designed 24 glass well
plate pre-passivated with PLL(20 kDa)-g[3.5]-PEG(2 kDa) (described in 2.5.1). The
well plate is then incubated for 24 h at 37 ◦C and 5 % CO2 (HeraCell, Thermo Fisher
Scientific) to allow cell adhesion on HAm-SHn hydrogels.
2.5.3 Imaging with Phase Contrast and Fluorescence Microscopy
Materials Used
Reagents, Consumables and Solutions Source
hyaluronic acid hydrogels see chapter 2.5.2with seeded NHDF, HDLEC or MCF7
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) Invitrogen, Karlsruhe
32 cm2 round coverslips Carl Roth, Karlsruhe
Calbiochemr Live/Dead Double Staining Kit Merck, Darmstadt(LOT: D00080761)
microscope "Observer Z1" Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen
green fluorescent protein filter (Excitation: 570/40 nm, Carl Zeiss, OberkochenBeamsplitter: 495 nm, Emission: 525/50 nm)
rhodamine filter (Excitation: 546/12 nm, Carl Zeiss, OberkochenBeamsplitter: 560 nm, Emission: 607/80 nm)
Live/Dead Staining
This method uses two different fluorescence dyes to distinguish between live and dead
cells. A cell-permeable cyto-dye yielding green fluorescence (excitation maximum:
488 nm; emission maximum: 518 nm), to stain live cells and red fluorescent propid-
ium iodide (excitation maximum: 488 nm; emission maximum: 615 nm) for staining of
dead cells (Frey (1995)). Live cells appear green in fluorescence microscopy through
staining with the cyto-dye, since it is able the pass through the cell membrane. The
impermeability of propidium iodide to an intact cell is reduced by an increase of per-
meability of the cell membrane in apoptotic cells, however without complete rupture
of the membrane. Thus in fluorescence microscopy, dead cells will appear yellow, since
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they are stained with both cyto-dye and propidium iodide (Luther and Kamentsky
(1996)).
After 24 h of cell adhesion on the different HAm-SHn hydrogels, culture medium
is removed from the wells and hydrogels are gently washed with PBS once. Subse-
quently hydrogels are transferred to 32 cm2 coverslips and stained with the Calbiochemr
Live/Dead Double Staining Kit. Therefore, staining solution is prepared from the kit
components by adding 1 µL of each of the staining dyes (solution A and B) to 1 mL
of staining buffer (solution C), yielding a staining solution with 1µM cyto-Dye, for
staining live cells and 1µM propidium iodide for staining dead cells. 200 µL of stain-
ing solution are added on top of each hydrogel. Subsequently hydrogels on coverslips
are incubated with the staining solution at 37 ◦C (HeraCell, Thermo Fisher Scientific)
for 15 min. After completed staining, staining solution is removed from the hydrogels
and coverslips with hydrogels are inverted on a second coverslip for direct microscopic
analysis.
Imaging with Carl Zeiss "Observer Z1"
The microscope "Observer Z1" (Carl Zeiss) in combination with the "Zen2pro" software
(Carl Zeiss) is used for imaging of the different cell types on HAm-SHn hydrogels. This
inverted partially motorized microscope is equipped with a "definite focus" module and
an "Orca ER" camera (Hamamatsu). For the control of humidity, temperature and
CO2 a "TempModulS" and "CO2ModulS" (Carl Zeiss) are additionally equipped, for
use with a 24 well plate incubation chamber (PeCon), set to 37 ◦C and 5 % CO2. For
phase contrast images, hydrogels and well plates with cells (as control) are irradiated
with a halogen lamp "HAL 100", whereas illumination for fluorescence images is carried
out with a "Colibri 2 LED" light source (Carl Zeiss) and the green fluorescent protein
and rhodamine filter set. A 20x objective (EC-Plan Neofluar, num0.5 NA, PH2, Carl
Zeiss) is used for imaging. Prior to phase contrast images, light path of the microscope
is always adjusted as stated in the Koehler method (Köhler (1893)). To determine
the number of live cells on the HAm-SHn hydrogels "Fiji" (ImageJ 1.51h) is used.
Composites of phase contrast and alexa488 channel images are created and individually
adjusted for brightness and contrast. Subsequently live cells per image are counted
manually and converted to cells/mm2. For comparison of cell adhesion on different
hydrogels, data is plotted using "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad
Software Inc.).
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3.1 Hyaluronic Acid Hydrogels Can Be Synthesized
with Defined Network Charge
3.1.1 Adjusting Network Charge by HA Modification and
Differently Charged Crosslinkers
Motivated by the abundance of hyaluronic acid (HA also called hyaluronan) in the
extracellular matrix (ECM) and its unique properties, this anionic biopolymer was
chosen as biological module to design biocompatible hydrogels in a synthetic biology
approach within this thesis. Whereas many properties of the ECM are already eluci-
dated, for example mechanical stiffness, cell attachment, and protein binding, among
others (Maquart and Monboisse (2014); Hynes (2009)), the impact of electrostatic
properties, charge density and storage capacity remains ill defined. By varying degrees
of chemical modification on the carboxyl groups of the glucuronic acid moiety of HA in
addition to differently charged but structurally similar crosslinkers, the charge density
of the hydrogels presented in this thesis can be varied. At the same time, the compo-
sition of the hydrogels remains constant and hydrogels with one degree of modification
but differently charged crosslinkers even have the same covalent connectivity of the
network.
The crosslinkers are designed and synthesized by the organic chemistry department
of the University of Stuttgart and are inspired by the natural molecule desmosine,
which acts as a crosslinker for elastin within the ECM (Hagel et al. (2013)), shown in
Fig. 21.
Acrylamide groups (An) for linkage to the hyaluronic acid terminate the side arms
(ACn) of these crosslinkers. Additionally, the pyridine core (P) of these compounds,
being unique for elastin’s crosslinks, enables an easy methylation at the nitrogen to
introduce a positive charged pyridinium (P+) without significantly changing the struc-
ture of the molecule. For hydrogel formation, HAm (whereas "m" stands for the aver-
age molecular weight of the HA, as given by Lifecore-Biomedical for each individual
batch) is thiolated at the carboxyl groups (see 2.2.1). Under basic conditions thiols
and acrylamides react in a thiol-Michael addition click reaction (Michael (1887)) to
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Figure 21: Structure of desmosine inspired crosslinkers and schematic representation,
correlated with used systematic crosslinker abbreviations (see 2.1). PA2AC2 (Pyridine
core: P, Acrylamide reactive groups: A2, Carboxamido alkyl chain spacers: AC2) is the uncharged
crosslinker (orange, left), whereas P+A2AC2 (turquoise, right) (Pyridinium core: P+) has a positive
charge on the pyridinium core introduced by methylation.
form hydrogels through a covalently crosslinked network (see 2.2.5). The thiolation of
HAm is simultaneously lowering the charge of this polymer by replacing the negatively
charged carboxylates with neutral thiols.
In order to compare hydrogels with different network charge HAm is thiolated, yield-
ing different degrees of modification (HAm-SHn) by changing reaction times and molar
ratios of reactants, compiled in Tab. 2.
Since the HA is thiolated at the carboxyl group, negative charge is removed simul-
taneously, making the polymer more neutral with higher degrees of thiolation. Thus,
combining the differently charged crosslinkers with the differently charged HAm-SHn
leads to hydrogels with different network charges and different interconnectivity. Due
to the fact, that the HA polymer is carrying a high amount of negative charge, the over-
all charge of the resulting hydrogels will be negative. For example, with the charged
crosslinker zero network charge would only be reached at 67 % thiolated carboxyl groups
on the HA backbone when using a 1 : 1 ratio of acrylamide on the crosslinker to thiol
on the HA. At the same 1 : 1 ratio, neutral hydrogels with the uncharged crosslinker
even need 100 % thiolated carboxyl groups on the HA chain. One crosslink within the
hydrogel is connecting the two arms of the crosslinker with two thiols on the HA back-
bone, resulting in the elimination of two negative network charges on the HA through
the addition of the thiol to the carboxylate group. If the core of the crosslinker is
methylated an additional positive network charge is added per crosslink, see Fig. 22.
Therefore, the negative network charge of the hydrogels can be estimated combining
the degree of thiolation of the HA with the amount and nature of the crosslinker (for
calculations see Appendix 6.1.2).
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Table 2: Different degrees of thiolation for 74 kDa HA (HA74) can be achieved with
longer reaction times or higher amounts of DTP and EDCl. This table summarizes the
different reaction conditions used, in conjunction with the resulting degrees of thiolation for HA74.
Thiolated HA batches used for the experiments in this thesis are highlighted.
HA batchmolar ratio of (Lifecore- DTP batch reaction degree ofHA : DTP : EDCl Biomedical) (see 2.2.1) time thiolation
1 : 0.5 : 0.5 026117 DTP-1407-1 30 min 21± 3 %
1 : 0.5 : 0.5 025828 DTP-1601-4 90 min 16± 1 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 10 min 18± 1 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 15 min 25± 1 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 20 min 33± 2 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 30 min 36± 1 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 35 min 40± 6 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 40 min 55± 7 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 45 min 61± 11 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 60 min 59± 13 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 70 min 59± 11 %
1 : 1 : 1 026117 DTP-1407-1 75 min 64± 5 %
1 : 1 : 1 025828 DTP-1601-4 85 min 64± 10 %
1 : 2 : 2 024367 DTP-1411-3 10 min 43± 3 %
1 : 2 : 2 024367 DTP-1411-3 15 min 45± 10 %
1 : 2 : 2 024367 DTP-1411-3 20 min 60± 11 %
1 : 2 : 2 024367 DTP-1411-3 25 min 59± 8 %
1 : 2 : 2 024367 DTP-1411-3 35 min 59± 8 %
1 : 2 : 2 024367 DTP-1411-3 60 min 74± 13 %
1 : 2 : 2 024367 DTP-1411-3 90 min 80± 16 %
1 : 2 : 2 026117 DTP-1407-1 120 min 86± 6 %
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Figure 22: Schematic representation of the architecture of HA hydrogels, with struc-
tural details for all important components and the influence of crosslinking on charge
density. Pyridinium crosslinkers are shown as orange (neutral, PA2AC2) and turquoise (charged,
P+A2AC2) lines and spheres. Both networks (with PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2) have the same covalent
crosslinker interconnectivity. A realistic size relation between HA backbone and crosslinker is kept
and in grey 1/20 of 74 kDa HA chains are shown. Not shown in this representation, but also possible
at the full length of one HA74 chain are intramolecular crosslinks.
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3.1.2 Finding the Optimal Thiol : Acrylamide Ratio for Hydrogel
Formation
HA with a molecular weight distribution of 66 kDa to 90 kDa (average: 74 kDa) at an
intermediate degree of 36 % thiolation (HA74-SH36) is used to determine the optimal
amount of PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 for stable hydrogels, see Fig. 23. Therefore, different
ratios of thiols on the HA backbone to acrylamides of the crosslinker, for hydrogel
formation are tested, to determine the optimum for the HA74 from Lifecore-Biomedical,
shown in Fig. 24. To compare crosslinking efficiency with different thiol : acrylamide
ratios in HA74-SH36 hydrogels, the amount of reacted thiols inside the hydrogels is
measured with an adapted Ellman’s assay (see 2.3.1). A second criterion for the optimal
thiol : acrylamide ratio is the mechanical stiffness of the resulting hydrogels, measured
with compression, bulk rheology (see 2.3.4 and Appendix 6.2.4 for one exemplary linear
fit of stress-strain data).
Figure 23: First form stable, cylindrical HA74-SH36-PA2AC2 (orange, left) and
HA74-SH36-P+A2AC2 (turquoise, right) hydrogels. Hydrogels in this pictures are made with a
1 : 0.8 thiol : acrylamide ratio. For size comparison, a 1 euro-cent coin is shown, with a diameter of
16.25 mm; diameter of the hydrogels is ≈ 7 mm to 9 mm.
Considering the number of reacted thiols, the efficiency of the crosslinking reaction
could be estimated. For low acrylamide ratios (0.4 to 0.8 equivalents) this efficiency
reaches 100 % for both uncharged and charged crosslinker; Corresponding to roughly
40 %, 60 % and 80 % reacted thiols at an acrylamide ratio of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 respectively.
With higher amounts of acrylamides (1.0 to 1.4 equivalents) however the reaction effi-
ciency does not increase significantly. Even at higher acrylamide ratios the number of
reacted thiols stays at around 80 %, reaching its maximum there, for both crosslink-
ers. For hydrogel stability, mechanical stiffness shows increasing Young’s moduli with
increasing acrylamide ratios from 0.4 to 0.6. For both crosslinkers maximal stiffness is
reached for a thiol : acrylamide ratio of 1 : 0.6 with 1.63 kPa for PA2AC2 and 3.78 kPa
for P+A2AC2. The stiffness then starts decreasing with further increasing acrylamide
ratio for both crosslinkers. At an acrylamide ratio of 1.4, mechanical stiffness is even
lower than at the minimal ratio of 0.4 in both cases (for exact values see Appendix
6.2.9, Tab. 11). Therefore the correlation of crosslinking efficiency with mechanical
stiffness of hydrogels with different thiol : acrylamide ratios shows, that 1 : 0.8 is the
optimal ratio for hydrogels with size defined HA from Lifecore-Biomedical in combi-
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Figure 24: Optimization of thiol : acrylamide ratio for hydrogel formation with
HA74-SH36 reveals, that a ratio of 1 : 0.8 yields hydrogels with a maximum of reacted
thiols and a good mechanical stiffness. HA74-SH36-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 hydrogels are made with
different thiol : acrylamide ratios between 1 : 0.4 and 1 : 1.4. Percentage of reacted thiols in hydrogels
with PA2AC2 (a) and P+A2AC2 (b) respectively are shown. The gray line indicates the theoretical
maximum of reacted thiols for the respective acrylamide ratios. In (c) and (d) the resulting hydrogel
stiffnesses are shown. Each data point represents the mean and standard deviation of three different
hydrogels from one preparation (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9 Tab. 11).
nation with both PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2. Here the optimal scenario of a maximum of
reacted thiols combined with high mechanical stiffness is observed.
These results are concurring with the experiments previously done by Hagel (2013)
on HA with a broad size distribution and therefore undergoing a possibly different
manufacturing and purification process. Previously Hagel et al. (2013) produced hy-
drogels with PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 and a long HA with a very broad size distribution
(hyaluronic acid sodium salt from streptococcus equi, Sigma-Aldrich). It was also de-
termined in this study that a thiol : acrylamide ratio of 1 : 0.8 is optimal for hydrogel
formation since it leads to a maximum hydrogel stiffness at a high rate of reacted thiols
(Hagel (2013)).
The result of a maximum of 80 % reacted thiols, is probably due to steric hindrance
within the hydrogel network. This prevents further crosslinking due to limited accessi-
bility of the thiol groups, even with more than 0.8 equivalents of acrylamides. At higher
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acrylamide ratios, the probability of a one-sided reactions of the crosslinker increases.
Thus, leaving one free acrylamide and therefore linker-arm, which is not adding to the
crosslinking of the HA backbone. A crosslinker can only actually crosslink two HA
chains, if both its acrylamide arms are attached to a thiol. A crosslinker, that is only
attached with one arm though, does not decrease reaction efficiency if reacted thiols are
monitored but at the same time decreases the number of crosslinks inside the hydrogel
network. This explains, that at higher acrylamide ratios, still around 80 % of thiols
are reacted, but mechanical stiffness decreases notably. For medium acrylamide ratios
(0.6 and 0.8) this is probably not the main reason for softer hydrogels. Here the error
of the Ellman’s assay (x-error bar) and therefore the estimated degree of thiolation is
leading to an error in the thiol : acrylamide ratios. For both PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2
actual acrylamide ratios are 0.60± 0.03 and 0.80± 0.03. At the same time measuring
bulk rheology by uniaxial compression is leading to high error ranges (y-error bars).
Together these effects might play a more profound role in the counter intuitive trend
of hydrogel softening with higher crosslinking efficiency at acrylamide ratios of 0.6 and
0.8.
3.1.3 First HA Hydrogels
With the determined optimal thiol : acrylamide ratio of 1 : 0.8 a batch of HA74-SHn
hydrogels is synthesized, with n ≈ 20, 40 and 60, in order to compare hydrogels with
different network charges. Hydrogels are prepared with this HA74-SHn and PA2AC2
or P+A2AC2 respectively. However, deviating from the optimized protocol described
in 2.2.5 for these first hydrogels HA74-SHn is dissolved by vortexing the solution for
2 min to 5 min. Several hydrogel preparations are done on different days to determine
the reproducibility of hydrogel properties. Each preparation contains a number of
three similar hydrogels from one prepared gelation mixture. All of these hydrogels
are characterized for their mechanical properties using macro rheology with uniaxial
compression between parallel plates, see Tab. 3.
These results show, that hydrogels are getting softer with each hydrogel preparation,
indicating reproducibility problems for the hydrogels. In each of the different hydrogels,
Young’s moduli are decreasing roughly to half of their stiffness from the first to the fifth
preparation. This softening of the hydrogels with storage time of the reactants is most
obvious in preparations with highly thiolated HA74. With HA74-SH60 and PA2AC2
Young’s moduli are decreasing by 5.24 kPa, whereas with P+A2AC2 the decline in
mechanical stiffness is even 17.76 kPa. A possible reason for this is degradation of the
reactants by repetitive freezing/thawing. There are four possible reasons, to explain
this trend. (1) The thiols on the HA get destroyed, whereas crosslinking density would
decrease and result in softer hydrogels. (2) HA gets hydrolytically degraded by freezing
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Table 3: Progression of Young’s moduli of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
hydrogels reveals a significant softening of hydrogels with storage time of reactants and
irreproducible hydrogels especially at high degrees of thiolation. The different hydrogel
preparations (1 - 5) are prepared with the same batch of HA74-SHn and the same batch of PA2AC2
and P+A2AC2, both stored at −20 ◦C, while thawing and refreezing the whole batch for each hydrogel
preparation. Each value represents mean and standard deviation of 3 individual hydrogels from one
preparation.
Preparation 1 2 3 4 5
[Young’s modulus] kPa kPa kPa kPa kPa
HA74-SH20-PA2AC2 0.97± 0.22 0.86± 0.28 0.70± 0.08 0.54± 0.03 0.38± 0.25
HA74-SH20-P+A2AC2 2.60± 0.28 1.75± 0.12 2.07± 0.40 1.71± 0.12 1.89± 0.35
HA74-SH40-PA2AC2 3.26± 1.06 3.72± 0.16 3.40± 1.46 1.84± 0.33 1.59± 0.25
HA74-SH40-P+A2AC2 8.05± 2.65 6.57± 1.96 5.39± 1.78 2.38± 0.40 3.92± 0.40
HA74-SH60-PA2AC2 8.22± 3.74 7.42± 0.89 3.65± 1.47 2.98± 0.71 4.67± 1.00
HA74-SH60-P+A2AC2 20.97± 6.00 5.96± 4.05 7.09± 2.34 4.52± 1.46 3.21± 1.01
and thawing, leading to smaller HA chains and therefore resulting in softer hydrogels.
(3) A problem could be the crosslinkers itself, which could be affected by freezing and
thawing leading to less effective crosslinking. (4) By vortexing HAm-SHn solutions
during hydrogel preparation, the tertiary structure of HA might be changed and lead
to different and unpredictable entanglement of the HA chains and therefore changed
accessibility for the thiols in each new preparation.
3.1.4 Optimization of Preparation Protocol for HA Hydrogels
Due to the reproducibility complications pointed out in the repetitive hydrogel prepara-
tions of the previous chapter, further experiments addressing the four different options
are made. For the first (1) and third (3) possibility NMR spectra of HA74-SH86 (in order
to get a good thiol signal at the highest possible degree of thiolation) and crosslinkers
(PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2) freshly synthesized and after five repetitive freezing/thawing
cycles are analyzed. Considering the second (2) possibility, of HA degradation, the
HA74-SH86 is analyzed for HA-length upon five freezing/thawing cycles by agarose gel
electrophoresis. Since our hydrogels consist of a very high concentration of HAm-SHn
dissolving it in the buffer however is challenging (4). Random and uncontrollable en-
tanglement of HA chains can after all only be assessed by the outcome of irreproducible
hydrogel properties.
For HA74-SH86 as well as for PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 NMR spectra of both samples
(before and after five freezing/thawing cycles) are similar, as shown in Fig. 25 and 26
(for exact analysis of peaks see Appendix 6.2.1, Fig. 64, 65, and 66). No signal shifts
or changes in signal intensity can be observed for HA74-SH86 or any of the crosslinkers
by repetitive freezing and thawing.
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Figure 25: NMR spectra of HA74-SH86 before (blue) and after (red) five freezing/thaw-
ing cycles are similar. No differences in the chemical shifts or the signal intensities of NMR spectra
can be observed upon repetitive freezing and thawing.
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Figure 26: NMR spectra of PA2AC2 (a) and P+A2AC2 (b) before (blue) and after (red)
five freezing/thawing cycles are similar. No differences in the NMR spectra of neutral (a) or
positively charged (b) crosslinker can be observed upon repetitive freezing and thawing.
Considering length of HA74-SH86 after five repetitive freezing/thawing cycles no
change can be observed on the agarose gel in Fig. 27. Upon freezing and thawing
HA74-SH86 has the same apparent size of 500 kDa to 250 kDa as HA74-SH86 directly
after synthesis.
After several comparative hydrogel preparations, the fact that HA cannot be vor-
texed for dissolving it in buffer could be verified, since hydrogels with inconsistent
mechanical properties are prepared even with careful reactant treatment taking possi-
ble freezing/thawing problems from (1), (2) and (3) into account.
The comparable NMR spectra before and after several freezing/thawing cycles in-
dicate no significant degradation of the crosslinkers or the thiol groups on HA. Also,
the agarose gel, shows no significant changes in length or thiolation of HAm-SHn after
freezing/thawing. The apparently high length of HA74-SH86 compared to the LoLad-
der™ on the agarose gel is connected to the method of gel electrophoresis itself. Due
to the salt gradient in an agarose gel, negative charges on the HA backbone, enforcing
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Figure 27: Agarose gel electrophoresis of HA74-SH86 before and after five freezing/thaw-
ing cycles shows no difference in HA length upon freezing/thawing. LoLadder™ (Hyalose)
ranging from 495 kDa to 30 kDa and HiLadder™ (Hyalose) ranging from 1510 kDa to 495 kDa are
loaded in the left two chambers for length comparison, as well as HA74 from Lifecore-Biomedical in
the middle. HA74-SH86 shows bands, with apparently longer HA, compared to HA74, with a molec-
ular weight range of roughly 500 kDa to 250 kDa, due to the altered charge of the HA backbone.
However most importantly HA length and charge does not change in HA74-SH86 after five repetitive
freezing/thawing cycles.
mobility of HA in the agarose gel, are most important for determination of HA length.
The differences in HA charge due to the high thiolation degree, makes it unfeasible to
compare the length with the provided, highly charged native HA ladder.
However, in order to surely prevent softening of hydrogels with each new preparation,
HAm-SHn as well as crosslinkers are stored in aliquots under an argon atmosphere at
−20 ◦C and are directly used after thawing once (maximum total storage time for
HAm-SHn is 6 month). In order to prevent variations in sets of hydrogels having
different network charges, all batches of thiolated HA used for that particular set are
prepared with the same batch of HA from Lifecore-Biomedical, which is also frozen in
aliquots upon arrival (undergoing one single freezing/thawing cycle before thiolation).
To prevent uncontrollable entanglement of HA chains we change the way of dissolving
HAm-SHn to stirring at low speed for one hour at room temperature under an argon
atmosphere. Within that time frame even highly thiolated HA is properly dissolved in
the buffer and the problem of different accessibility of thiols for the crosslinkers should
be eliminated.
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3.1.5 First Reproducible HA Hydrogels
Suitable Thiolation Degrees
With the above described hydrogel preparation technique (combining aliquoted re-
actants with dissolving HAm-SHn with low speed stirring) new sets of hydrogels are
prepared. First experiments revealed, that stable hydrogels with the PA2AC2 and
P+A2AC2 crosslinkers could only be formed with HA having a molecular weight aver-
age of 74 kDa or higher and at least 18 % of thiolated carboxyl groups (HA74-SH18).
Since no formstable hydrogels could be observed with HA15 (smallest size defined HA
from Lifecore-Biomedical at the time of experiments) HA74 was used, as next longer
HA (from Lifecore-Biomedical at the time of experiments). HA74-SH16 as lowest degree
of thiolation for this HA, however is not able to form stable hydrogels either. In ad-
dition to these requirements HA74 with a degree of thiolation exceeding 40 % does not
produce homogenous hydrogels, shown in Fig. 28 (and exact values in Appendix 6.2.9
Tab. 12). Presumably the thiol-Michael addition click reaction needs to be catalyzed
more efficiently at higher degrees of thiolation.
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Figure 28: HA74-SH40-PA2AC2 and HA74-SH40-P+A2AC2 hydrogels show inconsistent
mechanical properties. Hydrogels show considerable, random variations between different hydrogel
preparations. This problem might be solved by more efficient catalysis in the future (for exact values
see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 12).
Reproducibility and Long Term Stability
Considering the restrictions explained previously and using the optimized hydrogel
preparation technique a test set of HA74-SH36-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 hydrogels is made
on two different preparation days. As a next step, long term stability of HA74-SH36-
PA2AC2 and HA74-SH36-P+A2AC2 hydrogels synthesized for reproducibility tests is
monitored. For this reason, mechanical properties of these hydrogels are measured
repeatedly for four weeks. In that time period hydrogels are stored at room temperature
in PBS supplemented with 0.02 % sodium azide (to prevent mold formation).
The reproducibility of these hydrogels is tested by determination of the number of
reacted thiols and measurement of the Young’s moduli via compression in bulk rheology
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(see 2.3.1 and 2.3.4). As hydrogels are prepared with the optimal thiol : acrylamide
ratio of 1 : 0.8 (see 3.1.2), 100 % crosslinker conversion can be observed for both PA2AC2
with around 84 % reacted thiols, as well as for P+A2AC2 with around 86 % reacted
thiols. For mechanical properties, high reproducibility in the two different preparations
can be observed for both crosslinkers. Within the standard deviation for the three
individual hydrogels made in each preparation, Young’s moduli are similar for both
preparations of each crosslinker, see Fig. 29.
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PAAC2 P+AAC2
Preparation 1 2 reacted
[Young’s modulus] kPa kPa thiols
PA2AC2 1.72± 0.74 1.55± 0.07 84± 3
P+A2AC2 3.74± 1.08 4.01± 0.87 86± 4
Figure 29: Mechanical properties of HA74-SH36-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SH36-
P+A2AC2 (turquoise) hydrogels on two different preparation days, show homogeneous
and highly reproducible hydrogel formation with the optimized preparation protocol.
Preparations with charged crosslinker result in stiffer hydrogels compared to hydrogels with uncharged
crosslinker (this will be discussed in more detail in 3.2.1). Each hydrogel is prepared in triplicates
from the same gelation solution (all individual data points shown).
By monitoring the Young’s moduli of these two individual hydrogel preparations
over the course of one month, no significant changes within the standard deviation
can be observed. This means that under physiological conditions, hydrogels remain
unchanged in their mechanical properties for one month, see Fig. 30 (and exact values
in Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 12).
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Figure 30: Mechanical properties of HA74-SH36-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SH36-
P+A2AC2 (turquoise) hydrogels are consistent over the course of one month. This indicates
long term stability of the hydrogels, independent of the crosslinker used for hydrogel formation. Each
data set represents the mean and standard deviation of six different hydrogels, combining two sets of
three hydrogels each prepared on different days (all individual data points shown) (for exact values
see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 13).
Taken together, the hydrogels show a high reproducibility of their material proper-
ties at 100 % of crosslinker conversion when using the standardized preparation method
developed in this thesis. They also remain stable for at least four weeks under physio-
logical conditions, without degradation of the hydrogel network. Therefore, the hydro-
gels prepared with the optimized protocol and at degrees of thiolation below 40 % are
ideally suited for further characterization of charge dependence on hydrogel behavior.
3.2 HA Hydrogels Show Defined Charge Dependent
Physico-Chemical Properties
3.2.1 Charge Dependent Mechanical Properties of HA Hydrogels
General Trends
After enabling reproducible hydrogel preparation, the influence of network charge
on the mechanical properties of the hydrogels is investigated. Therefore, hydrogels
with HA at three different degrees of thiolation, namely HA74-SH18, HA74-SH25 and
HA74-SH33 are prepared with PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2. In order to eliminate errors
due to unreacted thiols and/or crosslinker, the number of reacted thiols is also mea-
sured for each of the hydrogels. Crosslinking efficiency of around 100 % is reached
for all hydrogels with 76 % to 86 % reacted thiols. There are two general trends in
mechanical properties, that can be observed for these HA hydrogels with differently
thiolated HA and differently charged crosslinkers, shown in Fig. 31. (1) Mechanical
stiffness is increasing with an increasing degree of thiolation for the batch of HA74-SHn
used. Starting at a minimum of 0.44 kPa for HA74-SH18-PA2AC2, the stiffest hydro-
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gel HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2 has a Young’s modulus of 6.31 kPa. (2) Comparing hydro-
gels made with the same HA74-SHn (same degree of thiolation) and the two different
crosslinkers, hydrogels with P+A2AC2 are always stiffer than respective hydrogels with
PA2AC2. For example, using HA74-SH18 very soft hydrogels with a Young’s modulus
of 0.44 kPa are obtained by crosslinking with PA2AC2, whereas significantly stiffer hy-
drogels with 2.70 kPa are resulting from crosslinking with P+A2AC2 (for exact values
see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 14).
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Figure 31: Young’s moduli of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) are lower compared to
HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (turquoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) at one degree of
thiolation and are overall increasing with increasing degree of thiolation. (a) Each hydro-
gel preparation contains six individual samples, from two different hydrogel preparations with three
hydrogels each (all individual data points shown) (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 14). (b)
Picture of hydrogels with HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (top) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (bottom) with increas-
ing degree of thiolation for HAm-SHn (left to right). For size comparison, a 1 euro-cent coin is shown,
with a diameter of 16.25 mm; diameter of the hydrogels is ≈ 5 mm to 9 mm.
(1) Increasing stiffness with increasing degree of thiolation, is a result of the rising
number of crosslinks inside the hydrogel network with a higher degree of thiolation.
Since the reaction rate is 100 % in all hydrogels, the number of crosslinks is also rising
with increasing number of thiols for the crosslinkers to attach, as schematically shown
in Fig. 32.
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Figure 32: Schematic representation of the architecture of HA hydrogels, with influence
of increasing degree of thiolation on hydrogel network structure. Corresponding to Fig. 22,
PA2AC2 crosslinks are shown in orange. In the left network, around 20 % of thiolated D-glucuronic
acid units are crosslinked, whereas on the right around 30 % of thiolated D-glucuronic acid units are
crosslinked, resulting in a tighter hydrogel network on the right. A realistic size relation between HA
backbone and crosslinker is kept and in gray 1/20 of 74 kDa HA chains are shown. Not shown in this
representation, but also possible at the full length of one HA74 chain are intramolecular crosslinks.
(2) Higher Young’s moduli of comparable hydrogels with charged crosslinkers in
respect to uncharged crosslinkers could be explained by additional electrostatic in-
teractions between the positively charged core of the crosslinker with the remaining,
negatively charged carboxyl groups on the HA backbone, as schematically shown in
Fig. 33.
Figure 33: Schematic representation of the architecture of HA hydrogels, with influence
of electrostatic interactions for P+A2AC2 on hydrogel network structure. Corresponding to
Fig. 22, PA2AC2 crosslinks are shown in orange (left) and P+A2AC2 in turquoise (right). Additional
electrostatic interactions to neighboring D-glucuronic acid units, result in a tighter hydrogel network
on the right. A realistic size relation between HA backbone and crosslinker is kept and in gray 1/20
of 74 kDa HA chains are shown. Not shown in this representation, but also possible at the full length
of one HA74 chain are intramolecular crosslinks.
These two increased interactions would lead to a tightening of the hydrogel network
and therefore result in stiffer hydrogels.
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Homogeneity and Reproducibility
The thiolation homogeneity of one hydrogel preparation is evaluated for different de-
grees of thiolation. For this, three different hydrogels are prepared from one HA74-SHn-
PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 solution. In order to monitor the reproducibility of hydrogels made
with HA74-SHn at different degrees of thiolation and with the two different crosslink-
ers, two independent hydrogel preparations are made. Individual hydrogels are quite
homogeneous, showing small standard deviations, especially if PA2AC2 is used as a
crosslinker. With rising mechanical stiffness, as well as with P+A2AC2 as a crosslinker
in general, mechanical properties are showing a higher variation in individual hydrogels,
see Fig. 34.
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Figure 34: Mechanical properties of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-
P+A2AC2 (turquoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) show good homogeneity for
all preparations. Each hydrogel preparation contains three different hydrogels made from the same
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 or HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 solution (all individual data points shown). The vari-
ance of mechanical properties is pretty low, for this technique, suggesting that the chosen reaction
conditions lead to homogeneous hydrogels (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 14).
Separate preparations are very reproducible considering the mechanical stiffness of
the resulting hydrogels. Averages for individual Young’s moduli of hydrogels on the
separate preparation days are all similar within their standard deviation, see Fig. 35.
Even HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 showing the highest variation in separate preparations, are
complementary within their error ranges, with 3.65± 0.71 kPa and 2.81± 0.52 kPa
respectively.
Taking into account, that measurements are done in bulk and the maximum standard
deviation is 0.71 kPa for HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 and HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2, hydrogels
can be considered homogeneous in the given range of thiolation degrees. Furthermore,
considering the variation of individual hydrogels in one preparation, the hydrogels are
also quite reproducible. Mechanical properties of separate hydrogel preparations can
be considered similar within the error range. The maximum difference of mean Young’s
moduli of around 0.84 kPa for HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 hydrogels is well within the error
range of the two different preparations.
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Figure 35: Mechanical properties of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-
P+A2AC2 (turquoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) show good reproducibility
for all degrees of thiolation between two individual preparations. Each hydrogel preparation
contains three different hydrogels made from the same HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 or HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
solution (all individual data points shown). Comparison of two different preparations shows, that
hydrogels are very reproducible at different degrees of thiolation, as well as with different crosslinkers
(for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 14).
Influence of Network Charge
With the main objective, to study charge dependent properties of the described HA hy-
drogels, measured Young’s moduli have to be connected to the charge of the hydrogels.
To get a better idea of the influence of network charge within the different hydrogels
on mechanical properties, negative network charge per hydrogel is calculated (for cal-
culations see Appendix 6.1.2). By plotting negative network charge in [µmol/hydrogel]
against the Young’s moduli of the hydrogels a clear correlation of mechanical proper-
ties and network charge can be observed, shown in Fig. 36. Hydrogels with similar
network charge have comparable mechanical properties, even with different degrees of
thiolation or different crosslinkers. In this representation, Young’s moduli even propose
a linear correlation of mechanical properties and negative network charge, with a slope
of −3.68± 0.55 (for fit values see Appendix 6.2.10, Tab. 26).
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Figure 36: Young’s moduli of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
(turquoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) against the negative network charge of the
hydrogel suggest a linear correlation. At the same network charge of the hydrogel, mechanical
properties are also similar, regardless of the crosslinker used. Each data point represents the mean
and standard deviation of six different hydrogels, three each, from two individual preparations (for
exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 14 and 6.2.10, Tab. 26 for fit values).
Mixture of Crosslinkers
Due to the structural and especially reactivity similarities of both uncharged and
charged crosslinker, charge density of resulting hydrogels can additionally be tuned
by using mixtures of PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 for crosslinking of HA hydrogels. For this
reason, hydrogels with HA74-SH25-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 with a 1 : 1 ratio of uncharged
and charged crosslinker and hydrogels with HA74-SH33-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 with a 1 : 3
ratio of uncharged and charged crosslinker are made. These thiolation degrees and
ratios are chosen to fill the gaps in negative network charge (between x = 2.8 to 3.2
and x = 3.4 to 3.8) revealed in Fig. 36. Subsequently Young’s moduli of the result-
ing hydrogels are determined and correlated with the negative network charge. With
stiffnesses of 2.77 kPa for HA74-SH25-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 and 5.63 kPa for HA74-SH33-
PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 the mechanical properties correlate well with HA hydrogels made
with one crosslinker alone. Correlating Young’s moduli of all hydrogels with negative
network charge shows the same picture as previously for “simple” one-crosslinker hy-
drogels. The hydrogels with mixtures of crosslinkers complement the suggested linear
correlation shown above, by filling the gaps in negative network charge accordingly, see
Fig. 37. Therefore, the slope for the linear fit is with −3.98± 0.36 similar to the one
in Fig. 36, within the error range (for fit values see Appendix 6.2.10, Tab. 26).
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Figure 37: Young’s moduli of HA74-SH25-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 and HA74-SH33-
PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 (purple) are complementing linear correlation of mechanical prop-
erties and negative network charge of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-
P+A2AC2 (turquoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33). At the same network charge
of the hydrogel, mechanical properties are also similar, even with mixtures of uncharged and charged
crosslinker in one hydrogel. Each data point represents the mean and standard deviation of three
different hydrogels, from one preparation (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 14 and 6.2.10,
Tab. 26 for fit values).
3.2.2 Charge Dependent Swelling Behavior of HA Hydrogels
General Trends
One of the most remarkable properties of HA is its high water affinity. Due to the
negative charge of the carboxylic groups within the chain, one HA polymer can bind a
tremendous amount of water. Since hydration is vital for all living systems, the water
uptake of the produced hydrogels is also very important considering the plausibility of
the designed ECM mimetics and later applications. For this reason, the swelling ratios
and therefore the adsorption of water into the hydrogels are measured.
The two general trends examined for mechanical measurements can be observed for
the swelling ratios in PBS as well. (1) Swelling ratios are correlated with the HA74-SHn
used for hydrogel formation. In accordance with the results for hydrogel stiffness,
swelling ratios are decreasing with increasing degree of thiolation for the HA74-SHn
used. For example, when PA2AC2 is used as a crosslinker, swelling ratios are ranging
from 261.3 for HA74-SH18 to 69.7 for HA74-SH33. (2) Also in good agreement with
the results for the Young’s moduli, hydrogels with PA2AC2 as a crosslinker, show
higher swelling ratios than comparable hydrogels with P+A2AC2 as a crosslinker. This
difference is most obvious in HA74-SH18 hydrogels with 182.2 and decreases to 25.9 for
HA74-SH33 hydrogels, see Fig. 38 (and exact values in Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 15).
(1) The trend of decreasing swelling ratios with increasing degree of thiolation can
again be attributed to a rising density of crosslinks in the hydrogel network with in-
creasing degree of thiolation. Therefore, the capacity of the hydrogels to take up water
is decreasing. This also explains the negative correlation between decreasing swelling
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Figure 38: Swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
(turquoise) hydrogels in PBS at room temperature show lower swelling ratios for
P+A2AC2 hydrogels in comparison to respective PA2AC2 hydrogels and an overall de-
creasing swelling capacity with increasing degree of thiolation. This trend is also correlated
to different sizes of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 hydrogels shown in Fig. 31b. Swelling ratios are
calculated by dividing the weight of the hydrogels in the respective solution by the dry weight of the
hydrogels (determined by freeze-drying). Each hydrogel preparation contains three individual sam-
ples, from one hydrogel preparation (all individual data points shown) (for exact values see Appendix
6.2.9, Tab. 15).
ratios and increasing mechanical stiffness with increasing degree of thiolation. (2)
As for the Young’s moduli, additional electrostatic interactions, between the positive
charge of the crosslinker and the negative charge of the remaining carboxylic groups
on the HA backbone are responsible for the difference between PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2.
The tighter network formed with the positively charged crosslinker is unable to retain
as much water, as the more loosely connected network formed with the uncharged
crosslinker, being held together by covalent crosslinks alone.
Influence of Swelling Solution
Possible applications of the hydrogels may require their usage in different environ-
mental conditions. Consequently, their properties need to be well understood even at
different pH, considering for example wound healing in different tissues of the body
(with pH = 1.5 to 3.5 in the stomach (Marieb and Hoehn (2007)) and pH = 5.7 to
7.4 in the intestines (Fallingborg (1999))) or different molarities of solutions in for ex-
ample a lab environment. Therefore, swelling ratios of the hydrogels in a variety of
different solutions, that might be useful for further applications are measured. As a
first step, hydrogels are swollen in water, followed by different NaCl solutions. These
solutions allow for an easy quantification of the effects of ion concentration, neglect-
ing other possible influences that might play an additional role in for example PBS or
other physiological buffers. Choosing three different molarities around the physiological
150 mM salt concentration, we decided to use total molarities of 100 mM, 300 mM and
600 mM, corresponding to a total NaCl concentration of 50 mM, 150 mM and 300 mM.
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Another, possibly important influence on swelling, regarding later applications would
be different pH values of the solution, as already mentioned earlier. To evaluate the
behavior of our hydrogels in this respect, hydrogels are swollen in NaCl solutions with
the same, physiological molarity (300 mM) at different pHs = 3.0; 7.0 and 11.0. pH
values are chosen, to obtain one data point in the acidic regime (check HA stability
at pH = 3.0 in Appendix 6.2.5, Fig. 73), one in the basic and one under biological
conditions, in which the hydrogels would mostly be used.
Swelling of hydrogels in water shows the same general trends observed for PBS
swelling: (1) decreasing swelling ratios with increasing degree of thiolation and (2)
lower swelling ratios for P+A2AC2 compared to PA2AC2 hydrogels at the same degree
of thiolation, see Fig. 39a. Simple comparison of swelling ratios in PBS and water
reveals, that swelling ratios in water are considerably higher than in PBS. Comparing
the same hydrogel in PBS and water, values for swelling ratios are roughly doubled. In
HA74-SH18 hydrogels with P+A2AC2 for example, swelling ratio in PBS is 79.1, whereas
in water it reaches 165.3, see Fig. 39b (and exact values in Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 15).
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Figure 39: Swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
(turquoise) hydrogels in deionized water at room temperature (a) showing a doubling
of swelling capacity in comparison to PBS swelling (b). (a) Swelling ratios in water show the
same trend, that could be observed in PBS with the only difference, that absolute values are roughly
doubled. (b) For a better comparison swelling ratios in PBS and deionized water are shown in one
plot. Each hydrogel preparation contains three individual samples, from one hydrogel preparation (all
individual data points shown) (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 15).
As already suggested by the PBS and water comparison, swelling ratios are depen-
dent on the ionic strength of the solution. Swelling in NaCl solutions with different
molarities clearly shows the influence of different ionic strengths, within physiological
conditions, on swelling behavior. With increasing salt concentration of the swelling
solution, swelling ratios of the hydrogels are decreasing, see Fig. 40. Dependence of
swelling ratios on osmotic concentration of the solution is further fortified by the fact
that swelling ratios in 150 mM NaCl are similar to swelling ratios in PBS (having the
150 mM salt concentration). As an example, swelling ratios for HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
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hydrogels are 69.1 in 150 mM NaCl, compared to 69.7 in PBS. Additionally, the two
general trends, also observed for PBS and water swelling can be observed for all NaCl
solutions individually as well: (1) swelling ratios are decreasing with increasing degree
of thiolation of the HA74-SHn used for hydrogel preparation and (2) P+A2AC2 hydro-
gels are swelling less than comparable PA2AC2 hydrogels, shown in Fig. 40 (and exact
values in Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 16).
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Figure 40: Swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (a) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (b) hy-
drogels in NaCl solutions with different molarities at room temperature show decreasing
swelling ratios with increasing molarity of swelling solution. For both PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2
swelling ratios are decreasing with increasing degree of thiolation (as shown for PBS and water before).
Also, swelling ratios are decreasing with increasing concentration of the NaCl solution. Comparison
shows, that again PA2AC2 hydrogels (a) have much higher swelling ratios compared to respective
P+A2AC2 hydrogels (b). Each hydrogel preparation contains three individual samples, from one
hydrogel preparation (all individual data points shown) (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9 Tab. 16).
Unexpectedly, hydrogels show no sensitivity to different pH values of swelling so-
lutions. In solutions with the same physiological salt concentration of 150 mM but
different pH, ranging from acidic (3.0) to alkaline (11.0), swelling ratios are similar for
one type of hydrogel, meaning one degree of thiolation and one crosslinker. Irrespective
of the pH, swelling ratios for HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 hydrogels are comparable within
their error range, with 44.6 (pH = 3.0), 56.0 (pH = 7.0) and 49.0 (pH = 11.0), see
Fig. 41. Also in the pH comparison, the two general trends for swelling ratios, can be
observed: (1) swelling ratios are decreasing with increasing degree of thiolation of the
HA74-SHn used for hydrogel preparation and (2) P+A2AC2 hydrogels are swelling less
than comparable PA2AC2 hydrogels, shown in Fig. 41 (and exact values in Appendix
6.2.9, Tab. 17 as well as 6.2.5, Fig. 73 for HA stability at pH = 3.0).
The distinct dependence of swelling capacity on ionic strength of the swelling solution
can be explained by the difference in osmotic pressures for intake of solvent molecules
into the hydrogels. This becomes very apparent comparing PBS and water swelling.
Additionally, the influence of molarity on solvent uptake of the hydrogels could be
underlined by different NaCl solutions ranging from 0 mM to 300 mM ion concentration.
The insensitivity of the swelling behavior of hydrogels towards different pHs of the
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Figure 41: Swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (a) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (b) hy-
drogels in NaCl solutions with different pHs at room temperature show no pH dependent
behavior. For both PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 swelling ratios are decreasing with increasing degree of
thiolation (as shown for PBS and water before). Furthermore, swelling ratios are not affected by the
pH value of the NaCl solution. Comparison shows, that again PA2AC2 hydrogels (a) have much higher
swelling ratios compared to respective P+A2AC2 hydrogels (b). Each hydrogel preparation contains
three individual samples, from one hydrogel preparation (all individual data points shown) (for exact
values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 17).
swelling solutions, however is surprising. For polyanionic hydrogels, a clear correlation
between swelling and pH of the solution has already been postulated by Peppas and
Khare (1993). They show, that such hydrogels have a low swelling ratio in acidic
conditions and a high swelling ratio in basic conditions, with a sharp increase in swelling
around the isoelectric point of the polymer. Considering the pH range we chose for
swelling of our hydrogels, with the isoelectric point of HA as low as 2.5 (Gatej et al.
(2005)) the missing correlation is unexpected, but can be explained due to the tested
pH-values lying all above the isoelectric point. However, lower pHs for swelling are not
feasible in these experiments, since HA stability is rapidly decreasing below pH = 3.0.
Nevertheless, a small correlation of swelling behavior and pH should still be observed,
even above the isoelectric point of the network-polymer in the presented hydrogels.
Influence of Network Charge
Analogous to the Young’s moduli, in order to study the influence of network charge
on hydration properties of the described HA hydrogels, swelling ratios are correlated
to calculated negative network charge (for calculations see Appendix 6.1.2). Since
the two general trends for swelling behavior could be observed for all the different
swelling solutions, swelling ratios in PBS (representing the most biologically relevant
conditions as physiological buffer) are exemplarily plotted against negative network
charge in [µmol/hydrogel]. As for the Young’s moduli before, a clear correlation of
swelling behavior and network charge can be observed, shown in Fig. 42. With the
exception of the very soft HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 with the highest negative network charge
of 4.10µmol/hydrogel, hydrogels with similar network charge have comparable swelling
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ratios, even with different degrees of thiolation or different crosslinkers. Thus, due to
experimental limitations, the swelling ratio for HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 has a very high
error range and is excluded, when drawing conclusions on the dependence of swelling
ratios on negative network charge. Therefore, in this representation, also swelling ratios
propose a linear correlation of hydration capacity and negative network charge.
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Figure 42: Swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
(turquoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) against the negative network charge of
the hydrogel suggest a linear correlation. At the same network charge of the hydrogel, swelling
ratios are also similar, regardless of the crosslinker used. Each data point represents the mean and
standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation (for exact values see Appendix
6.2.9, Tab. 15).
Mixture of Crosslinkers
As swelling ratios of the presented HA hydrogels are also critically influenced by the
network charge, swelling ratios of hydrogels with mixtures of PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2
are determined and compared to hydrogels with one crosslinker only. Again, hydrogels
with HA74-SH25-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 in a 1 : 1 ratio and HA74-SH33-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2
in a 1 : 3 ratio of uncharged and charged crosslinker are made to complement the range
of negative network charges shown in Fig. 42. The swelling ratios determined in the
hydrogels with mixed crosslinkers are in good correlation with the ones measured with
one crosslinker alone. Thus, correlating swelling ratios of all hydrogels, excluding the
one at 4.10µmol/hydrogel, with negative network charge, reveals a linear progression
consistent with the one shown for “simple” one-crosslinker hydrogels, see Fig. 43. This
result, in accordance with the mechanical measurements for hydrogels with mixtures
of crosslinkers, can only be achieved due to the analogous reactivities and structural
similarities of both uncharged and charged crosslinker.
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Figure 43: Swelling ratios of HA74-SH25-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 and HA74-SH33-
PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 (purple) are complementing the linear correlation of swelling ratios
and negative network charge of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
(turquoise) (with n = 18, 25 and 33). At the same network charge of the hydrogel, swelling
ratios are also similar, even if uncharged and charged crosslinkers are used in one hydrogel. Each data
point represents the mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation
(for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 15).
3.2.3 Charge Dependent Mesh Sizes of HA Hydrogels
General Trends
From the swelling ratios of the hydrogels, mesh sizes can be calculated. The mesh size
of a hydrogel can give insight into the possibility of small molecules like enzymes or
proteins and even cells to diffuse or migrate in or even through the hydrogels.
For mesh sizes, general trends already shown for mechanical measurements as well as
for swelling ratios can be observed. (1) Mesh sizes are decreasing with increasing degree
of thiolation and (2) for each individual degree of thiolation mesh sizes of PA2AC2
hydrogels are always higher, compared to their corresponding P+A2AC2 hydrogels,
shown in Fig. 44. Meshes between 183.8 nm for HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 and 53.5 nm for
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2 can be achieved in this particular set of HA hydrogels (for exact
values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 18). Since mesh sizes are calculated from the swelling
ratios (see 2.3.3), mesh sizes are highly correlated with the corresponding swelling
ratios. As swelling ratios are decreasing, mesh sizes are simultaneously decreasing and
vice versa.
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Figure 44: Mesh sizes of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (tur-
quoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in PBS at room temperature are decreasing
with increasing degree of thiolation and are smaller in P+A2AC2 compared to respective
PA2AC2 hydrogels. Mesh sizes are highly correlated with the swelling ratios. Both PA2AC2 and
P+A2AC2 have decreasing mesh sizes with increasing degree of thiolation. PA2AC2 hydrogels have
larger mesh sizes compared to respective P+A2AC2 hydrogels. Each hydrogel preparation contains
three individual samples, from one hydrogel preparation (all individual data points shown) (for exact
values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 18).
Influence of Network Charge and Mixture of Crosslinkers
By plotting mesh sizes against negative network charge of the hydrogels, as shown
for the mechanical properties and swelling ratios earlier, a similar correlation can be
observed in Fig. 45. As the network charge is decreasing mesh sizes are decreasing as
well. Furthermore, similar network charge of the hydrogels lead to similar mesh sizes,
even at different degrees of thiolation of the HA74-SHn or with different crosslinkers.
This correlation is complemented by hydrogels with HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2-P+A2AC2 in
a 1 : 1 ratio and HA74-SH33-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 in a 1 : 3 ratio of uncharged and charged
crosslinker. This shows that hydrogels with mixtures of both crosslinkers fit into the
relation of mesh sizes and negative network charge as previously shown for mechanical
properties and swelling behavior. In the case of mesh sizes a linear correlation of
negative network charge and mesh sizes, excluding the value at 4.10µmol/hydrogel
due to experimental limitations, is again proposed by this representation.
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Figure 45: Mesh sizes of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange), HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (turquoise)
as well as HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2-P+A2AC2 and HA74-SH33-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 (purple)
(with n = 18, 25 and 33) against the negative network charge of the hydrogel suggest
a strong correlation of network charge and mesh sizes. At the same network charge of the
hydrogel, mesh sizes are also similar. This is suggesting a strong correlation of network charge and
mesh sizes of the hydrogels. Each data point represents the mean and standard deviation of three
different hydrogels from one preparation (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 18).
3.3 HA Hydrogels with Defined Network Charge Show
Different Biological Properties
3.3.1 Charge Dependent Enzymatic Degradation of HA Hydrogels
General Trends
As an important component of the ECM, HA is also biodegradable. This attribute is
especially crucial for cells, as it enables them to move through the highly viscous ECM
and it plays a significant role in wound healing processes. Regarding our system as an
ECM mimetic the degradability of the differently charged hydrogels by HA degrading
enzymes is interesting for fundamental insights into HA degradation in correlation with
charge as well as for later applications in, for example, wound healing.
Two different enzymes are chosen for degradation of the hydrogels, hyaluronidase IV
and hyaluronate lyase, both of which are abundant in nature. Whereas hyaluronidase
IV can be secreted by human cells (Jiang et al. (2007)), hyaluronate lyase is only
produced by bacteria, from which streptococcal lyase is best analyzed (Hill (1976)).
To compare the degradation of different hydrogels in different enzyme solutions, the
half-life (t1/2) of each hydrogel is calculated. In this context, half-life corresponds to
the time frame in which the hydrogel lost half of its initial weight, estimating a first
order exponential decay (see Appendix 6.2.6, Fig. 74 and Fig. 75 for negative controls
and Fig. 76 and Tab. 8 for one exemplary graph and fit values for exponential decay).
For both enzymes, similar degradation properties for the HA hydrogels can be ob-
served. (1) Half-lives for HA hydrogels with different network charges are increas-
ing with increasing degree of thiolation for HA74-SHn. (2) Hydrogels with PA2AC2
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have shorter half-lives than comparable hydrogels with P+A2AC2 made with the same
HA74-SHn, see Fig. 46 (and exact values in Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 19). These two gen-
eral trends correspond to the ones already observed for mechanical properties, swelling
ratios and mesh sizes (see 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3).
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Figure 46: Half-lives of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (tur-
quoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in hyaluronidase solution (a) and lyase solution
(b) at room temperature show degree of thiolation and crosslinker dependent degrada-
tion kinetics. For both enzymes half-lives of PA2AC2 hydrogels are shorter than of corresponding
P+A2AC2 hydrogels. Additionally, half-lives are increasing with increasing degree of thiolation. Dif-
ferent ranges in y-axes are chosen, to achieve a better representation of data for PA2AC2. Each
hydrogel preparation contains two individual samples, from one hydrogel preparation (all individual
data points shown) (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 19).
With increasing half-life, stability of hydrogels against enzymatic degradation is
increasing. Therefore, the two general trends for degradation with both enzymes can
again be attributed to crosslinking density (1) and additional electrostatic interactions
in P+A2AC2 hydrogels (2). Both of these facts influence the diffusion of the enzymes
inside the hydrogels. Thus, hydrogels can be degraded faster, if more enzyme is able
to diffuse into the hydrogel, corresponding to softer hydrogels with larger mesh sizes.
Influence of Different Enzymes
For hyaluronidase IV half-lives are ranging from 2.5 h for HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 to 62.6 h
for HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2. Half-lives for hyaluronate lyase however are considerably
shorter with 0.85 h for HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 to 5.3 h for HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2. Thus,
comparing the two enzymes, a significant difference in degradation efficiency can be
observed, see Fig. 47. Hydrogels incubated in hyaluronidase IV solution have signif-
icantly higher half-lives than hydrogels incubated in hyaluronate lyase solution (for
exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 19).
Both enzymes are of similar size of ∼55 kDa (see reference-sheets of Sigma-Aldrich),
have similar optimal conditions for degradation pHoptimum = 5.35 to 6.0 at 37 ◦C
(see reference-sheets of Sigma-Aldrich), but kinetics with Michaelis constants (Kms)
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Figure 47: Half-lives of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHnP+A2AC2 (tur-
quoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in hyaluronidase solution (a) and lyase solution
(b) at room temperature show significantly higher degradation efficiency for hyaluronate
lyase. For both enzymes half-lives of PA2AC2 hydrogels are shorter than of corresponding P+A2AC2
hydrogels. Additionally, half-lives are increasing with increasing degree of thiolation. Degradation
with hyaluronate lyase is significantly faster than with hyaluronidase. Each hydrogel preparation con-
tains two individual samples, from one hydrogel preparation (all individual data points shown) (for
exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 19).
Km = 0.017 mM for hyaluronidase (Cramer et al. (1994)) and Km = 0.12 mM for
hyaluronate lyase (Kelly et al. (2001)) suggest a faster degradation for hyaluronidase.
Thus, observed differences are hard to elucidate. They could be ascribed to differ-
ent impurities for the enzymes, especially, taking into account that concentration and
reaction conditions are similar for degradation with both enzymes. On top of that,
the requirements for interaction of HA with the binding sites of both enzymes could
be distinct. Since kinetic measurements of enzymatic degradation are determined in
solution (Cramer et al. (1994); Kelly et al. (2001)) it might be considerably different
compared to HA incorporated in a relatively rigid hydrogel network. For example, if
hyaluronidase IV needs a more folded HA chain to bind and degrade it, the reduced
flexibility of HA in the hydrogel might slow down digestion rates considerably. An-
other impact factor could be additional secondary interactions, that are required for
HA degradation with the two enzymes and are not provided in our hydrogel system.
Influence of Network Charge
To get a better idea of the half-life in comparison to the negative network charge of
the hydrogels, both are combined in one graph, see Fig. 48. A clear correlation of
network charge and half-life can be observed here as well, resulting in similar half-lives
with similar network charge of the hydrogel, even with different crosslinkers or different
degrees of thiolation for HA74-SHn used in the hydrogel. Here, a first order exponential
correlation of negative network charge and enzymatic degradability is proposed and
reasonable with an R2 = 0.82 for hyaluronidase and R2 = 0.94 for lyase, especially
considering the PA2AC2 outlier in the hyaluronidase curve. In general enzyme kinetics
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the Michaelis constant (Km) is compared, to get a better idea of the efficiency of the
enzyme for the degradation of a specific substrate. It is defined as the concentration
of substrate in [M] at which half of the enzyme binding sites are occupied with the
substrate. Thus, at this substrate concentration the reaction rate is half-maximum
and gives a quantitative measure of the enzymes affinity for the substrate (Nelson and
Cox (2011)). In our model, Km cannot be assessed directly, since the possibility of
testing a range of substrate concentrations within the hydrogels is not given, or more
precisely would not give the needed information on charge dependence of degradation
rates. However, k = 3.10 for the exponential decay of half-life with rising negative
network charge of the hydrogel in hyaluronidase solution and k = 1.38 for lyase solution
(for fit values see Appendix 6.2.10 Tab. 27) can be compared. This quantifies the
unexpectedly lower activity of hyaluronidase for HA hydrogel degradation, compared
to lyase digestion of the presented hydrogels in a Km related manner.
Thus, both physico-chemical behavior, as well as biological properties are dependent
on negative network charge of our HA hydrogels.
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Figure 48: Half-lives of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (tur-
quoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in hyaluronidase solution (a) and lyase solution
(b) at room temperature show a strong correlation to negative network charge. At the
same negative network charge of the hydrogel, half-lives are also similar, even if different crosslinkers
are used. This is suggesting a strong correlation of network charge and enzymatic degradability of the
hydrogels, fitting to a first order exponential decay. Different ranges in y-axes are chosen, to achieve
a better representation of the fit. Each data point represents the mean and standard deviation of two
different hydrogels from one preparation (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 18 and 6.2.10,
Tab. 27 for fit values).
3.3.2 Protein Adsorption on HA Hydrogels with Different Network
Charges
In addition to the specific and strong interaction of different integrins within the cell
membrane to short amino acid sequences present in many ECM proteins, cells can un-
specifically attach to a surface or matrix utilizing uneven and rough morphology or via
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simple electrostatic interactions. These non-integrin mediated electrostatic ECM-cell
interactions can for example be implemented by differently charged proteins, which are
secreted by the cells as well as through other charged components in the cell mem-
brane, for example glycolipids or phospholipids. Taking HA as one important charged
ECM component implementing these electrostatic interactions additional specific in-
teractions with HA binding proteins expressed by different cells are complementing the
non-receptor mediated cell attachment. Therefore, in order to assess the mechanism of
possible non-integrin mediated cell adhesion on the synthetic ECM mimetics, protein
adsorption to the hydrogels is elucidated. To measure protein adsorption, hydrogels
are incubated with different proteins in solution and the amount of adsorbed protein
is determined by a BCA assay. The most important HA binding protein, namely ag-
grecan as well as collagen and fibronectin as abundant ECM proteins not specifically
binding HA are tested on the hydrogel set with different network charges.
With PBS as negative control, none of the proteins show significant adsorption to
the HA hydrogels, shown in Tab. 4 (and pictures in Appendix 6.2.7, Fig. 77). If the
concentration of adsorbed protein measured in the PBS sample is subtracted from
the values measured for the different proteins, values for adsorption are even slightly
negative for all proteins.
Table 4: BCA-assay on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels (with
n = 18, 25 and 33) show no adsorption of collagen, fibronectin or aggrecan in comparison
to PBS blank. Hydrogels are incubated with 100 µg/mL protein for 24 h and adsorbed protein
is measured with the BCA-assay (see 2.4.2). Since none of the hydrogels show significant amounts
of adsorbed protein, values are mean and standard deviation of all hydrogels (combining different
degrees of thiolation and different crosslinkers) measured for one protein (for pictures of all samples,
see Appendix 6.2.7, Fig. 77).
cadsorbed protein cafter blank subtractionProtein [ng/mL] [ng/mL]
PBS 0.030± 0.007 0.000
collagen 0.011± 0.014 −0.019± 0.014
fibronectin 0.024± 0.011 −0.006± 0.011
aggrecan 0.022± 0.014 −0.008± 0.014
Cells have the ability to attach to a surface without using specific integrin interac-
tions. In the case of HA hydrogels as a scaffold, via the uneven topography of the
hydrogel, specific HA binding proteins, expressed by the cells or via electrostatic inter-
actions between the negatively charged HA backbone and other charged components
within the cell membrane. Thus, adsorption of abundant ECM proteins, such as col-
lagen or fibronectin could give insight into general electrostatic interactions or binding
of aggrecan would elucidate the specific non-receptor mediated way of cell interactions
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with our HA hydrogels. Especially since also HA-aggrecan binding is known to be
mediated by weak electrostatic interactions being dependent on the charge of the ma-
trix (Yamada (1983)). Since this protein induced non-integrin mediated binding would
only be possible, if the proteins themselves can adsorb to the hydrogels, possible cell
attachment must be established differently. Either through electrostatic interactions of
other cell membrane components, such as phospholipids or via the second mechanism,
of specific HA cell membrane receptor HA interactions.
3.3.3 Charge Dependent Cell Adhesion on HA Hydrogels
Cell Morphology
In order to represent an ECM mimetic, tuned towards non-integrin mediated HA cell
interactions, cells should be able to adhere to the presented charge defined hydrogels.
To assess the cell compatibility of differently charged HA hydrogels, different cell types
are seeded on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels. For a good
overview, HDLEC cells, binding to HA via their LYVE-1 cell surface receptor (Jackson
(2009)), NHDF cells, expressing the CD44 receptor for HA binding (Alaish et al. (1995))
and MCF7, as a cancer cell line expressing CD44, RHAMM and even low levels of
LYVE-1 (Hiscox et al. (2012); Hamilton et al. (2007); Du et al. (2013)) are used.
All of these cells naturally provide additional charged cell membrane components for
unspecific electrostatic interactions with the presented HA hydrogels. As a first step,
the three different cell types are seeded on the hydrogels and stained with a live/dead-
staining kit after 24 h, prior to imaging with phase contrast and fluorescent microscopy.
As positive control, to compare cell morphology and spreading on the hydrogels, cells
are simultaneously seeded on cell culture plastic and stained and imaged accordingly
after 24 h.
For HDLEC cells, a spreaded morphology with large focal adhesions can be observed
on cell culture plastic. After 24 h on the adhesive surface, cells are also mostly covering
the whole surface forming a confluent cell layer. On HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2 HDLEC
cells are attaching and alive after 24 h. However, cells are much smaller and rounded
compared to the cell culture plastic control. Additionally, cells appear as single cells
distributed across the entire surface of the hydrogel, shown in Fig. 49.
The MCF7 breast cancer cells are also showing a clustering on cell culture plastic.
They attach in large assemblies with spreaded focal adhesions, covering around 80 %
of the surface after 24 h. On the hydrogels, they are alive and also distributed as
single cells across the whole hydrogel surface, showing a much lower surface coverage
after 24 h. Although, they are also less spreaded and more rounded compared to the
cell culture plastic control, they show a more natural shape and morphology than the
HDLEC cells previously, compare MCF7 on HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2 in Fig. 50.
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Figure 49: Morphology of HDLEC cells on HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2 (b) in comparison to a
cell culture plastic control (a). (a) Cells on the adhesive control surface are much more spreaded
and form a confluent cell layer after 24 h. (b) Cells on the hydrogel are alive, however single cells
are spreaded across the whole hydrogel surface with a rounded morphology. To determine live cells,
phase contrast images are shown in black and white, overlayed with green fluorescence images of the
live/dead cell staining. Scale bars represent a length of 25µm.
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Figure 50: Morphology of MCF7 cells on HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2 (b) in comparison to a
cell culture plastic control (a). (a) Cells on the adhesive control surface are much more spreaded
and form a confluent cell layer after 24 h. (b) Cells on the hydrogel are alive, however single cells
are spreaded across the whole hydrogel surface with a rounded morphology. To determine live cells,
phase contrast images are shown in black and white, overlayed with green fluorescence images of the
live/dead cell staining. Scale bars represent a length of 25µm.
NHDF cells have the typical fibroblast morphology on cell adhesive surfaces like
cell culture plastic. Cells are spreaded as single cells with spindle shaped long focal
adhesions, covering around 60 % of the surface area after 24 h. Again on the hydrogels,
cells are alive, however less dense on the surface after 24 h and show a more rounded
morphology, compared to cell culture plastic, see Fig. 51 for NHDF cells on HA74-SH33-
P+A2AC2 as an example.
In addition to the rounded, distributed, and less spreaded morphology of the three
cell types on the HA hydrogels, all cells are invading the three dimensional network
of the presented hydrogel scaffold. Imaging at different heights within the 1 mm thick
hydrogels, reveals live cells for all positions inside the hydrogels. Even if cells look
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Figure 51: Morphology of NHDF cells on HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2 (b) in comparison to a
cell culture plastic control (a). (a) Cells on the adhesive control surface are much more spreaded
in the spindle shape, characteristic for fibroblasts after 24 h. (b) Cells on the hydrogel are alive,
however single cells show a more rounded morphology. To determine live cells, phase contrast images
are shown in black and white, overlayed with green fluorescence images of the live/dead cell staining.
Scale bars represent a length of 25 µm.
healthier on the adhesive surfaces, the morphology on cell culture plastic taken as a
control in all three cases is also not similar to the in vivo morphology of the presented
cell types. In comparison to natural tissues the surface is only providing a 2D environ-
ment which is much too stiff and cannot provide the right proteins in the right amounts
and structures. Therefore it can be concluded, that cells on the presented hydrogels
are attaching differently than on an adhesive 2D in vitro system which itself is however
not suitable to assess and compare this behavior to in vivo conditions.
Cell Numbers
For a quantitative measure of cells, adhering to the HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-
P+A2AC2 hydrogels, cell number on each hydrogel is determined manually. Therefore
ten images of different positions on the surface of each hydrogel with live/dead stained
cells are taken and cells are counted manually after individual image processing in "Fiji"
(ImageJ 1.51h). As negative control, PEG passivated coverslips are also imaged and
evaluated for adhesion of all three cell types, in order to assess unspecific attachment
on a non-adhesive background.
In the case of HDLEC cells, numbers are ranging from 100 cells/mm2 to 200 cells/mm2
for MCF7 around 230 cells/mm2 to 480 cells/mm2 are adhering to the hydrogels and
for NHDF cells, numbers are in the range of 140 cells/mm2 to 470 cells/mm2. With
roughly 25 cells/mm2 adhering to the passivated glass surfaces for all three cell types
(for graph and exact values see Appendix 6.2.8, Fig. 79 and Tab. 9 and Tab. 10 for
statistical analysis), HA hydrogels can be considered as moderately cell adhesive sur-
faces. However, in comparison to MCF7 and NHDF, number of adherent HDLEC cells
is quite low. For all cell types, the two general trends, also observed for mechanical
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properties, swelling behavior and mesh sizes can be observed. (1) Cell attachment is
increasing with increasing degree of thiolation for the HA74-SHn used. This trend, is es-
pecially obvious in the P+A2AC2 hydrogels, whereas hydrogels with PA2AC2 only show
moderate increase of cell number with rising degree of thiolation. (2) Hydrogels, con-
sisting of the same HA74-SHn (same degree of thiolation) and P+A2AC2, always show
a higher number of attached cells, compared to their respective PA2AC2 crosslinked
hydrogels, shown in Fig. 52 (and exact values in Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 20). Comparing
these trends statistically for one cell type on the different HA hydrogels, a Kruskal-
Wallis test is done with "Graph-Pad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software
Inc.). It becomes obvious, that cell adhesion for HDLEC cells is very low. Therefore
only the difference in cell adhesion on HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 and HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2 is
with P < 0.0001 significant (for statistical analysis see Appendix 6.2.10 Tab. 28). For
MCF7, differences with rising degree of thiolation for HA74-SHn are only significant
with P+A2AC2 as crosslinker and between HA74-SH18 and HA74-SH25, with P = 0.0036
and between HA74-SH18 and HA74-SH33, with P < 0.0001. Differences between PA2AC2
and P+A2AC2 at the same degree of thiolation for the HA74-SHn and MCF7 are sig-
nificant for HA74-SH25 with P = 0.0108 as well as for HA74-SH33 with P < 0.0001 (for
statistical analysis see Appendix 6.2.10 Tab. 29). For NHDF, differences with rising
degree of thiolation for HA74-SHn are also non-significant with both crosslinkers. How-
ever, differences between charged and uncharged crosslinker are significant for all three
tested degrees of thiolation, with P = 0.0265 for HA74-SH18, P < 0.0001 for HA74-SH25
and P < 0.0001 for HA74-SH33 (for statistical analysis see Appendix 6.2.10, Tab. 30).
Taken together, the different hydrogels provide better scaffolds for cell adhesion,
compared to passivated glass, since the cells can adhere via non-integrin mediated
electrostatic interactions, as well as possibly through their specific HA binding recep-
tors. However, HDLEC cells, showing the smallest number of attached cells on all
hydrogels and the most significantly altered morphology, compared to cell adhesive
plastic, are not ideally suited to adhere and survive on the presented hydrogel system
and propose no involvement of LYVE-1 in cell-hydrogel interaction. Both MCF7 and
NHDF cells, on the other hand, show reasonable morphology changes on the provided
surfaces, attach in good numbers and are also able to invade the provided 3D environ-
ment of the hydrogels. This suggests a combined influence of non-integrin mediated
electrostatic cell adhesion possible for all three cell types and an additional influence
of at least CD44 and possibly RHAMM on the adhesion of MCF7 and NHDF.
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Figure 52: Numbers of cells, adhering to HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (orange) and HA74-SHn-
P+A2AC2 (turquoise) hydrogels are increasing with increasing degree of thiolation and
are higher on P+A2AC2 compared to PA2AC2 hydrogels. These two general trends, analogous
to all other evaluated hydrogel properties are reproducible in all used cell types. (a) HDLEC, (b)
MCF7 and (c) NHDF (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 20 and 6.2.10, Tab. 28, 29 and 30
for statistical analysis).
Influence of Network Charge
For MCF7 and NHDF the influence of negative network charge on the number of cells
adhering to the different HA hydrogels is further evaluated. For both cell types a
linear correlation between cell number and negative network charge can be observed,
concurring with the previously presented results for mechanical properties, swelling
ratios and mesh sizes. Due to the high variance of individual values, coinciding with
the experimental setup, goodness of fits is intermediate with R2 = 0.63 for MCF7 and
R2 = 0.71 for NHDF. However, a clear correlation can be seen and with slopes of
−167.3 for MCF7 and −201.3 for NHDF, the influence of negative network charge on
cell attachment is similar for both cell types, within the error range, see Fig. 53.
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Figure 53: Number of MCF7 (a) and NHDF (b), adhering on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2
(orange) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (turquoise) is dependent on the negative network
charge of the hydrogel. Both MCF7 (a) and NHDF (b) show a linear correlation of negative
network charge and number of cells adhering to the different HA hydrogels (for exact values see
Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 20 and 6.2.10, Tab. 31 for fit values).
Influence of HA Receptors
After no protein adhesion could be observed on the HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-
P+A2AC2 hydrogels, as means of electrostatic, non-receptor mediated cell attachment,
receptor mediated cell adhesion should be evaluated as second option for binding of
cells to the presented hydrogel system. Therefore the HA binding receptors on the cell
membrane of NHDF cells are blocked with a CD44 antibody and sHA, to addition-
ally block for example RHAMM, which could also be expressed by fibroblasts (Turley
(1982)). Subsequently, number of blocked cells, adhering to different HA hydrogels are
again evaluated with manual counting of live/dead stained microscopy images.
As shown in Tab. 5, the number of CD44 blocked cells adhering on the presented
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels are comparable to the num-
bers of native NHDF adhesion, presented above. Cell adhesion is in the range of
180 cells/mm2 to 360 cells/mm2 and a distinct dependence of cell number on negative
network charge of the hydrogel can be observed. This is proven for HA74-SH25-PA2AC2
and HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2, with similar negative network charges of around 3.75 and
3.74, showing comparable numbers of cells adhering to the hydrogel surface, considering
the high error range.
Tab. 6, shows analogous results for sHA blocked NHDF cells on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2
and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels. Again, number of cells adhering to HA hydrogels
are in the same order of magnitude as native, unblocked NHDF cells with roughly
200 cells/mm2 to 410 cells/mm2. HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 and HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 hydro-
gels are used again for their similar negative network charges of around 3.75 and 3.74,
showing the charge dependence of cell adhesion.
In both experiments with HA binding receptor blocked fibroblasts, no influence of
blocking on cell adhesion could be observed. Thus, in conclusion, also receptor medi-
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Table 5: Fibroblast adhesion with blocked CD44 receptors on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and
HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels (with n = 18 and 25) is similar to untreated fibroblast
adhesion. On the tested hydrogels, cell numbers are comparable to those of normal, unblocked
NHDF, suggesting a non-receptor mediated adhesion mechanism.
negative network charge cell numberHA74-SHn Crosslinker [µmol/hydrogel] [cells/mm2]
HA74-SH25 PA2AC2 3.75± 0.16 178± 71
HA74-SH18 P+A2AC2 3.74± 0.06 249± 76
HA74-SH25 P+A2AC2 3.25± 0.20 357± 74
Table 6: Fibroblast adhesion with sHA blocked HA receptors on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and
HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels (with n = 18 and 25) is similar to untreated fibroblast
adhesion. On the tested hydrogels, cell numbers are comparable to those of normal, unblocked
NHDF, suggesting a non-receptor mediated adhesion mechanism.
negative network charge cell numberHA74-SHn Crosslinker [µmol/hydrogel] [cells/mm2]
HA74-SH25 PA2AC2 3.75± 0.16 197± 72
HA74-SH18 P+A2AC2 3.74± 0.06 317± 73
HA74-SH25 P+A2AC2 3.25± 0.20 406± 110
ated, specific adhesion of cells on the presented hydrogel system can be ruled out. In
the presented hydrogels no specific peptides for integrin mediated cell adhesion are in-
corporated and both protein mediated electrostatic interactions with the HA hydrogels,
as well as receptor-HA interactions seem not to be mainly responsible for cell attach-
ment. Thus, other unspecific electrostatic interactions are most likely the reason for
cells adhering to the presented ECM mimetics. Here a combination of surface rough-
ness and other HA specific electrostatic binding mechanisms through other charged cell
membrane components are very likely involved in cell binding to HA hydrogels.
3.4 Influence of Crosslinker Core on HA Hydrogel
Properties
3.4.1 Triazolium Core Crosslinkers to Assess Pyridinium Influence
on Hydrogel Behavior
Evolutionary preserved biological components, such as desmosine in elastin’s crosslinks,
usually provide crucial benefits compared to other possible molecular alternatives.
Therefore, the presented charge dependent hydrogel properties might also be dependent
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on pyridinium specific, stabilizing interactions. To assess these aromatic core contri-
butions, one neutral and one positively charged crosslinker with a triazolium core are
synthesized, to compare to the pyridinium based desmosine derivatives (Prof. Laschat,
University of Stuttgart, Institute of Organic Chemistry). To correlate hydrogel prop-
erties with the new crosslinker set to the aromatic core, spacer length is similar to
PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 and acrylamide end groups are again used for thiol-Michael
addition click reaction mediating covalent attachment to the thiols on the HA back-
bone, see Fig. 54 (and for NMR with exact analysis of peaks see Appendix 6.2.1, Fig. 67
and Fig. 68).
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Figure 54: Structure of triazolium crosslinkers and schematic representation correlated
with used systematic crosslinker abbreviations. TA2C4 (Triazole core: T, Acrylamide reactive
group: A2, Alkyl chain spacer: C4) is the uncharged crosslinker (orange, left), whereas T+A2C4
(Triazolium core: T+) (turquoise, right) has a positive charge on the triazolium core introduced by
methylation.
3.4.2 Charge Dependent Mechanical Properties of HA-TA2C4 and
HA-T+A2C4 Hydrogels
General Trends and Influence of Network Charge
HA hydrogels are prepared with these triazolium core crosslinkers. Therefore, HA74-SHn
at the same three degrees of thiolation, as employed in PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 hydro-
gels previously, is used (HA74-SH18, HA74-SH25 and HA74-SH33). With this hydrogel
set, the Young’s moduli are measured and correlated to the respective network charges.
Again, the number of reacted thiols in the finished hydrogels are additionally measured
to rule out any contribution of free thiols or crosslinker on mechanical properties. Me-
chanical properties are comparable to HA hydrogels with pyridinium based crosslinkers,
showing the same general trends at 100 % of reacted crosslinker for all hydrogels tested
(80 % to 89 % reacted thiols). (1) A stiffening of the hydrogels with increasing degree of
thiolation of the employed HA74-SHn and (2) higher Young’s moduli of T+A2C4 hydro-
gels compared to TA2C4 hydrogels at each individual degree of thiolation, see Fig. 55
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(and exact values in Appendix 6.2.9 Tab. 21). Taken everything together, the general
behavior for both crosslinker types is the same and TA2C4 and T+A2C4 hydrogels also
exhibit a distinctly charge dependent mechanical behavior indicating a linear corre-
lation of Young’s moduli and negative network charge with a slope of −3.89± 0.36,
shown in Fig. 55 (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 21 and 6.2.10, Tab. 32 for
fit values).
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Figure 55: Young’s moduli of HA74-SHn-TA2C4 (orange) and HA74-SHn-T+A2C4 (tur-
quoise) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) show comparable, negative network charge
dependent mechanical properties to PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 hydrogels. (a) Stiffness of hy-
drogels is increasing with increasing degree of thiolation (1), whereas at each individual degree of
thiolation T+A2C4 hydrogels are stiffer compared to TA2C4 hydrogels (2). (b) Young’s moduli are
also dependent on the network charge of the hydrogel, independent of crosslinker or degree of thio-
lation. With decreasing negative network charge, mechanical stiffness is increasing. Each data point
represents the mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation (on the
left, all individual values shown) (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 21 and 6.2.10, Tab. 32 for
fit values).
All of these properties can be attributed to the already explained mechanisms: (1) In
the case of increasing Young’s moduli with increasing degree of thiolation to an increase
in crosslinking density and the subsequent formation of tighter hydrogel networks. This
can again be concluded from the measurements of reacted thiols, indicating reaction
rates of 100 % in all hydrogels. (2) For one degree of thiolation, also the charged
triazolium causes a stiffening of the hydrogel, due to additional electrostatic interactions
with the negatively charged HA backbone.
Mixture of Crosslinkers
As for PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 hydrogels, TA2C4 and T+A2C4 are not only similar in
their structure but also in their reactivity. Therefore, hydrogels with mixtures of both
triazolium crosslinkers are investigated as well, to fill the gaps in negative network
charge, shown in Fig. 55. Analogous to PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 mixture hydrogels,
HA74-SH25-TA2C4-T+A2C4 with a 1 : 1 ratio of uncharged and charged crosslinker and
HA74-SH33-TA2C4-T+A2C4 with a 1 : 3 ratio of uncharged and charged crosslinker are
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made. Their Young’s moduli of 1.33 kPa for HA74-SH25-TA2C4-T+A2C4 and 3.11 kPa
for HA74-SH33-TA2C4-T+A2C4 fit well into the trends observed for HA hydrogels made
with one triazolium crosslinker alone. Therefore, the linear correlation between me-
chanical stiffness and negative network charge of one-crosslinker hydrogels is supple-
mented with the mixture hydrogels, as already shown for HA74-SHn-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2
hydrogels. Thus, the stiffness values for hydrogels with mixtures of crosslinkers fill the
gaps in negative network charge accordingly, see Fig. 56. Again, the linear fit has a
slope of −3.48± 0.47, similar to the one resulting from one-crosslinker hydrogels (for
exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 21 and 6.2.10, Tab. 32 for fit values).
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Figure 56: Young’s moduli of HA74-SH25-TA2C4-T+A2C4 and HA74-SH33-
TA2C4-T+A2C4 (purple) are complementing linear correlation of mechanical properties
and negative network charge of HA74-SHn-TA2C4 (orange) and HA74-SHn-T+A2C4
(turquoise) (with n = 18, 25 and 33). At the same negative network charge of the hydrogel,
mechanical properties are also similar, even with mixtures of uncharged and charged crosslinker
in one hydrogel. Each data point represents the mean and standard deviation of three different
hydrogels, from one preparation (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 21 and 6.2.10, Tab. 32 for
fit values).
Influence of Crosslinker Core
Apart from the general mechanical properties however, the absolute values for the
Young’s moduli of PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 and TA2C4/T+A2C4 hydrogels are considerably
different. With stiffnesses ranging from 0.57 kPa for HA74-SH25-TA2C4 to 4.61 kPa
for HA74-SH33-T+A2C4, triazolium crosslinked hydrogels are softer in comparison to
PA2AC2/P+A2AC2, being most obvious for the HA74-SH18 hydrogels, since no form-sta-
ble hydrogels can be observed with TA2C4. Comparing negative network charge depen-
dence of mechanical properties for both pyridinium and triazolium crosslinked hydro-
gels, the linear correlation shows a similar slope, with−3.98± 0.36 for PA2AC2/P+A2AC2
and −3.48± 0.47 for TA2C4/T+A2C4. With a P-value of 0.913, slopes are not signif-
icantly different and can be considered similar, with a pooled slope of −3.94. The
difference in intercepts and thus elevations of both lines however is, with P = 0.0006
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extremely significant, shown in Fig. 57 (and fit values and statistical comparison in
Appendix 6.2.10, Tab. 33).
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Figure 57: Linear correlation of mechanical properties of HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4
(lower fit) and HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/ P+A2AC2 (upper fit) show similar slopes at different
elevations. Comparable linear correlation of Young’s moduli in triazolium or pyridinium crosslinked
HA hydrogels suggest identical charge dependence at different aromatic core interactions. Each data
point represents the mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels, from one preparation
(for fit values and statistical comparison see Appendix 6.2.10, Tab. 33).
Considering, that the thiolated HA74-SHn used is the same in both hydrogel sets
and pyridinium and triazolium based crosslinkers show a length difference of smaller
than 10 % (22.6Å for PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 and 23.4Å for TA2C4/T+A2C4) (Hegger et al.
(2017)), no difference should be observed without additional aromatic core interactions.
Therefore, pyridinium seems to have a stabilizing effect on our HA hydrogels, creating
stiffer hydrogels than corresponding triazolium crosslinked hydrogels suggesting addi-
tional interactions of the aromatic core with the HA backbone, which are stronger in
pyridinium compared to triazolium.
3.4.3 Charge Dependent Swelling Behavior of HA-TA2C4 and
HA-T+A2C4 Hydrogels
General Trends, Influence of Network Charge and Mixture of Crosslinkers
Taking a closer look at the swelling of the TA2C4/T+A2C4 hydrogels in PBS, a similar
picture unravels. The general trends for swelling are the same, compared to pyridinium
crosslinked hydrogels. (1) With increasing degree of thiolation, the swelling ratios of
the HA hydrogels are decreasing. (2) Additionally, hydrogels with the charged tria-
zolium crosslinker are swelling less, compared to corresponding uncharged triazolium
hydrogels, at the same degree of thiolation of HA74-SHn. Correlating the swelling
ratios to negative network charge, a similar charge dependence of swelling behavior
as in PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 hydrogels, with the suggested linear correlation can be ob-
served. This correlation is again supplemented by hydrogels synthesized with mixtures
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of charged and uncharged crosslinkers to get a higher variety of hydrogels with different
negative network charges, see Fig. 58 (and exact values in Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 22).
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Figure 58: Swelling behavior of HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4 hydrogels shows overall
trend comparable to PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 hydrogels. (a) The swelling ratios are decreasing with
increasing degree of thiolation and at each individual degree of thiolation, TA2C4 hydrogels (orange)
are swelling more than T+A2C4 hydrogels (turquoise). (b) Swelling ratios are also dependent on
the negative network charge of the hydrogel even if mixtures of TA2C4 and T+A2C4 (purple) are
used. With decreasing negative network charge, swelling ratios are also decreasing. Each data point
represents the mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation (on the
left, all individual values shown) (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 22).
As already observed for pyridinium based crosslinkers, swelling ratios are correlating
with the results for mechanical stiffness and thus strengthen the hypothesis, explaining
the two general trends. For (1) decreasing swelling ratios with increasing degree of
thiolation, increasing crosslinking density and for (2) lower swelling ratios for charged
triazolium crosslinker at each individual degree of thiolation, additional electrostatic
interactions with the negatively charged carboxyl groups on the HA backbone.
Influence of Swelling Solution
Triazolium crosslinked hydrogels are also swollen in different solutions, to assess influ-
ence on later applications as well as make a comparison to pyridinium based crosslink-
ers. The swelling behavior of TA2C4 and T+A2C4 hydrogels is thus monitored in de-
pendence of ionic strength and pH of the solution. The expected overall tendencies can
be observed for both uncharged and charged triazolium crosslinkers. General trends,
already observed in PBS swelling are reproducible for all swelling solutions tested. As
shown for the pyridinium crosslinkers, swelling capacity for triazolium crosslinkers is
also dependent on the ionic strength of the aqueous solution, but independent of its
pH, at physiological salt concentration. With increasing ion concentration of the solu-
tion, swelling ratios are decreasing for all triazolium crosslinked hydrogels comparably
(for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 23), whereas swelling ratios are constant in
different pHs ranging from 3.0 to 11.0, see Fig. 59 (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9,
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Tab. 24).
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Figure 59: Swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-TA2C4 ((a) and (c)) and HA74-SHn-T+A2C4
((b) and (d)) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) are dependent on ionic strength of
the aqueous solution ((a) and (b)) but insensitive to pH ((c) and (d)). Swelling ratios
are assessed in NaCl solutions with different molarities ((a) and (b)) and 150 mM NaCl at different
pHs ((c) and (d)). Both TA2C4 ((a) and (c)) and T+A2C4 ((b) and (d)) hydrogels show a distinct
correlation between ion concentration and swelling capacity but are independent of the solution’s pH.
Again T+A2C4 hydrogels have considerably smaller swelling ratios compared to respective TA2C4
hydrogels in all solutions. All measurements are carried out in triplicates, whereas all individual
values are shown (for exact values see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 23 and Tab. 24)).
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As for PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 decreasing swelling capacity with increasing ionic
strength of the solution can be explained by decreasing osmotic pressure. The insensi-
tivity of swelling ratios to pH of the solution can however not be explained.
Influence of Crosslinker Core
In the case of swelling ratios, the absolute values for TA2C4 and T+A2C4 hydrogels are
slightly higher, compared to PA2AC2 and P+A2AC2 hydrogels. However, the difference
is not as distinctive as for the Young’s moduli. For HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 79.1 is mea-
sured, whereas HA74-SH18-T+A2C4 has a swelling ratio of 89.8 in PBS. This smaller
difference might be simply a result of the much less sensitive technique of simple weight
measurements, compared to more exact bulk rheology. Small changes in the network
structure, associated with the probably weak aromatic core interactions are not assessed
as well by swelling measurements, whereas they have a profound impact on mechanical
properties. However, a small impact of crosslinker core on swelling ratios can be ob-
served, pointing towards the hypothesis of stabilizing aromatic core interactions, that
are stronger for pyridinium compared to triazolium based crosslinkers.
3.4.4 Charge Dependent Mesh Sizes of HA-TA2C4 and
HA-T+A2C4 Hydrogels
General Trends, Influence of Network Charge and Mixture of Crosslinkers
As for PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 hydrogels, mesh sizes are calculated from the swelling ratios,
in order to assess the possibility of molecule diffusion in and through the hydrogels.
For the general trends, the expected effect of (1) decreasing mesh sizes with increas-
ing degree of thiolation of HA74-SHn and (2) smaller mesh sizes for T+A2C4 compared
to TA2C4 at each individual degree of thiolation can be observed, see Fig. 60 (and
exact values in Appendix 6.2.9 Tab. 25). Again, as mesh sizes are calculated from
swelling ratios (see 2.3.3), they are highly correlated with the corresponding swelling
ratios. This means, mesh sizes are increasing as swelling ratios are increasing and vice
versa. Mesh sizes for the triazolium crosslinked hydrogels are also correlated with the
negative network charge of the hydrogels, as shown for the mechanical properties and
PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 earlier. With decreasing network charge, mesh sizes are decreasing
as well. Furthermore, similar mesh sizes are observed for similar network charges of the
hydrogels, even at different degrees of thiolation of the HA74-SHn or different crosslink-
ers used. Again, hydrogels made with mixtures of TA2C4 and T+A2C4 supplement this
correlation as shown for PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 previously, see Fig. 60 (and exact values
in Appendix 6.2.9 Tab. 25). As before, a linear correlation of negative network charge
and mesh sizes is indicated by this representation.
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Figure 60: Mesh sizes of HA74-SHn-TA2C4 (orange) and HA74-SHn-T+A2C4 (turquoise)
as well as HA74-SHn-TA2C4-T+A2C4 (purple) hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) show
overall trends comparable to PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 hydrogels and a distinct correlation with
the negative network charge. (a) Mesh sizes are decreasing with increasing degree of thiolation
and are smaller in T+A2C4 compared to respective TA2C4 hydrogels. Due to the determination of
mesh sizes through calculation, they are highly correlated with the swelling ratios. (b) Even with
different crosslinkers or thiolated HA used, similar mesh sizes are observed at the same negative
network charge of the hydrogel. Each data point represents the mean and standard deviation of three
different hydrogels from one preparation (on the left, all individual values shown) (for exact values
see Appendix 6.2.9, Tab. 25).
Influence of Crosslinker Core
Meshes ranging from 125.5 nm for HA74-SH25-TA2C4 to 52.7 nm for HA74-SH33-T+A2C4
are achieved in this hydrogel set. With meshes of 100.6 nm for HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 and
53.5 nm for HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2, the calculated mesh sizes for triazolium crosslinked
hydrogels are comparable or slightly larger than respective pyridinium crosslinked hy-
drogels. This is in accordance with the measured swelling ratios, indicating a weak aro-
matic core contribution on hydrogel properties. These interactions are slightly larger
with pyridinium as a core, compared to triazolium.
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4.1 Conclusion
In conclusion, this thesis presents a controlled approach for the synthesis of repro-
ducible, charge defined, biocompatible ECM mimetics on the basis of HA.
Employing the thiol-Michael addition click reaction, 74 kDa HA with low degrees
of thiolation (up to 40 %) can be crosslinked with short covalent, desmosine inspired
crosslinkers at conversion rates of 100 %. With this approach, combining differently
charged HA chains with differently charged crosslinkers in a controlled reaction, hydro-
gels with a defined network structure and defined network charge can be synthesized
(see 3.1).
These hydrogels show charge dependent physico-chemical properties (see 3.2). Thus,
mechanical stiffness, swelling capacity and mesh sizes can be tuned by adjusting the
network charge of the ECM mimetic. In addition to the physico-chemical properties,
biological applicability of the presented hydrogels is also dependent on the charge of
the system (see 3.3). This is indicated by charge dependent enzymatic degradation as
well as the influence of network charge on non-integrin mediated cell adhesion. Thus,
providing us with the possibility of tuning even biological properties by changing the
network charge of the HA hydrogels, and enabling us to design ECM mimetics for
specific applications.
This charge influence of the crosslinker on material properties can be quantified by
the different slopes of, for example, Young’s moduli in correlation with the number
of bonds per hydrogel for the neutral PA2AC2 and the positively charged P+A2AC2
crosslinker, shown in Fig. 61a. The linear correlation of Young’s moduli to number of
bonds with slopes of 3.36± 1.25 for HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 hydrogels and 4.89± 1.78 for
HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels result in a P = 0.55 for the similarity of both slopes.
Thus, hydrogels with the charged crosslinker show an increase in Young’s moduli with
rising number of bonds in the network structure, that is 45 % faster compared to
similar network structures with the uncharged crosslinker (for fit values and statistical
comparison see Appendix 6.2.10, Tab. 34).
Additionally, a second factor crucially influencing the properties of the presented HA
hydrogels could be revealed in this thesis. Changing the aromatic core of the desmosine
inspired pyridinium crosslinker to a triazole leads to a comparable charge dependence of
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physico-chemical properties. On top of that, the nature of the aromatic core influences
these properties (see 3.4). The impact of the aromatic core on hydrogel stability can
be quantified by the different elevations of the linear fits presented in Fig. 61b. Slopes
are similar, with a P-value of 0.913 and a pooled slope of −3.94, showing a constant in-
fluence of crosslinker charge on hydrogel stiffness, quantified in Fig. 61a. However, the
intercepts and thus elevations of both lines are significantly different with Y = 16.97 for
PA2AC2/P+A2AC2, Y = 15.31 for TA2C4/T+A2C4 and P = 0.0006. Thus, pyridinium
as naturally inspired crosslinker, carrying the aromatic core also found in desmosine
shows a stronger aromatic core interaction compared to triazolium based crosslinkers.
This enhanced interaction leads to a stiffening of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 hydro-
gels compared to HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4 hydrogels of around 1.7 kPa (for fit values
and statistical comparison see Appendix 6.2.10, Tab. 33).
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Figure 61: Linear correlation of mechanical properties of HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4
and HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/ P+A2AC2 hydrogels show influence of negative network charge
and aromatic core interactions on hydrogel properties. (a) Liner fits with different slopes in
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 suggest charge influence on hydrogel properties (for fit
values and statistical comparison see Appendix 6.2.10, Tab. 34). (b) Comparable linear correlation
of Young’s moduli in triazolium and pyridinium crosslinked HA hydrogels suggest identical charge
dependence at different aromatic core interactions (for fit values and statistical comparison see Ap-
pendix 6.2.10, Tab. 33). Each data point represents the mean and standard deviation of three different
hydrogels from one preparation.
To summarize, a hydrogel system that provides the unique opportunity of tuning
different physico-chemical and biological material properties by changing secondary
interactions within the network is presented. These secondary interactions combine
the electrostatic contribution of the positively charged crosslinker and the aromatic
contribution from the crosslinker core. This could first be proven in this thesis by using
the established crosslinkers PA2AC2/ P+A2AC2 (Hagel et al. (2013)) in combination
with different degrees of thiolation for HA74 and an optimized preparation protocol.
Furthermore, the expansion of the crosslinker portfolio with TA2C4/T+A2C4 presented
in this thesis could unravel the importance of the aromatic core. Additionally, the
length of the crosslinker is affecting hydrogel properties, as shown by Mateescu et al.
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(2014) for PA2ACn and P+A2ACn previously and for crosslinkers with maleimides as
reactive groups in the course of this work (Martini et al. (2016)).
By varying one or all of these parameters, hydrogels can be adjusted for specific
needs that are required to study the influence of these properties on different hydrogel
characteristics or in different applications. So far the strongest secondary interactions
could be seen in hydrogels with charged pyridinium crosslinkers, as a model for the
biological architecture of desmosine in elastin’s crosslinks.
4.2 Outlook
For the establishment of reproducible, charge defined, biocompatible ECM mimetics,
designed to study non-integrin dependent ECM-cell interactions different parameters
were varied in order to achieve different hydrogel properties, shown in Fig. 62. As only
a limited range of thiolation degrees is accessible for reproducible HA hydrogels with
the base mediated thiol-Michael addition click reaction, nucleophile catalysis should
be tested. This would offer the opportunity to reproducibly crosslink HA with higher
degrees of thiolation and thus give access to hydrogels with even lower negative network
charge. Using trace amounts of a tertiary phosphine catalyst, for example TCEP-HCl,
seems promising for good catalytic efficiency combined with low risk of side reactions.
Another open point for tunable material properties is the length of HA used for
hydrogel formation. Here, a broad range of size defined HA between 15 kDa and
74 kDa as well as 74 kDa to 2 MDa average molecular weight can be obtained from
Lifecore-Biomedical and used for hydrogels at different degrees of thiolation. In this
case, hydrogels with similar degrees of thiolation but different lengths of HA have the
same negative network charge, however, the physico-chemical and biological properties
should be different. This difference is expected to be size dependent, providing us with
the tools to assess the influence of material stiffness, swelling capacity, and mesh size
on hydrogel properties, excluding the charge factor.
In order to get an overall picture of cell adhesion and especially cell behavior on the
differently charged HA hydrogels, long term experiments with the tested cell types are
necessary. With this, more information on the survival rates of the different cells on the
presented hydrogel system and their general behavior over the course of several days
could be gathered. To further quantify toxicity, metabolic activity and proliferation
rates, the AlamarBlue® assay and the CyQuant® assay should be optimized for use on
the hydrogels with the employed cell types.
For hydrogel characterization, the focus was on understanding the mechanism of
charge dependent electrostatic non-integrin mediated HA-cell-interactions and possible
applications of the system in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. However,
to get a complete picture of material properties, the diffusion of especially charged
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molecules should be measured. In addition to the insights in charge dependent hydrogel
properties this could possibly offer the opportunity of applying the system also as drug
delivery devices.
Understanding the 
mechanisms of charge dependent 
HA-cell-interactions 
HA Hydrogel
Material for 3D tissue engineering, 
drug delivery and regenerative medicine
Variable 
Material-Paramters:
✔  crosslinker
•    length of HA
✔  thiolation degree of HA
✔  charge density
Resulting 
Material-Paramters:
✔  mechanical stiffness
•    diffusion properties
✔  swelling capacity / Mesh size
✔  enzymatic degradability
✔  cell compatibility
REPRODUCIBLE, 
CHARGE DEFINED, BIOCOMPATIBLE 
ECM MIMETICS
Figure 62: Schematic summary of the project, with possible open questions for the
future. All tested parameters and evaluated material properties are highlighted with a checkmark.
In recent years, ECMmimetics become more and more interesting as they can be used
for 3D cell culture (Ranga et al. (2016)) and bioprinting (Lutolf et al. (2009); Burdick
and Prestwich (2011)). In order to refine our system in such a way, faster crosslinking
is required to either incorporate cells in the gelation process or get fast conversion
after mixing the components in a printing device. Therefore, new crosslinkers with
side arms providing a higher reactivity in the thiol-Michael addition click reaction are
designed. As maleimides provide a very high reactivity I already used crosslinkers with
maleimides as reactive groups in preliminary experiments, yielding stable hydrogels
with thiolated HA (Martini et al. (2016)). However, the gelation is extremely fast,
meaning that reproducible material properties cannot be provided so far. Thus, either
the hydrogel system needs to be adapted to the maleimide crosslinkers or other reactive
groups with intermediate reactivity should be tested.
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In summary, a hyaluronan based ECM mimetic, designed to study non-integrin me-
diated cell adhesion, that provides the unique possibility of tuning material properties
through the network charge of the system could be realized in this thesis. By the vari-
ation of secondary interactions within the hydrogels, scaffolds with different physico-
chemical properties and variable rates for biodegradability are presented. These bio-
compatible synthetic ECMs could verify that cells are able to adhere to the extra-
cellular matrix through unspecific electrostatic interactions without the involvement
of integrins or even cell surface proteins. The established system can now be used
and refined in different applications, either for further fundamental research towards
charge influence in the ECM and its biological functions or in the respect of biomedical
utilization.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Calculations
6.1.1 Calculation of Crosslinker Amount for Synthesis of HA
Hydrogels
The following equations demonstrate, how to calculate the amount of crosslinker used
for synthesis of hyaluronic acid hydrogels with a thiol : acrylamide ratio of 1 : 0.8, as
described in 2.2.5.
MHA-SHdisaccharide = MHAdisaccharide ×
[
MSHlinker ×
degree of thiolation
100 %
]
(6.1)
VHA-SHsolution = 0.7× Vgelation solution (6.2)
cHA-SHdisaccharide =
mHA-SH in solution / MHA-SHdisaccharide
0.7 (6.3)
mHA-SH = mHA-SH in solution × cHA-SHdisaccharide ×MHA-SHdisaccharide (6.4)
mcrosslinker in solution =
0.8
numer of acrylamides × Mcrosslinker ×
mHA-SH in solution / MHA-SHdisaccharide × degree of thiolation
100 %
(6.5)
Vcrosslinker solution = 0.3× Vgelation solution (6.6)
mcrosslinker = Vcrosslinker solution × mHA-SH in solution0.3 (6.7)
M = molecular mass;
V = volume;
c = concentration;
m = mass.
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MSHlinker = 102 g/mol;
MHAdisaccharide = 415.35 g/mol;
mHA-SH in solution = 28 g/L (= 2.8 % HA-SHdisaccharide in the gelation solution).
For different acrylamide ratios, equations can be used similarly, while changing the
0.8 in Eq. (6.5) corresponding to the desired acrylamide ratio.
6.1.2 Calculation of Negative Network Charge
With the measured mass of HAm-SHn per hydrogel (mHA-SHper hydrogel) and the molecular
mass of one disaccharide repeating unit (MHAdisaccharide = 415.35 g/mol) the chemical
amount of HA disaccharides (nHAdisaccharide) can be calculated:
nHAdisaccharide =
mHA-SHper hydrogel
MHAdisaccharide
(6.8)
Since the hydrogels are produced with a thiol : acrylamide ratio of 1 : 0.8 and one
crosslinker connects 2 thiols, the chemical amount of crosslinker (ncrosslinker) can be
calculated as well:
ncrosslinker =
mHAdisaccharide
2 × 0.8 (6.9)
With these two values, negative network charge can be calculated with the degree
of thiolation. For PA2AC2 network charge only depends on the amount of remaining
carboxyl groups on the HA backbone, whereas for P+A2AC2 amount of positive charges
of the crosslinker has to be considered:
For PA2AC2:
nnegative charge per hydrogel = nHAdisaccharide × (1 − degree of thiolation) (6.10)
For P+A2AC2:
nnegative charge per hydrogel = [nHAdisaccharide × (1 − degree of thiolation)]
− [ncrosslinker × (degree of thiolation)]
(6.11)
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6.2 Additional Information on the Presented
Experiments
6.2.1 Exemplary NMR Spectra of Synthesized Compounds
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Figure 63: 1H-NMR of DTP, the linker used for HA thiolation, in D2O (600MHz).
δ = 4.50 − 4.00 (bs, 5H, HOD, NH2), 2.90 (t, 2H, CH2C=O), 2.50 (t, 2H, S-CH2) ppm.
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Figure 64: 1H-NMR of HA74-SH86 in D2O (600MHz). δ = 3.18 (m, 5H, H-1/2, SH),
3.15 − 2.0 (m, carbohydrate protons) 1.77 (s, 3H, C(=O)CH3) ppm.
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Figure 65: 1H-NMR of PA2AC2 in D2O (600MHz). δ = 8.94 (d, J = 2 Hz, 2H, H-10/11),
8.39 (t, J = 2 Hz, 1H, H-8), 6.24 (d, J = 10.3 Hz, 1H, vinyl proton), 6.20 (d, J = 10.3 Hz, 1H, vinyl
proton), 6.14 (d, J = 1.2 Hz, 1H, vinyl proton), 6.11 (d, J = 1.2 Hz, 1H, vinyl proton), 5.71 (dd,
J = 1.2 Hz, 10.3 Hz, 2H, H-2), 3.59 − 3.55 (m, 4H, H-4/5), 3.54 − 3.50 (m, 4H, H-4/5) ppm.
Figure 66: 1H-NMR of P+A2AC2 in D2O (600MHz). δ = 9.31 (s, 2H, H-10/11), 9.05 (s,
1H, H-8), 6.24 (d, J = 10.3 Hz, 1H, vinyl proton), 6.21 (d, J = 10.3 Hz, 1H, vinyl proton), 6.14 (d,
J = 1.2 Hz, 1H, vinyl proton), 6.12 (d, J = 1.2 Hz, 1H, vinyl proton), 5.73 (dd, J = 1.2 Hz, 10.3 Hz,
2H, H-2), 4.49 (s, 3H, H-12), 3.62 − 3.58 (m, 4H, H-4/5), 3.56 − 3.52 (m, 4H, H-4/5) ppm.
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Figure 67: 1H-NMR of TA2C4 in CDCl3 (500MHz). δ = 7.57 (s, 1H, H-5), 6.38 and 6.56
(2 bs, 2H, NH), 6.19 − 6.27 (m, 2H, CH=CH2), 6.06 − 6.15 (m, 2H, CH=CH2), 5.56 − 5.61 (m, 2H,
CH=CH2), 4.58 (s, 2H, H-6), 4.37 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H, H-4’), 3.52 (t, J = 5.6 Hz, 2H, H-4”), 3.26 − 3.35
(m, 4H, H-1’/1”), 1.89 − 1.97 (m, 2H, H-3’), 1.56 − 1.65 (m, 4H, H-2”/3”), 1.48 − 1.56 (m, 2H, H-2’)
ppm.
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Figure 68: 1H-NMR of T+A2C4 in CDCl3 (700MHz). δ = 9.27 (s, 1H, H-5), 6.84 and 7.35
(2 bs, 2H, NH), 6.29 − 6.41 (m, 2H, CH=CH2), 6.15 − 6.22 (m, 2H, CH=CH2), 5.54 − 5.58 (m, 2H,
CH=CH2), 4.84 (s, 2H, H-6), 4.74 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H, H-4’), 4.31 (s, 3H, NCH3), 3.65 (t, J = 6.0 Hz,
2H, H-4”), 3.32 − 3.37 (m, 4H, H-1’/1”), 2.09 − 2.15 (m, 2H, H-3’), 1.60 − 1.72 (m, 6H, H-2’/2”/3”)
ppm.
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6.2.2 Mass Spectra of D-Glucuronic Acid and Thiolated
D-Glucuronic Acid
In order to check whether thiolation of HA is only happening at the carboxyl group of D-
glucuronic acid, both HA monomers (D-glucuronic acid and N -acetyl-D-glucosamine)
are subjected to the thiolation procedure described in 2.2.1. To assess thiolation, all
samples are analyzed with mass spectrometry before and after thiolation. Only in
D-glucuronic acid an increased molecular mass, corresponding to one single thiolation
could be observed, see Fig. 69 and 70.
Figure 69: Mass spectrum of D-glucuronic acid. With a molecular weight of 194.04 g/mol
the monomer is clearly the major component of the sample from Sigma-Aldrich.
Figure 70: Mass spectrum of thiolated D-glucuronic acid. With a molecular weight of
296.29 g/mol the monomer thiolated once is clearly the major component. Thus it can be concluded
that the thiolation reaction used on HAm in this thesis is only happening at the carboxyl group as
intended.
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6.2.3 Following Gelation of HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 and
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 with Rotational Rheology
Since Hagel et al. (2013) previously did hydrogel formation at 37 ◦C, gelation at room
temperature was further characterized with rotational rheology (see 2.3.4). As shown
in Fig. 71, gelation of HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 and HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 hydrogels is com-
pleted after around 12 h. Therefore also at higher degrees of thiolation, a gelation time
of 24 h should be sufficient for exhaustive crosslinking.
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Figure 71: Progression of storage modulus during gelation of HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 and
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 determined with rotational rheology. Data are measured over the course
of 24 h with a solvent trap to prevent drying of the formed hydrogel. Within that time frame gelation
is complete with both crosslinkers, as the storage modulus reaches a plateau.
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6.2.4 Exemplary Graph and Values for Linear Fit of Stress and
Strain of HA Hydrogels Determined with Compression
Rheology
As described in 2.3.4 resulting stress for the applied strain is measured in compression
rheology of HAm-SHn hydrogels. To get the Young’s modulus from these data a linear
fit is applied within the linear viscoelastic region of 0 % to 5 % strain, whereas the
resulting slope represents the Young’s modulus. In Fig. 72 one exemplary data set
with linear fit for HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 is shown.
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Figure 72: Exemplary stress strain data for HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 determined with bulk
rheology and corresponding linear fit. Data are measured up to 10 % strain, whereas linear fit
is only carried out in the linear viscoelastic region, between 0 % to 5 % strain.
Table 7: Fit values for linear correlation of stress and strain in a HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
hydrogel, presented in Fig. 72. With a slope of 3472, the Young’s modulus of this hydrogel is
3472 Pa or 3.47 kPa. Values are given after analysis in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c,
GraphPad Software Inc.).
Value andFit parameter standard deviation
Best-fit Slope 3472± 13
Best-fit Y-intercept −5.28± 0.37
Best-fit X-intercept 0.0015± 0.0029
Best-fit 1/slope 0.000 29
Equation Y = −3472x − 5.28
R square 0.9968
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6.2.5 Agarose Gel of HA125 and HA125-SH40 at pH = 3.0 to Assess
Stability in Acidic Conditions
The stability of HA is decreasing with decreasing pH. To confirm stability at pH = 3.0,
used in swelling experiments, an agarose gel of HA125 and HA125-SH40, incubated in
PBS at pH = 7.4 and PBS at pH = 3.0 respectively for 48 h is done (see 2.2.4). Both
HA and thiolated HA are stable at pH = 3.0 for at least 48 h, as shown in Fig. 73.
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Figure 73: Agarose gel electrophoresis of HA125 and HA125-SH40 in PBS at pH = 7.4
and PBS at pH = 3.0 shows no degradation at pH = 3.0. LoLadder™ (Hyalose) ranging from
495 kDa to 30 kDa and HiLadder™ (Hyalose) ranging from 1510 kDa to 495 kDa are loaded in the
left two chambers for length comparison. HA125 shows very broad bands, whereas HA125-SH40 has a
more defined size. Both of them however are stable and unchanged after 48 h at pH = 3.0.
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6.2.6 Additional Information on Enzymatic Degradation of HA
Hydrogels
Expamplary Graphs for Controls of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels in
PBS and Trypsin Solution
For a negative control of enzymatic degradation, HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-
P+A2AC2 hydrogels are incubated in PBS and trypsin solution for 2 month (see 2.4.1).
As expected, non of the hydrogels are degraded by the two solutions, as shown exem-
plary for HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 in Fig. 74 and 75.
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Figure 74: No degradation of HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 can be observed in PBS. The weight
of the hydrogel is constant over the course of eight weeks.
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Figure 75: No degradation of HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 can be observed in trypsin solution.
The weight of the hydrogel is constant over the course of eight weeks.
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Exemplary Graph of Exponential Decay with Fit Values for Degradation of
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels in Hyaluronidase and Lyase Solutions
To determine the half-life of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels
in different enzyme solutions, a first order exponential decay is fitted to the weight
measurements done over time (see 2.4.1). For HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 in hyaluronidase
solution one exemplary data set with fit values is shown in Fig. 76 and Tab. 8.
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Figure 76: Degradation of HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 in hyaluronidase follows an exponential
decay first order. The weight loss of the hydrogel over time can be fitted and the half-life can
subsequently be calculated from the fit.
Table 8: Fit values for first order exponential decay of HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 degradation
in hyaluronidase. Values are given after analysis in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c,
GraphPad Software Inc.).
Value andFit paramter standard deviation
Best-fit Y0 189.3± 4.0
Best-fit Plateau −1.25± 1.71
Best-fit K 0.052 67± 0.003 33
Best-fit Half-Life 13.16± 1.74
Best-fit Tau 18.98± 2.50
Best-fit Span 190.6± 4.2
Equation Y = (189.3 + 1.25) × e−0.053x − 1.25
Degrees of Freedom 28
R square 0.9891
Absolute Sum of Squares 1543
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6.2.7 Additional Information on Protein Adsorption on HA
Hydrogels
Pictures of Negative Results of BCA Assays for Protein Adsorption on
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
As non of the tested proteins adsorbed to the HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-
P+A2AC2 hydrogels, pictures of 96 well plates with the supernatants of hydrogel incu-
bation in protein solution are shown as reference, see Fig. 77.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 77: BCA-assay on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 (C - E) and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 (F - H)
hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) show no adsorbed protein in any conditions. Hydrogels
are incubated with fibronectin (b), collagen (c) and aggrecan (d) with PBS (a) as negative control.
None of the tested proteins show any significant adsorption to any of the tested hydrogels.
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6.2.8 Additional Information on Cell Adhesion on HA Hydrogels
Pictures of Control Experiment of NHDF Adhesion on Untreated Glass Well
Plates and PLL-g-PEG Passivated Glass Well Plates
In order to proof feasibility of PLL-g-PEG passivation of glass well plates (see 2.5.1)
for cell cultivation on HA hydrogels (see 2.5.2). NHDF cells are seeded inside the
untreated and PLL-g-PEG passivated glass wells accordingly with 75 000 cells/well.
Subsequently wells are imaged with phase contrast microscopy after 24 h of incubation
at 37 ◦C. While no cells are adhering to passivated surfaces, fibroblasts are readily
adhering to untreated glass with the expected elongated morphology.
 
GlaswellControl-A.pdf
1024 x 1024
(a)
 
GlaswellControl-B.pdf
1024 x 1024
(b)
Figure 78: NHDF adhesion on untreated glass well plates (a) is high, compared to
PLL-g-PEG passivated glass well plates (b). Fibroblasts are readily adhering to untreated glass
(a), whereas no adhesion can be observed on PLL-g-PEG passivated glass (b).
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Graph and Exact Values of Control Experiment for Cell Adhesion on PEG
Passivated Coverslips
A small number of all three cell types is adhering to PEG passivated coverslips (see
2.5.1 and 3.3.3). In this section, the graph, exact numbers and statistical analysis
tables are shown for all three cell types individually, see Fig. 79 and Tab. 9 and 10.
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Figure 79: Small number of HDLEC, MCF7 and NHDF are adhering to PEG passivated
coverslips. All values represent mean and standard deviation of 30 individual images of three similar
PEG passivated surfaces, with 10 images per surface. Cell numbers are counted manually after manual
adjustment of each individual image.
Table 9: Exact values of cell numbers adhering to PEG passivated coverslips, presented
in Fig. 79. All values represent mean and standard deviation of 30 individual images of three similar
PEG passivated surfaces, with 10 images per surface. Cell numbers are counted manually after manual
adjustment of each individual image.
Cell type Cell number [cells/mm2]
HDLEC 28± 38
MCF7 28± 40
NHDF 19± 27
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Table 10: Kruskal-Wallis-Test with Dunn’s multiple comparison for HDLEC, MCF7
and NHDF numbers on PEG passivated coverslips presented in Fig. 79.
Analysis parameter value
P value 0.7901
Exact or approximate P value? Approximate
P value summary ns
Do the medians vary signif. (P <0.05)? No
Number of groups 3
Kruskal-Wallis-statistics 0.4711
Number of treatments (columns) 3
Number of values (total) 90
Dunn’s comparison Mean rank diff. Significant Summary P
HDLEC vs. MCF7 0.32 No ns >0.9999
HDLEC vs. NHDF 3.63 No ns >0.9999
MCF7 vs. NHDF 3.32 No ns >0.9999
Test details Mean rank 1 Mean rank 2 rank diff n1 n2
HDLEC vs. MCF7 46.82 46.50 0.32 30 30
HDLEC vs. NHDF 46.82 43.18 3.63 30 30
MCF7 vs. NHDF 46.50 43.18 3.32 30 30
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6.2.9 Experimental Values of Presented Graphs
In this section, all experimental values presented in chapter 3 and 4 are summarized.
They are listed in tables, in the order they appear in the thesis with references to the
corresponding figures.
Experimental Values of Young’s Moduli and Reacted Thiols of HA74-SH36-
PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels with Different Acrylamide Ratios
Table 11: Exact values for reacted thiols and Young’s moduli of different acrylamide
ratios in HA74-SH36-PA2AC2 and HA74-SH36-P+A2AC2 hydrogels presented in Fig. 24.
All values represent mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation.
Acrylamide Young’s modulus Reacted thiolsCrosslinker ratio [kPa] [%]
PA2AC2 0.4 0.71± 0.13 42± 3
PA2AC2 0.6 1.63± 0.30 60± 2
PA2AC2 0.8 1.17± 0.25 84± 1
PA2AC2 1.0 0.83± 0.08 86± 1
PA2AC2 1.2 0.96± 0.39 87± 2
PA2AC2 1.4 0.40± 0.19 89± 1
P+A2AC2 0.4 1.66± 0.20 39± 2
P+A2AC2 0.6 3.78± 0.97 59± 2
P+A2AC2 0.8 3.02± 0.31 87± 1
P+A2AC2 1.0 3.39± 0.94 85± 2
P+A2AC2 1.2 0.82± 0.81 91± 1
P+A2AC2 1.4 0.75± 0.16 91± 1
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Experimental Values of Inconsistent Young’s Moduli of HA74-SH40-
PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 12: Exact values of inconsistent Young’s moduli of HA74-SH40-PA2AC2 and
HA74-SH40-P+A2AC2 hydrogels, presented in Fig. 28. All values represent the mean of three
different hydrogels from one preparation.
Preparation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
[Young’s modulus] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa]
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 1.56 1.62 4.88 3.63 5.09 2.87 5.37
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 2.37 4.45 8.46 7.41 9.08 3.83 9.13
Preparation 8 9 10 11 12 13
[Young’s modulus] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa]
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 3.66 5.85 1.27 2.97 3.63 3.03
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 8.26 9.90 3.90 7.02 6.83 7.75
Experimental Values of Young’s Moduli for Long Term Stability of HA74-SH36-
PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 13: Exact values of mechanical measurements of HA74-SH36-PA2AC2 and
HA74-SH36-P+A2AC2 hydrogels over the course of one month, presented in Fig. 30. All
values represent mean and standard deviation of six different hydrogels from two individual prepara-
tions.
Days after
preparation 1 7 14 21 28
[Young’s [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa] [kPa]
modulus]
PA2AC2 1.51± 0.34 1.61± 0.51 2.33± 0.87 2.05± 0.43 2.19± 0.84
P+A2AC2 4.00± 0.81 3.79± 0.76 4.51± 1.85 4.35± 1.05 4.41± 1.42
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Experimental Values of Young’s Moduli and Reacted Thiols of Relation to
Negative Network Charge in HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 14: Exact values of mechanical measurements of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2,
HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 and HA74-SHn-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and
33) presented in Fig. 31 and 37 with corresponding numbers of reacted thiols and re-
lated negative network charge presented in Fig. 36. All values represent mean and standard
deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of Negative Young’s Reacted
thiolation Crosslinker network charge modulus thiols
of HA [%] [µmol/hydrogel] [kPa] [%]
18± 1 PA2AC2 4.10 0.36± 0.02 82± 3
18± 1 P+A2AC2 3.74 2.57± 0.26 80± 2
25± 4 PA2AC2 3.75 2.68± 0.13 78± 4
25± 4 P+A2AC2 3.25 3.65± 0.71 76± 4
33± 2 PA2AC2 3.35 3.20± 0.12 83± 3
33± 2 P+A2AC2 2.69 6.57± 0.71 86± 3
25± 4 PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 3.50 2.78± 0.17 81± 4
33± 2 PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 2.86 5.63± 1.84 84± 3
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Experimental Values of Swelling Ratios in PBS and ddH2O in Relation to
Negative Network Charge of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 15: Exact values of swelling raios of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2, HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 and
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in PBS and ddH2O pre-
sented in Fig. 38 and 39 in relation to negative network charge presented in Fig. 42 and 43.
All values represent mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of Negative Swelling Swelling
thiolation Crosslinker network charge ratio ratio
of HA [%] [µmol/hydrogel] in PBS in ddH2O
18± 1 PA2AC2 4.10 261.3± 116.9 458.0± 199.2
18± 1 P+A2AC2 3.74 79.1± 3.2 165.3± 3.6
25± 4 PA2AC2 3.75 89.6± 4.2 185.3± 9.4
25± 4 P+A2AC2 3.25 58.0± 4.2 139.8± 10.3
33± 2 PA2AC2 3.35 69.7± 1.5 126.2± 3.4
33± 2 P+A2AC2 2.69 43.9± 2.5 99.6± 5.2
25± 4 PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 3.50 79.7± 15.2 —
33± 2 PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 2.86 48.9± 1.0 —
Experimental Values of Swelling Ratios in Solutions with Different Molarities of
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 16: Exact values of swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in solutions with different molarities presented in
Fig. 40. All values represent mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one
preparation.
Swelling Swelling Swelling SwellingDegree of ratio in ratio in ratio in ratio inthiolation Crosslinker 0mM 50mM 150mM 300mMof HA [%] NaCl NaCl NaCl NaCl
18± 1 PA2AC2 458.0± 199.2 289.6± 104.6 261.0± 119.9 216.2± 95.1
18± 1 P+A2AC2 165.3± 3.6 99.5± 3.1 79.6± 3.1 60.2± 0.7
25± 4 PA2AC2 185.3± 9.4 115.6± 5.6 88.5± 4.3 67.6± 3.7
25± 4 P+A2AC2 139.8± 10.3 73.0± 5.6 56.0± 3.7 39.7± 2.5
33± 2 PA2AC2 126.2± 3.4 88.1± 1.7 69.1± 2.6 49.5± 2.0
33± 2 P+A2AC2 99.6± 5.2 52.2± 2.7 43.7± 1.8 29.1± 1.9
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Experimental Values of Swelling Ratios in Solutions with Different pH of
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 17: Exact values of swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in solutions with different pH, presented in Fig. 41.
All values represent mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of
thiolation Crosslinker Swelling ratio Swelling ratio Swelling ratio
of HA [%] in pH = 3.0 in pH = 7.0 in pH = 11.0
18± 1 PA2AC2 238.8± 106.9 261.0± 119.9 248.2± 110.7
18± 1 P+A2AC2 69.9± 1.4 79.6± 3.1 73.5± 1.2
25± 4 PA2AC2 75.3± 3.5 88.5± 4.3 80.4± 4.2
25± 4 P+A2AC2 44.6± 3.3 56.0± 3.7 49.0± 3.5
33± 2 PA2AC2 58.4± 2.2 69.1± 2.6 62.9± 1.7
33± 2 P+A2AC2 34.2± 2.4 43.7± 1.8 37.1± 2.7
Experimental Values of Mesh Sizes in Relation to Negative Network Charge of
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 18: Exact values of mesh sizes of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2, HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 and
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) presented in Fig. 44
in relation to negative network charge presented in Fig. 45. All values represent mean and
standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of Negative
thiolation Crosslinker network charge Mesh size
of HA [%] [µmol/hydrogel] [nm]
18± 1 PA2AC2 4.10 183.8± 34.7
18± 1 P+A2AC2 3.74 94.0± 2.3
25± 4 PA2AC2 3.75 100.6± 4.3
25± 4 P+A2AC2 3.25 66.9± 3.4
33± 2 PA2AC2 3.35 82.5± 2.8
33± 2 P+A2AC2 2.69 53.5± 4.2
25± 4 PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 3.50 86.8± 11.3
33± 2 PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 2.86 56.9± 1.5
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Experimental Values of Enzymatic Degradation in Relation to Negative Network
Charge of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 19: Exact values for half-lives for enzymatic degradation of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2
and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) presented in Fig. 46 and 47
in relation to negative network charge presented in Fig. 48. All values represent mean and
standard deviation of two different hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of Negative Half-life Half-life
thiolation Crosslinker network charge Hyaluronidase Lyase
of HA [%] [µmol/hydrogel] t1/2 [h] t1/2 [h]
18± 1 PA2AC2 4.10 2.52± 0.57 0.85± 0.02
18± 1 P+A2AC2 3.74 6.54± 0.27 1.66± 0.05
25± 4 PA2AC2 3.75 8.73± 1.23 2.25± 0.16
25± 4 P+A2AC2 3.25 13.37± 0.30 2.48± 0.01
33± 2 PA2AC2 3.35 11.73± 0.22 2.33± 0.18
33± 2 P+A2AC2 2.69 62.58± 32.47 5.26± 0.33
Experimental Values of Cell Adhesion in Relation to Negative Network Charge
on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 20: Exact values for cell adhesion on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) presented in Fig. 52 in relation to negative network
charge presented in Fig. 53. All values represent mean and standard deviation of three different
hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of Negative Cell number Cell number Cell number
thiolation Crosslinker network charge HDLEC MCF7 NHDF
of HA [%] [µmol/hydrogel] [cells/mm2] [cells/mm2] [cells/mm2]
18± 1 PA2AC2 4.10 124± 67 268± 172 183± 72
18± 1 P+A2AC2 3.74 131± 62 240± 153 293± 126
25± 4 PA2AC2 3.75 105± 81 245± 99 144± 69
25± 4 P+A2AC2 3.25 116± 60 403± 187 348± 145
33± 2 PA2AC2 3.35 109± 60 229± 120 218± 79
33± 2 P+A2AC2 2.69 236± 107 476± 112 463± 178
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Experimental Values of Young’s Moduli and Reacted Thiols in Relation to
Negative Network Charge of HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4 Hydrogels
Table 21: Exact values of mechanical measurements of HA74-SHn-TA2C4,
HA74-SHn-T+A2C4 and HA74-SHn-TA2C4-T+A2C4 hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33)
presented in Fig. 55a and 56 with corresponding numbers of reacted thiols and related
negative network charge presented in Fig. 55b. All values represent mean and standard devi-
ation of three different hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of Negative network Young’s Reacted
thiolation Crosslinker charge modulus thiols
of HA [%] [µmol/hydrogel] [kPa] [%]
18± 1 T+A2C4 3.74 0.58± 0.09 82± 2
25± 4 TA2C4 3.75 0.57± 0.01 89± 4
25± 4 T+A2C4 3.35 2.92± 0.35 84± 4
33± 2 TA2C4 3.35 2.62± 0.10 89± 3
33± 2 T+A2C4 2.69 4.61± 0.67 82± 3
25± 4 TA2C4-T+A2C4 3.50 1.33± 0.24 80± 1
33± 2 TA2C4-T+A2C4 2.86 3.11± 0.75 81± 3
Experimental Values of Swelling Ratios in PBS in Relation to Negative Network
Charge of HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4 Hydrogels
Table 22: Exact values of swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-TA2C4, HA74-SHn-T+A2C4 and
HA74-SHn-TA2C4-T+A2C4 hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in PBS in relation to
negative network charge presented in Fig. 58. All values represent mean and standard deviation
of three different hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of Negative
thiolation Crosslinker network charge Swelling ratio
of HA [%] [µmol/hydrogel] in PBS
18± 1 T+A2C4 3.74 89.8± 3.7
25± 4 TA2C4 3.75 108.7± 7.2
25± 4 T+A2C4 3.25 43.1± 4.8
33± 2 TA2C4 3.35 98.3± 3.8
33± 2 T+A2C4 2.69 42.5± 1.4
25± 4 TA2C4-T+A2C4 3.50 78.2± 7.7
33± 2 TA2C4-T+A2C4 2.86 50.7± 2.7
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Experimental Values of Swelling Ratios in Solutions with Different Molarities of
HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4 Hydrogels
Table 23: Exact values of swelling ratios of HA74-SHn-TA2C4 and HA74-SHn-T+A2C4
hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in solutions with different molarities presented in
Fig. 59. All values represent mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one
preparation.
Swelling Swelling Swelling SwellingDegree of ratio in ratio in ratio in ratio inthiolation Crosslinker 0mM 50mM 150mM 300mMof HA [%] NaCl NaCl NaCl NaCl
18± 1 T+A2C4 199.7± 5.3 149.9± 6.0 86.9± 2.0 63.5± 6.1
25± 4 TA2C4 217.4± 20.2 150.0± 9.2 101.4± 4.6 75.7± 3.2
25± 4 T+A2C4 117.5± 2.8 92.6± 1.4 46.1± 1.2 33.8± 1.2
33± 2 TA2C4 194.8± 7.9 134.1± 3.1 97.7± 2.6 60.6± 4.0
33± 2 T+A2C4 115.5± 6.5 92.1± 3.3 42.3± 0.4 30.8± 1.4
Experimental Values of Swelling Ratios in Solutions with Different pH of
HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4 Hydrogels
Table 24: Exact values of swelling raios of HA74-SHn-TA2C4 and HA74-SHn-T+A2C4
hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in solutions with different pH presented in Fig. 59.
All values represent mean and standard deviation of three different hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of
thiolation Crosslinker Swelling ratio Swelling ratio Swelling ratio
of HA [%] in pH = 3.0 in pH = 7.0 in pH = 11.0
18± 1 T+A2C4 88.9± 6.7 86.9± 2.0 89.5± 5.6
25± 4 TA2C4 101.7± 4.7 101.4± 4.6 99.2± 4.0
25± 4 T+A2C4 47.7± 2.2 46.1± 1.2 47.9± 1.0
33± 2 TA2C4 97.8± 2.4 97.7± 2.6 97.5± 3.3
33± 2 T+A2C4 43.3± 1.6 42.3± 0.4 42.8± 2.4
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Experimental Values of Mesh Sizes in Relation to Negative Network Charge of
HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4 Hydrogels
Table 25: Exact values of mesh sizes of HA74-SHn-TA2C4, HA74-SHn-T+A2C4 and
HA74-SHn-TA2C4-T+A2C4 hydrogels (with n = 18, 25 and 33) in relation to negative
network charge presented in Fig. 60. All values represent mean and standard deviation of three
different hydrogels from one preparation.
Degree of Negative
thiolation Crosslinker network charge Mesh size
of HA [%] [µmol/hydrogel] [nm]
18± 1 T+A2C4 3.74 108.3± 3.1
25± 4 TA2C4 3.75 125.5± 5.1
25± 4 T+A2C4 3.25 55.7± 7.9
33± 2 TA2C4 3.35 116.1± 2.1
33± 2 T+A2C4 2.69 52.6± 2.1
25± 4 TA2C4-T+A2C4 3.50 91.7± 6.2
33± 2 TA2C4-T+A2C4 2.86 61.8± 3.6
6.2.10 Fit Values and Statistical Analysis of Presented
Experiments
For correlation of different data, linear fits and fits of first order exponential decay
are carried out in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software Inc.).
Results with fit equations are presented in tables, in the order they appear in the thesis
with references to the corresponding figures.
For statistical analysis, the Kruskal-Wallis test (one-way Anova test) as a non-
parametric method is used in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad
Software Inc.). This test is based on the H test (Kruskal and Wallis (1952)), repre-
senting a rank analyzing if samples belong to the same distribution, see Eq. (6.12).
H =
12
N(N−1)
∑C
i=1
R2i
ni
− 3(N + 1)
1−∑ T(N3−N) (6.12)
C = number of samples;
ni = number of observations in the ith sample;
N = number of observations in all samples;
Ri = sum of the ranks in the ith sample;
T = expression of ties with ∑T = 0 if no ties exist.
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In order to compare different samples, all values are ranked independent of their
origin. The p-value is predicted with Pr(χ2g−1 ≥ H). The Kruskal-Wallis test is
subsequently completed with the Dunn’s multiple comparison test (Dunn (1964)) to
identify the differing samples, see Eq. (6.13).
ym =
∑
i Ti∑
i ni
−
∑
i′ Ti′∑
i′ ni′
(with m = 1, . . . , p) (6.13)
With Eq. (6.14) the standard deviations for all individual values are calculated taking
possible ties (ts) into account. The values for ym/σm are compared and this compar-
ison is then correlated to the standard normal distribution, to determine them being
different or not.
σ2m =
[
N(N + 1)
12 −
∑s
s=1(t3s − ts)
12(N − 1)
] [
1∑
i ni
+ 1∑
i′ ni′
]
(6.14)
Results for statistical analysis are presented in tables together with the fit values, in
the order they appear in the thesis with references to the corresponding figures.
Fit Values of Young’s Moduli in Correlation to Negative Network Charge of
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 26: Fit values for linear correlation of Young’s moduli and negative network
charge in HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels presented in Fig. 36 in
comparison to fit values with mixed HA74-SHn-PA2AC2-P+A2AC2 hydrogels presented
in Fig. 37. Values are given after analysis in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad
Software Inc.).
Value and Value and
Fit parameter standard deviation standard deviation
Fig. 36 Fig. 37
Best-fit Slope −3.68± 0.55 −3.98± 0.36
Best-fit Y-intercept 15.83± 1.93 16.99± 1.24
Best-fit X-intercept 4.3± 0.5 4.3± 0.5
Best-fit 1/slope −0.27 −0.25
Equation Y = −3.68x + 15.83 Y = −3.98x + 16.99
R square 0.9177 0.9529
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Fit Values of Half-Lives in Correlation to Negative Network Charge of
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 27: Fit values for exponential correlation of half-lives and negative network charge
in HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels presented in Fig. 48. Values are
given after analysis in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software Inc.).
Value and Value and
Fit paramter standard deviation standard deviation
Fig. 48a (Hyaluronidase) Fig. 48b (Lyase)
Best-fit Y0 245 349± 1 136 009 190.6± 213.1
Best-fit Plateau 3.98± 7.04 0.54± 0.71
Best-fit K 3.101± 1.751 1.377± 0.461
Best-fit Half-Life 0.224± 0.837 0.503± 0.852
Best-fit Tau 0.323± 1.208 0.726± 1.229
Best-fit Span 245 345± 1 136 003 190± 212
Equation
Y = (245349 − 3.98) ×
e−3.101x + 3.98
Y = (190.6 − 0.54) ×
e−1.377x + 0.54
Degrees of Freedom 9 9
R square 0.8217 0.9409
Absolute Sum of Squares 1081 1.328
Statistical Analysis of HDLEC Numbers on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2
Hydrogels
Table 28: Kruskal-Wallis-Test with Dunn’s multiple comparison for HDLEC numbers
on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels presented in Fig. 52a.
Analysis parameter value
P value <0.0001
Exact or approximate P value? Approximate
P value summary ****
Do the medians vary signif. (P <0.05)? Yes
Number of groups 6
Kruskal-Wallis-statistics 34.12
Number of treatments (columns) 6
Number of values (total) 180
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Dunn’s comparison Mean rank diff. Significant Summary P
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 15.15 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 9.78 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. −6.55 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 3.88 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. −52.47 Yes ** 0.0011
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −5.37 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −21.70 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −11.27 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −67.62 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. −16.33 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. −5.90 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. −62.25 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. 10.43 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. −45.92 Yes ** 0.0078
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 vs. −56.35 Yes *** 0.0003
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
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Test details Mean rank 1 Mean rank 2 rank diff n1 n2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 85.47 70.32 15.15 30 30
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 85.47 75.68 9.78 30 30
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 85.47 92.02 −6.55 30 30
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 85.47 81.58 3.88 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 85.47 137.90 −52.47 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 70.32 75.68 −5.37 30 30
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 70.32 92.02 −21.70 30 30
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 70.32 81.58 −11.27 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 70.32 137.90 −67.62 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. 75.68 92.02 −16.33 30 30
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. 75.68 81.58 −5.90 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. 75.68 137.90 −62.25 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. 92.02 81.58 10.43 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. 92.02 137.90 −45.92 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 vs. 81.58 137.90 −56.35 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
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Statistical Analysis of MCF7 Numbers on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2
Hydrogels
Table 29: Kruskal-Wallis-Test with Dunn’s multiple comparison for MCF7 numbers on
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels presented in Fig. 52b.
Analysis parameter value
P value <0.0001
Exact or approximate P value? Approximate
P value summary ****
Do the medians vary signif. (P <0.05)? Yes
Number of groups 6
Kruskal-Wallis-statistics 57.35
Number of treatments (columns) 6
Number of values (total) 180
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Dunn’s comparison Mean rank diff. Significant Summary P
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 4.85 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 9.72 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 8.72 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. −40.48 Yes * 0.0379
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. −67.10 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 4.87 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 3.87 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −45.33 Yes * 0.0108
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −71.95 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. −1.00 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. −50.20 Yes ** 0.0027
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. −76.82 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. −49.20 Yes ** 0.0036
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. −75.82 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 vs. −26.62 No ns 0.7057
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
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Test details Mean rank 1 Mean rank 2 rank diff n1 n2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 76.45 71.60 4.85 30 30
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 76.45 66.73 9.72 30 30
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 76.45 67.73 8.72 30 30
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 76.45 116.90 −40.48 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 76.45 143.60 −67.10 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 71.60 66.73 −4.87 30 30
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 71.60 67.73 −3.87 30 30
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 71.60 116.90 −45.33 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 71.60 143.60 −71.95 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. 66.73 67.73 −1.00 30 30
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. 66.73 116.90 −50.20 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. 66.73 143.60 −76.82 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. 66.73 116.90 −49.20 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. 66.73 143.60 −75.82 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 vs. 116.90 143.60 −26.62 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
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Statistical Analysis of NHDF Numbers on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2
Hydrogels
Table 30: Kruskal-Wallis-Test with Dunn’s multiple comparison for NHDF numbers
on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels presented in Fig. 52c.
Analysis parameter value
P value <0.0001
Exact or approximate P value? Approximate
P value summary ****
Do the medians vary signif. (P <0.05)? Yes
Number of groups 6
Kruskal-Wallis-statistics 77.31
Number of treatments (columns) 6
Number of values (total) 180
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Dunn’s comparison Mean rank diff. Significant Summary P
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 19.05 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. −16.35 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. −42.73 Yes * 0.0209
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. −57.58 Yes *** 0.0002
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. −79.98 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −35.40 No ns 0.1217
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −61.78 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −76.63 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. −99.03 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. −26.38 No ns 0.7275
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. −41.23 Yes * 0.0307
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. −63.63 Yes **** <0.0001
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. −14.85 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. −37.25 No ns 0.0802
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 vs. −22.40 No ns >0.9999
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
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Test details Mean rank 1 Mean rank 2 rank diff n1 n2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 60.90 41.85 19.05 30 30
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 60.90 77.25 −16.35 30 30
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 60.90 103.60 −42.73 30 30
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 60.90 118.50 −57.58 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-PA2AC2 vs. 60.90 140.90 −79.98 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 41.85 77.25 −35.40 30 30
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 41.85 103.60 −61.78 30 30
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 41.85 118.50 −76.63 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-PA2AC2 vs. 41.85 140.90 −99.03 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. 77.25 103.60 −26.38 30 30
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. 77.25 118.50 −41.23 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH33-PA2AC2 vs. 77.25 140.90 −63.63 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. 103.60 118.50 −14.85 30 30
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH18-P+A2AC2 vs. 103.60 140.90 −37.25 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
HA74-SH25-P+A2AC2 vs. 118.50 140.90 −22.40 30 30
HA74-SH33-P+A2AC2
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Fit Values of Cell Numbers in Correlation to Negative Network Charge on
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 31: Fit values for linear correlation of cell numbers and negative network charge
on HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels presented in Fig. 53. Values
are given after analysis in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software Inc.).
Value and Value and
Fit paramter standard deviation standard deviation
Fig. 53a (MCF7) Fig. 53b (NHDF)
Best-fit Slope −167.3± 63.6 −201.3± 64.5
Best-fit Y-intercept 892.4± 223.0 975.5± 226.2
Best-fit X-intercept 5.333± 1.009 4.845± 5.842
Best-fit 1/slope −0.0060 −0.0050
Equation Y = −167.3x + 892.4 Y = −201.3x + 975.5
R square 0.6342 0.7093
Fit Values of Young’s Moduli in Correlation to Negative Network Charge of
HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4 Hydrogels
Table 32: Fit values for linear correlation of Young’s moduli and negative network
charge of HA74-SHn-TA2C4 and HA74-SHn-T+A2C4 hydrogels presented in Fig. 55b in
comparison to fit values with mixed HA74-SHn-TA2C4-T+A2C4 hydrogels presented in
Fig. 56. Values are given after analysis in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad
Software Inc.).
Value and Value and
Fit paramter standard deviation standard deviation
Fig. 55b Fig. 56
Best-fit Slope −3.89± 0.36 −3.48± 0.47
Best-fit Y-intercept 15.31± 1.22 13.76± 1.58
Best-fit X-intercept 3.9± 0.2 4.0± 0.3
Best-fit 1/slope −0.26 −0.29
Equation Y = −3.89x + 15.31 Y = −3.98x + 16.99
R square 0.9747 0.9150
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Fit Values of Young’s Moduli in Correlation to Negative Network Charge of
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 Compared to HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4 Hydrogels
Table 33: Fit values for linear correlation of Young’s moduli and negative network
charge of HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 and HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels in comparison to fit
values with HA74-SHn-TA2C4 and HA74-SHn-T+A2C4 hydrogels presented in Fig. 57.
Values are given after analysis in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software Inc.).
Value and Value and
Fit paramter standard deviation standard deviation
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2/P+A2AC2 HA74-SHn-TA2C4/T+A2C4
Best-fit Slope −3.96± 0.48 −3.89± 0.36
Best-fit Y-intercept 16.97± 1.69 15.31± 1.22
Best-fit X-intercept 4.3± 0.5 3.9± 0.2
Best-fit 1/slope −0.25 −0.26
Equation Y = −3.96x + 16.97 Y = −3.89x + 15.31
R square 0.9440 0.9747
Equality of slopes
F 0.012 83
DFn, DFd 1.7
P 0.9130
Pooled slopes −3.94
Equality of intercepts
F 29.19
DFn, DFd 1.8
P 0.0006
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Fit Values of Young’s Moduli in Correlation to Number of Bonds of
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 Compared to HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 Hydrogels
Table 34: Fit values for linear correlation of Young’s moduli and number of bonds of
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 compared to HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2 hydrogels presented in Fig. 61a.
Values are given after analysis in "GraphPad Prism7 for Mac" (version 7.0c, GraphPad Software Inc.).
Value and Value and
Fit paramter standard deviation standard deviation
HA74-SHn-PA2AC2 HA74-SHn-P+A2AC2
Best-fit Slope 3.36± 1.25 4.89± 1.78
Best-fit Y-intercept −2.30± 1.63 −2.11± 2.32
Best-fit X-intercept 0.6834 0.4320
Best-fit 1/slope 0.30 0.20
Equation Y = 3.36x − 2.30 Y = 4.89x − 2.11
R square 0.8780 0.8831
Equality of slopes
F 0.4948
DFn, DFd 1.2
P 0.5547
Pooled slopes 4.12
Equality of intercepts
F 12.18
DFn, DFd 1.3
P 0.0398
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